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Abstract

An admittance-based controller for autonomously digging in fragmented rock piles

was developed and tested by using a 1 t surface loader, and a 14 t Atlas Copco Load-

Haul-Dump (LHD) vehicle. This admittance-based Autonomous Loading Controller

(ALC) had superior consistency over both digging at constant velocity, and manual

digging. The ALC was able to dig 39 % more material in 61 % less time than manual

operators over 26 dig attempts by using a 14 t LHD in an underground mine, although

it did require 68 % more work. The ALC achieves these performance improvements

by controlling the mechanical admittance between the bucket and the rock pile. In

contrast with nearly constant velocity digging observed in manual operators, con-

trolling mechanical admittance allows the ALC to alter the velocity of the bucket in

response to the dig reaction forces. Maintaining a preset admittance results in the

ALC avoiding high and low force areas below the surface of the rock pile, which are

indicative of obstacles and pockets respectively.

The ALC is both novel and important because it was developed for use in frag-

mented rock piles by using industry-scale equipment, compared to existing methods

that use small scale excavators in soil or gravel targets. The major contributions dis-

cussed in this thesis are the ALC, which opens a whole new area of digging research,

a tuning process for the ALC, a comparative analysis of the ALC against manual and
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constant velocity digging, a preliminary study of how the rock pile characteristics

affect loading, and methods for biasing the ALC towards successfully exiting the rock

pile.

The end result of these contributions is an autonomous loading method that loads

considerably more material more consistently than a manual operator. The ALC

was also remarkably robust to changes in dig platform and in multiple dig targets,

which suggests that it is easier to tune and operate than behaviour, learning, or other

heuristic based methods. The ALC still requires a human operator to select the rock

pile entry point, but the ALC could be used with existing remote control methods

to dramatically improve performance. Furthermore, the ALC is a vital step towards

realizing the productivity and consistency advantages of fully automating the LHD

cycle.
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controllers can be tuned once and the ILC can be tuned to compensate for

off-nominal disturbances.

IMU - Inertial Measurement Unit: A sensor used to detect acceleration.

LHD (vehicle) - Load Haul Dump: A low profile, articulated, underground mining
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vehicle with a large bucket. They are typically used to load, haul, and dump

fragmented rock between the point where the rock is liberated from the ground

and the devices that will eventually remove the rock from the mine (see LHD

cycle).

LHD (cycle) - Loading Hauling and Dumping: A three part cycle where frag-

mented rock is collected, transported, and deposited between two points in a

mine (typically an underground mine). The LHD cycle usually begins at a draw
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PID - Proportional Integral Derivative controller: A controller where the error signal

is multiplied by a proportional gain, then added to an integral gain multiplied

by the integral of the error, and finally added to another gain multiplied by

the derivative of the error. Note: any combination of P, I, and D gains can be

used to achieve the desired response from the plant being controlled. Often one
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ore more of these gains are set to 0 to nullify their effect on the plant while

desirable values are found for the remaining gains. This process is known as

manual trial-and-error tuning.

RCS - Rig Control System: Atlas Copco’s automation upgrade that allows their

vehicles to be operated remotely.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The admittance-based Autonomous Loading Controller (ALC) developed and evalu-

ated in this thesis is designed to automate the loading phase of the Load-Haul-Dump

(LHD) cycle for robotic mining vehicles such as the Atlas Copco ST14 shown in Fig-

ure 1.1. Typically, LHDs like Atlas Copco’s ST14 are used in underground mines

to excavate piles of fragmented rock (loading), transport this rock to a dump point

(hauling), and dump the fragmented rock into an ore pass, truck, or re-handle rock

pile (dumping). These three phases: loading, hauling, and dumping, form the LHD

cycle, which is repeated until the draw point renewing the rock pile (in mining, also

called a muck pile) is exhausted. A typical LHD cycle is depicted in Figure 1.2. Semi-

automated LHDs like the ST14 can be controlled by operators on board the LHD,

at some distance away by using line-of-sight radio remote control, or from the safety

of a control room located away from the production area. LHD automation is desir-

able because the LHD cycle is repetitive, and takes place in a relatively hazardous

environment.
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LHD

Muck pile

Figure 1.1: LHD and muck: This Atlas Copco ST14 Load Haul Dump (LHD) vehicle
is equipped with an autonomous tramming system that allows the vehicle to haul and
dump autonomously [1].
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LHD

Draw points/Muck pilesDraw points/Muck piles (1)

(1)
(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

Rehandle
point

Ore pass

Mined out 
draw point

Figure 1.2: LHD cycle: Both LHDs load (1) material at draw points inside active
drifts, haul (2) the loaded material to either the ore pass or rehandle point, and dump
(3) the material at the ore pass or rehandle point. The LHD cycle continues until all
the material in all the active draw and rehandle points has been hauled and dumped
down the ore pass.
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1.1 Research problem motivation

The research problem addressed in this thesis is the lack of automated loading meth-

ods for underground LHDs. The ALC could lead to the automation of the entire

LHD cycle, which should improve the efficiency of current semi-autonomous LHD

operations. The ALC has demonstrated remarkably consistent dig efficiency relative

to human operators, and could be phased into existing semi-autonomous LHDs to

improve the efficiency of less skilled operators, or to counteract the lack of feedback

in line-of-sight radio remote control operations. The increased consistency of the ALC

could also reduce maintenance costs by making part failures more predictable and less

frequent. Additionally the aggressiveness of the digging routine could be controlled

in order to reduce vehicle maintenance, and match the size constraints of downstream

hauling equipment.

1.2 Key contributions

The key contributions described in this thesis are 1) the empirical proof of the efficacy

of admittance control for automated loading in fragmented rock 2) the development

of a simple and robust ALC, 3) a testing and tuning method for the ALC, 4) field

experiment results on two different robotic loading platforms, 5) field experiments in

multiple muck piles with varying characteristics, and 6) a reliable means for biasing

the ALC towards exiting the muck pile. The ALC was developed using a 1 t sur-

face loader at Queen’s University. The development and testing of this algorithm is

documented in Chapter 3. The ALC was then modified for use on an Atlas Copco

ST14, and tested in the Kvarntorp Mine in Sweden. The changes to the ALC and the
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Kvarntorp test results are discussed in Chapter 4. The semi-autonomous literature

review is presented next, and various autonomous loading methods are discussed in

Chapter 2.

1.3 Why automate LHDs?

In [2], Lever lists several drivers behind automating the LHD cycle. These drivers

fall into two categories, 1) increasing productivity, and 2) reducing costs. In general,

automated systems can increase productivity by responding to environmental feed-

back faster than human operators. Their responses are also governed by equations,

so they will respond predictably to the same inputs [3]. Automated LHDs can reduce

the costs associated with 1) production variability, 2) the salaries and benefits used

to attract workers to remote and potentially hazardous mine sites, and 3) keeping

these worker happy and healthy once at these mine sites [4, 5].

1.3.1 Variability costs

LHD cycle variability is due to both uncontrolled environment factors (incomplete

blasting, rock bursts etc...), and human operator response variability [2]. Human op-

erators tend to lose productivity over the length of a shift due to the repetitive nature

of the LHD cycle [6]. They can also respond differently to the same environmental

stimuli. Most automated systems respond predictably to the same environmental

stimuli, however they generally do not respond as well as human operators to unan-

ticipated events [7]. LHD cycle variability can increase mine costs because both ore

flow rates and maintenance intervals become harder to predict as variability increases.
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Both flow rate and maintenance uncertainty increase costs by preventing scheduling

optimization, and by decreasing vehicle utilization [6].

Semi-automated LHDs have already demonstrated maintenance advantages dur-

ing the hauling portion of the LHD cycle by using wall detection sensors to minimize

wall strikes [8], [9]. Other researches including Uzbekova et al. in [10], and Gustafson

in [6] have speculated that maintenance can be reduced by matching the aggres-

siveness of the automated system to the current production requirements. In this

scenario, the wear on the LHD can be inferred by measuring the work or energy ex-

pended by the LHD using the automation sensors [11]. These wear measurements can

then be used to control the rate of wear on the vehicle by reducing hauling speed, or

digging aggressiveness [12]. For instance, lower energy digging can improve tire and

bucket wear by minimizing the reaction force experienced by the LHD.

In theory, reducing maintenance will reduce operating costs, and the increased

vehicle utilization will increase revenue. Unfortunately, there is a lack of operating

data to suggest that these savings and increased revenue will offset the cost of reducing

the ore flow rate by digging less aggressively or hauling at lower speed. This theory

has yet to be tested because of a lack of instrumentation (or manufacturers limiting

access to sensor data) on existing LHDs, and an operational focus on ore flow rates

without considering the energy and wear incurred to achieve these flow rates. For

instance, Donovan points out in [13] that one of the advantages of automated hauling

is more efficient gear shifting, which drastically reduces gear box maintenance and

downtime. Maintenance prediction becomes particularly critical at remote mine sites

due to increased labor costs, and reduced access to spare parts [13].
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1.3.2 Remote operation costs

Terrestrial and future lunar mines will operate in increasingly hazardous environments

as easily extracted (Tier I) resources are depleted [14], [15], [16]. Mining companies

will either need to develop these resources at greater expense, or develop more effi-

cient methods for extracting less accessible resources. On Earth, these less accessible

resources are found in remote locations. These locations can be at extreme depths

within existing mines, at high altitudes, on the ocean floor, and in Canada’s arctic

[17]. For example, Figure 1.3 shows Rio Tinto’s Diavik Mine, which is only accessible

by land in the winter when the ice roads are open.

On our moon, the most likely orebody is ice found near craters at the Lunar poles.

Mining these locations is especially dangerous due to radiation, extreme temperatures

(between 38 to 300 K or −235 to 27 ◦C [19]), uneven terrain, abrasive dust, and crater

floors that could have high static charge due to solar wind ion stripping [20].

Surprisingly, both remote terrestrial and Lunar mining suffer from similar com-

plications due to these extreme environments. These complications include: 1) no

or very little infrastructure, 2) difficulty transporting workers and equipment to the

work site, 3) difficulty attracting skilled workers to the work site [4], and 4) danger

to the workers while working and living near the work site [17], [15], [16].

Lack of infrastructure includes both services like power, communications, and

water, and support facilities like spare parts, repair shops, schools, barracks, and

hospitals. Onucki speculates in [17] that automated systems can help reduce these

costs by reducing the number of people at the mine site. Relocating these people

to more urban centers should also help reduce the skills gap identified by Andrews

in [21] by attracting younger workers who increasingly avoid work in more remote
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Figure 1.3: Extreme terrestrial mine: The Diavik Diamond Mine is located 100 km
north of the tree line in Canada’s Northwest Territories. The fuel used by the mine
for all power generation and to run all mining equipment can only be transported 2
months out of the year when the ice roads are open. All other supplies and personnel
must be transported by aircraft when weather permits (Photo Courtesy of The Diavik
Diamond Mine)[18].
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areas. Having these workers off site also decreases the power demands at the mine

site, which allowed Rio Tinto to operate their Pilbara Iron Mine in Australia above

their licensed nameplate capacity [15].

1.3.3 Hazardous environment costs

LHDs operate in particularly hazardous underground conditions within already re-

mote work sites. Some of these conditions include: sudden rock failure, run of muck,

rock spill, temperature and humidity extremes, dust, explosive remnants, poor vis-

ibility, and limited space to maneuver [17]. Larsson points out in [8] that some of

these hazards have motivated mines to control LHDs by teleremote and line-of-site

radio remote control instead of having operators on-board the LHD. Dunlop indi-

cates in [17], however that most remote and automation systems are insufficient for

mine development work because the work-site changes so frequently and requires so

much manual intervention. Also remote operations tend to be slower than on-board

operations due to reduced situational awareness once the operator leaves the vehicle

cab [22]. This lack of situational awareness also tends to increase vehicle wear due to

increased wall strikes [8].

Hazardous environments also increase operator stress, and increase the physical

toll on the operator due to 1) the time required to reach the production level, 2)

vibrations caused by hauling over uneven ground, and 3) getting on and off the

vehicle repeatedly for line-of-sight radio remote control operation [13]. The relatively

hazardous work environment, and the repetitive nature of the LHD cycle make LHDs

a prime candidate for automation. Their productivity can also have a dramatic impact

on the overall productivity of a mine.
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1.4 Increasing productivity

Productivity can be defined as the time and energy taken to move a mass of rock

between a draw point and an ore pass. Several factors influence productivity includ-

ing operator skill, the characteristics of the fragmented rock, the condition of the

roadways and infrastructure, the length of the hauling segment, the machine utiliza-

tion time, the exclusion time between blasts, and the commute time for the operator.

Ideally, an automated LHD should have similar productivity to a skilled operator,

and be able to maintain productivity over multiple shifts. Automated LHDs have the

potential to increase productivity by increasing 1) speed, 2) productivity consistency,

and 3) utilization.

1.4.1 Increasing speed

The only phases of the LHD cycle that have been successfully automated are the

hauling and dumping phases. Hence all companies that market autonomous LHDs

are really describing semi-autonomous LHDs. It is worth noting that these semi-

automated LHDs require operators to execute a training phase whenever the hauling

route changes, so even the hauling and dumping phases are not completely auto-

mated. Current semi-automated LHDs can drive faster than conventional LHDs

without striking drift walls under certain conditions (most notably longer drifts) [8].

Both Schunnesson in [11], and Uzbekova et al. in [10] found that this increased speed

decreases haul times, and can eliminate the need for rehandle points. Reducing re-

handle can significantly improve productivity due to the difficulties associated with

remote loading. Semi-automated LHDs can also travel faster than manual LHDs over

roads that could injure an on-board operator [13].
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1.4.2 Increasing consistency

Evans and Donovan found in [22] and [13] that LHDs with automated hauling routines

can outperformed human operators not just because they drive the vehicles faster,

but because they drive the vehicle more consistently. Gustafson et al. noted in [6]

that the productivity of skilled operators decreases over the length of a shift due to

the repetitive nature of the LHD cycle, and operator fatigue. Higher consistency also

allows bigger vehicles to operate in smaller drifts, which can significantly improve

productivity [13]. Achieving consistent productivity over a wide range of conditions

could significantly impact mine planning and operation [2].

1.4.3 Increasing utilization

Both Onucki in [17] and Cronin in [23] point out that semi-automated LHDs can

operate over longer periods compared to human operated systems, which increases

productivity through higher vehicle utilization and more consistent hoisting opera-

tions (bringing the ore from the production level to the surface). Semi-automated

LHDs can also increase vehicle utilization by 1) eliminating time off vehicle during

line-of-sight operation [13], 2) reducing or eliminating operator commute times, 3)

allowing one operator to control multiple vehicles, 4) reducing exclusion times and

ventilation requirements, and 5) by reducing maintenance related down time [2].

Reducing commute times

Currently, operators must travel to the mine site, and then descend to the production

level to check out and operate their LHDs [8]. This commute time could be eliminated

completely by allowing the operator to supervise the LHD from the surface, or from
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an office in town. Evans points out in [22] that eliminating the operator commute time

could also open the door for true 24/7 vehicle utilization since operators need only

hand over the control console to the next operator. For example, Barrick operates

Caterpillar autonomous LHDs at their Kanowna Belle Mine in Western Australia

[24]. Uzbekova and Donovan point out in [10] and [13] that current best practice at

Kanowna Belle is for the operator to check out the LHD before each shift meaning that

their operators were still required to descend to the production level. However, this

check out could be done by a certified maintenance worker already on the production

level. Additionally, it is critical to monitor the condition of the roadway and ore

pass to reduce accidents and unnecessary wear on the LHDs. These surveys could be

performed remotely by using the video cameras on the LHD, or by maintenance staff.

Gustafson points out in [6] that automated road maintenance is critical for obtaining

true 24/7 vehicle utilization.

Multi-vehicle control

In [25] Lever indicates that one operator could supervise many LHDs if there is suf-

ficient confidence in the autonomous system. In the nominal multi-vehicle control

mode, the operator selects the routes for each vehicle, gives control of each vehicle

to the automated hauling and dumping routines, and only assumes control of each

vehicle when they arrive at the muck pile. Note that only one vehicle can be loaded

at a time, so multiple LHDs arriving at a draw point simultaneously must idle un-

til the operator can assume control. This operational mode has proven difficult to

achieve in practice primarily due to a lack of confidence in the automated systems.

For example Rio Tinto currently uses a Sandvik automated hauling system at their
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Northparks Mine in New South Wales, Australia [9]. While they were able to achieve

similar production levels to manual operations (206 tph vs 221 tph in manual mode)

their vehicle utilization over 8 months decreased from 86 % in manual mode, to 78 %

with the automated system. This decrease was due to several factors including infras-

tructure failures, insufficient operator training, and manufacturer software upgrades.

They were, however, able to achieve peak utilization levels of 22.5 h/day vs. 17.0

hrs/day in manual mode due to the decreased operator commute time to the telere-

mote station instead of the production level. Corin points out in [23] that, while

automated hauling performance is within 15 % of manual hauling, a single operator

routinely controls three vehicles resulting in a net cost reduction.

Reducing exclusion time and ventilation requirements

Caterpillar representatives in [26], Corin in [23], and Gustafson et al. in [12] indicate

that reducing exclusion times and ventilation requirements may also improve produc-

tivity. Exclusion times are put in effect after a blast to let blast products dissipate,

and to verify the stability of the drifts. A semi-automated LHD is insensitive to blast

products, but sensitive to dust if the vision system relies on light beams or lasers. Au-

tomated LHDs can also operate in more toxic, and warmer environments than human

operated LHDs [12]. However, even automated electric LHDs will require some level

of ventilation to remove waste heat, and allow workers to access broken equipment

(unless support staff have access to personal life support suits). Hence, automation

may only have a marginal effect on exclusion times and ventilation requirements.

The previously described benefits of automation have been difficult to achieve in

operation with existing equipment. Onucki and Duff in [17] and Gustafson et al.
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in [27] point out that the main reason the mining industry has been slow to adopt

automated systems is because the advantages of these automated systems are offset

by an actual and perceived lack of reliability. Hence any new automated system must

be rigorously tested in the most realistic and harsh environment possible. The current

state of LHD automation is discussed next.

1.5 Current LHD automation

The following three semi-automated LHD systems are currently available: Sandvik’s

AutoMine R© system, Atlas Copco’s Scooptram Automation system, and Caterpillar’s

ControlTM (formerly MINEGEMTM) system. These systems have been used intermit-

tently in over 16 mines since the late 1990’s with generally improving results [6]. Each

of these systems automates the hauling and dumping portions of the cycle. Muck pile

shaping at rehandle points, dealing with oversize, and loading still require manual in-

tervention via teleremote or line-of-sight radio remote control. Unfortunately, remote

operation puts additional stress on the operator due to the lack of sensory feedback

from the environment [8]. This lack of feedback reduces productivity and increases

maintenance, which has led LHD providers to attempt to fully automate the LHD

cycle [25].

Automated hauling was the first target for automation since it is the longest

phase in the LHD cycle [8], and hence can benefit the most from the greater speeds,

accuracy, and consistency possible by using robotic algorithms. Automated dumping

is relatively trivial compared to automated loading because the bucket moves in free

space, and can follow a single path for every dump. The more challenging loading

task has been attempted by several companies, however there is no automated loading
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system that has found commercial success. For example, Caterpillar’s Autodig system

does attempt to automate loading, however McHugh and Donovan point out in [11]

and [13] that the Autodig system was unable to cope with the range of rock sizes

encountered in their muck piles resulting in 50-60 % bucket filling. It also tended

to straighten the LHD while loading resulting in the back end impacting the walls

[13]. A more detailed review of various autonomous loading attempts is given in

Chapter 2, but the Autodig system likely failed due to its reliance on pre-programmed

bucket paths [28]. All three systems have similar implementations, advantages, and

drawbacks, which will be discussed next.

1.5.1 Implementation

Semi-automated LHDs can only achieve the previously stated advantages over manned

systems through careful planning [27], [13]. They tend to work best in large mines with

large stopes, long draw point lives, and long winding drifts. Large stopes feeding long-

lived draw points justify the roadways, ore passes, and communications infrastructure

required by semi-automated LHDs to perform optimally. Their longevity also helps

offset the costs of the automated system [4]. For the moment, automated systems

must be physically separated from manned systems because the automated LHDs

lack robust obstacle detection sensors and avoidance routines. The autonomously

worked drifts can be more easily isolated in larger mines since infrastructure tends

to be more permanent and production can be spread over multiple stopes or levels.

Long winding drifts are currently essential to take advantage of the increased hauling

speeds and accuracy of automated systems, however mines could also choose to work

more unstable drifts since the only risk is to the LHD and not a human operator.
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The most common mining method used with automated LHDs is sub-level open

or long hole stoping (Diavik Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton, Garpenberg Boliden Mineral,

Finsch DeBeers, Williams Barrick, Jundee Newmont, Stawell Crocodile Gold Corp).

Some companies have also used sub-level caving (Kiruna and Malmberget LKAB),

and block caving methods (El Teniente Pilar Norte Codelco, Andina Codelco, Finsch

DeBeers, Pyhäsalmi Inmet) [27]. Each of these methods are discussed next in a

semi-automated LHD context.

Sub-level open stoping

Sub-level open stoping requires a long, tall, and steeply dipping ore body [29]. Both

the ore body and wall rock must be fairly competent to prevent ore dilution by waste

rock, and to support draw points at the base of the stope, and drifts throughout the

height of the stope [2]. Once the draw points are established near the bottom of the

stope, additional drilling drifts are advanced throughout the height of the stope at

regular intervals (dictated by the length of the drills) as shown in Figure 1.4. The

first units at the farthest end of the stope are then drilled and blasted from each of

the drill drifts (usually from the lowest drill drift to the highest). Gravity pulls the

fragmented rock down through the draw points, where the rock is removed by the

LHDs. The drill drifts are then used to drill and blast the next unit of the stope. This

retreating drilling and blasting is continued until the bulk of the stope is removed, or

until the ore becomes unacceptably diluted by wall rock.

Sub-level open stoping pairs well with semi-automated LHDs because both the

drawpoints and ore passes remain fixed throughout the life of the stope. This fixed
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Figure 1.4: Sub-level open stoping: The transport drifts at the base of the stope allow
LHDs to access the draw points and carry blasted rock to ore passes (not shown).
The stope is drilled and blasted in sequence from one end of the stope to the other
by using drill drifts at regular intervals spanning the hight of the stope (re-printed
with permission from Atlas Copco AB) [30].
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infrastructure and the long stope life means mines can more easily justify and re-

coup the costs of the automated infrastructure. Some of this infrastructure includes

high bandwidth radio networks, light or physical barriers to keep people out of the

automation zone, and surveillance cameras [13]. The stopes can also be quite long,

which allows mine operators to get the maximum benefit from the increased hauling

speed and accuracy, of the automated system.

Sub-level caving

Sub-level caving requires a similar ore body to sub-level open stoping, but with weak

ore and wall rock [29]. The ore must however, be sufficiently competent to support the

sublevel drill drifts that are advanced throughout the height and width of the stope

as shown in Figure 1.5. Sub-level caving is a top down process where bore holes are

drilled upwards to the previous sublevel. These holes are generally blasted in sequence

from the hanging wall to the footwall. The less competent wall rock collapses with

the blasted ore filling the original stope volume as the ore is removed by the LHDs [2].

This gravity waste rock fill method is more prone to dilution than sub-level stoping,

but multiple levels can be worked simultaneously with proper planning [29].

Semi-automated LHDs can again take advantage of the significant infrastructure

required for sub-level caving. Unfortunately, this mining method requires the remote

operator to take into account the location of the draw point as it advances towards

the footwall end of the drift. The advancing draw point also limits the advantages

offered by automated hauling since the length of the hauling segment decreased over

the life of each level.
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Figure 1.5: Sub-level caving: Sub-level caving is a top down mining method for
steeply dipping stopes in weak rock. Each sublevel is mined in sequence such that
the ore is pressed towards the footwall drifts by the collapsing wall rock (re-printed
with permission from Atlas Copco AB) [30].
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Block caving

Block caving again requires a tall, long, and steeply dipping ore body, but the ore

must have very poor strength such that it fractures and fragments once a space is

opened below the stope [29]. Block caving begins by establishing ore passes, drifts,

and drawpoints below the stope. Undercut drifts are advanced through a narrow

seam of wall rock between the stope and the drawpoint drawbells. This seam is then

drilled and blasted so that the stope loses any means of vertical support as shown

in Figure 1.6. The lack of support, the natural stress field, and gravity cause the

week ore to fracture without additional drilling and blasting [2]. Once the undercut

waste rock is removed, ore will begin to flow through the drawbells to the LHDs.

LHD productivity and dilution must be carefully monitored to ensure equal ore draw

throughout the production level. Uneven ore draw can result in waste rock blocking

multiple drawpoints trapping ore within the stope [29].

Block caving is an ideal mining method for semi-automated LHDs. Not only does

the production level infrastructure remain constant, but the productivity must be

closely monitored to ensure equal draw from all drawpoints. A natural side effect of

LHD automation is the collection of detailed hauling, and payload data [31]. This data

and the increased consistency of semi-automated LHDs makes it easier to construct

detailed draw schedules. For example, De Beers in [32] found that the data from their

automated trucks and their single semi-automated LHD allowed them to achieve 75 %

draw control compliance.
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Figure 1.6: Block caving: Significant infrastructure is established below the stope,
before an undercut void space is made between the stope and the infrastructure. The
ore and waste rock must be sufficiently weak such that the creation of the undercut
causes enough loss of support for the ore to fragment under the local stress field
(re-printed with permission from Atlas Copco AB) [30].
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1.5.2 Realized advantages

There is a distinct difference between the previously described potential advantages,

and the operational advantages of semi-automated LHDs. Furthermore, most of

the operational advantages are stated by mine operators in trade journals that lack

the depth of more rigorous scientific publications. While several mines have pub-

lished trade articles and reports on both Caterpillar’s MINEGEMTM and Sandvik’s

AutoMine R© systems, there appear to be relatively few public reports on Atlas Copco’s

Scooptram Automation system even though the Scooptram Automation system is

currently being operated in both Rio Tinto’s Diavik Mine in Canada, and Codelco’s

Andina Mine in Chile [33]. This lack of production information is likely the result of

Atlas Copco’s late entry into the semi-automated LHD market [13].

A more detailed literature review of the semi-autonomous LHD system implemen-

tations can be found in Appendix A. The advantages of semi-autonomous LHDs are

summarized in Table 1.1. The ‘Higher hauling speed’ in the productivity rows refers

to the ability to drive more accurately in second gear with automated hauling in

mines that were limited to first gear using conventional (usually line-of-sight or tel-

eremote) methods. Mines that could already haul in second gear eventually stopped

or re-scoped their semi-automated systems, and are waiting for semi-automated sys-

tems that can haul in third gear [13]. The ‘Operating in off hours’ rationale in the

utilization rows refers to the ability of the semi-automated systems to operate during

shift changes, overnight (in non-24/7 operating mines), and/or during blasting when

manned vehicles would normally be excluded from the production level.
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Table 1.1: Semi-automated LHD advantages: The stated semi-automated LHD ad-
vantages from mine operators.
Advantage Improvement Principle reason System Operator Mine Source

Productivity 56 % Larger LHDs Scooptram Automation Codelco Andina [33, 13]
$0.4 to $2.2M AUD Larger and fewer LHDs MINEGEMTM Barrick Kanowna Belle [24, 10, 13]
10-20 % Not stated MINEGEMTM LKAB Malmberget [26, 23, 12, 34]
40 % Increased utilizsation MINEGEMTM BHP Billiton Olympic Dam [35, 36, 4]
32 % Higher hauling speed MINEGEMTM Newmonts Jundee [13, 11, 37, 6]
48 % Higher hauling speed MINEGEMTM Freeport-McMoRan Grasberg [13]
25 % Over line-of-sight control AutoMine R© Inmet Pyhäsalmi [34, 13, 27]
5.7 % Increased utilization AutoMine R© De Beers Finsch [13, 32]

Utilization 1.9 hrs/shift Operating in off hours MINEGEMTM BHP Billiton Olympic Dam [35, 36, 4]
3 hrs/shift No operator commute MINEGEMTM Newmonts Jundee [13, 11, 37, 6]
4-6 hrs/shift Operating in off hours MINEGEMTM LKAB Malmberget [26, 23, 12, 34]
Increased Off hours and during blasting AutoMine R© LKAB Kiruna [13]
Increased Operating in off hours AutoMine R© De Beers Finsch [13, 32]

Maintenance Fewer wall strikes Increased accuracy MINEGEMTM Barrick Kanowna Belle [24, 10, 13]
20-30 % reduction Increased accuracy MINEGEMTM Northgate Stawell [4, 13, 35, 34]
Reduced Fewer wall strikes MINEGEMTM Newmonts Jundee [13, 11, 37, 6]
no wall strikes Increased accuracy MINEGEMTM LKAB Malmberget [26, 23, 12, 34]
no wall strikes Increased accuracy MINEGEMTM Freeport-McMoRan Grasberg [13]
Reduced maintenance More consistent driving AutoMine R© Codelco El Teniente [38, 6, 13]

Reliability 85-90% MINEGEMTM Northgate Stawell [4, 13, 35, 34]
90 % MINEGEMTM BHP Billiton Olympic Dam [35, 36, 4]
93 % MINEGEMTM Freeport-McMoRan Grasberg [13]

Rehandle Eliminated Higher hauling speed MINEGEMTM Barrick Kanowna Belle [24, 10, 13]
Eliminated Higher hauling speed MINEGEMTM Newmonts Jundee [13, 11, 37, 6]

Exposure High altitude Operators to in town control room Scooptram Automation Codelco Andina [33, 13]
42 ◦C Operators to surface control room MINEGEMTM Northgate Stawell [4, 13, 35, 34]
55 ◦C Operators to surface control room MINEGEMTM Zinifex Rosebery [4, 13, 35]
Vibration Operators to mobile control room MINEGEMTM LKAB Malmberget [26, 23, 12, 34]
No lost time accidents Operators to surface control room AutoMine R© Codelco El Teniente [38, 6, 13]
Greater comfort Operators to mobile control room AutoMine R© Inmet Pyhäsalmi [34, 13, 27]

Multi-vehicle 1 operator 2 LHDs MINEGEMTM BHP Billiton Olympic Dam [35, 36, 4]
1 operator 2 LHDs MINEGEMTM Freeport-McMoRan Grasberg [13]
1 operator 3 LHDs AutoMine R© Codelco El Teniente [38, 6, 13]
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1.5.3 Drawbacks

While the previously listed advantages illustrate the real advantages of semi-autonomous

LHD systems, operators have also identified several drawbacks. These drawbacks in-

clude a lack of autonomous loading, speed limits imposed by the current technology,

increased demand on maintenance staff, high initial costs, poor suitability to existing

infrastructure, and a tendency for mine operators to favour conventional methods.

The weak link in the automated LHD cycle is the lack of a fully autonomous load-

ing routine. Schunnesson et al. indicate in [11] that Caterpillar’s Autodig system,

the only automated loading system ever tested in a real mine, was difficult to use,

and had trouble adjusting to the changing conditions at the muck pile. Further, the

Autodig system always performed poorly compared to operators filling the bucket re-

motely. Remote loading is itself undesirable since remote operators tend to be harder

on the equipment and less productive than on-board operators. A robust loading rou-

tine would allow the complete LHD cycle to be automated. Completely autonomous

LHDs should further improve on the productivity advantages of semi-autonomous

LHDs. Specifically, fully autonomous LHDs should further reduce LHD cycle times,

increase loading consistency, increase payload, and make automated LHDs more at-

tractive for a wider range of mining methods.

For example, while current robotic LHDs must be operated in exclusion zones, an

automated loading routine need not be limited to these areas. Inexperienced opera-

tors on-board the LHD could briefly give control of the LHD to the automated loading

routine, and then perform the hauling and dumping operations manually. Similarly,

operators using teleremote consoles could counteract their lack of environmental per-

ception at the muck pile by letting the onboard sensors provide the digging feedback
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to the automated loading routine. Automated loading should also reduce costs by

managing tire spin while loading, and by being more consistent. Increased loading

consistency should increase mean time between failure predictability, and thereby re-

duce unplanned maintenance. The current state of autonomous loading research is

presented next in Chapter 2.



Chapter 2

Current state of robotic loading

In Chapter 1, the state of modern robotic Load-Haul-Dump (LHD) vehicles was

discussed followed by an assessment of the potential advantages of automating the

full LHD cycle. To recapitulate: semi-autonomous LHDs can haul and dump au-

tonomously, but require an operator to fill the bucket with fragmented rock from

muck piles. This lack of autonomous loading likely limits the usefulness and effi-

ciency of semi-automated LHDs.

In this Chapter, the current state of robotic loading is discussed. The current

literature lacks a fully autonomous loading algorithm that 1) has been successful at

industrial scale, 2) has been tested in a production environment and in fragmented

rock, and 3) is relatively easy to develop, tune, and service. These results are further

supported by a survey of companies holding autonomous loading patents. The fol-

lowing research questions are motivated by the literature review in this chapter, and

were used to guide the development of the Autonomous Loading Controller (ALC)

described in this thesis.

26
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1. Does controlling bucket velocity using mechanical admittance improve loading

in fragmented rock compared to constant velocity or pre-set path digging?

2. How easily can the ALC be adapted to different vehicles?

3. How can the ALC be tuned?

4. How does the ALC compare to expert operators?

5. How robust and consistent is the ALC?

6. What are the operational limitations of the ALC and how can these operational

limitations be addressed?

The ALC described in this thesis uses an admittance controller to control the

admittance between the muck pile and bucket such that the bucket is filled with

rock by the end of the dig. A loading admittance controller accepts resistance from

the muck pile, and responds with changes in bucket velocity. While this controller

performs the low level digging, completely autonomous loading will require both 1)

an ALC and 2) a dig planning algorithm.

Dig planning involves optimizing pile shape and dig efficiency by specifying the

pile approach, the pile entry location, and the LHD entry pose. These parameters

become the initial conditions for the ALC, which issues the low level digging com-

mands. A literature review of dig planning methods is presented in Appendix B for

completeness, but this thesis only addresses the autonomous loading control problem

since it would be difficult to develop a dig planner without first having a reliable au-

tonomous loading algorithm. The following literature review begins with an overview

of how the unknown state of the muck pile complicates both the dig planning and

digging problems.
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2.1 Unknown muck pile state problem

Bernold suggests in [39] that autonomous loading is especially complicated because

the subsurface characteristics of the target can vary significantly over the path of the

bucket. Singh further suggests in [40] that it is difficult to directly measure these sub-

surface characteristics, making it hard to predict the forces the bucket will experience

as it passes through the pile. Takahashi et al. point out in [41] that even if the pile

subsurface geometry could be measured precisely, the modelling problem is complex

because there are a number of factors that affect bucket/rock interaction. Some of

these factors include pile cohesion, size distribution, and rock orientation. Modelling

complexity, and the inability to measure the subsurface state of the muck pile, make

it difficult to predict what actions should be taken to fill the bucket efficiently. Fortu-

nately the admittance-based ALC described in this thesis does not require a detailed

muck pile model since it alters the bucket path dynamically in response to the digging

forces. This feature of the ALC means that any future dig planning algorithm will

not need to specify a dig path, but only the pile approach vector and LHD entry pose

(i.e. where to start digging).

In the near term, a remote or on-board operator can easily take the place of a

dig planning algorithm by specifying the entry vector and pose of the vehicle before

turning over control to the ALC. While this situation is not ideal from an automation

perspective, these low frequency commands should put much less stress on new and

remote operators compared to the relatively high frequency commands necessary for

loading. Hence the goal of the research in this thesis is to develop an efficient and

reliable ALC, which can remove the burden of these high frequency commands from

the operator. Once a reliable and consistent ALC is developed it could be used to
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evaluate optimum entry vectors and poses. This data could then be used to construct

an efficient dig planner. The next section focuses on the current state of autonomous

loading research.

2.2 Autonomous loading state of the art

Most autonomous digging researchers have focused on lab scale demonstrators in soils

or other targets with narrow rock size distributions. The emphasis in this section is

on Marshall and Lever and Shi’s work ([42] and [43]) in full scale muck piles, and

their drastically different control approaches. Their work also differs from most of

the soil-based research because they used full size excavators. Patents from various

companies are also discussed, but it should be noted that none of these patents have

led to a commercially successful autonomous loading system.

2.2.1 Scripted controllers

Sarata et al. excavated gravel with a wheel loader in [44]. They modelled the gravel by

processing stereoscopic images into discrete gravel column heights. They also verified

the position of the gravel pile edge and bucket locations using two 2D LIDARs.

The pressures in the hydraulic systems on the loader were measured to calculate the

bucket/rock interaction forces.

Their digging controller used bucket position, and bucket/rock interaction forces

to move between three line segments that form a 2D path through the gravel. The

path was selected to contain a volume of rock that equals the volume of the bucket.

The bucket was kept horizontal and near the ground throughout the first line segment.
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When forces exceeded a preset threshold the bucket was tilted and raised along the

steeper second line segment to keep forces within a preset threshold. When the bucket

reached a predetermined height relative to the pile (measured by the LIDARs), the

controller shifted to the nearly vertical final line segment until the bucket broke out

of the pile and the forces dropped to zero.

Both Almqvist in [45] and Caterpillar in [46] proposed similar three part dig

paths. Caterpillar’s three part dig path in [46] holds the boom angle constant while

the bucket angle is changed linearly based on the entry force, and a maximum bucket

angle. Almqvist used a Volvo L120F with a maximum capacity of 12.25 t to excavate

gravel muck piles at a asphalt plant. His algorithm maintains light contact pressure

with the ground to ensure low entry, and maintains a preset front axle pressure by

increasing the boom angle throughout the dig. Low entry improves penetration,

while maintaining the load on the front axle improves traction and prevents stalls.

The dig path is specified by the operator, but is limited by the bucket volume, and

the distance between the front wheels and the toe of the pile. Almqvist used two

path following methods. The first simply followed the path and the second oscillated

about the path. While the oscillating version had better results, neither approach

could handle stalls generated by subsurface obstacles or irregular ground conditions.

These scripted methods are poorly suited to autonomous loading muck piles since

subsurface obstacles tend to cause large, irregular position error between the bucket

and the desired dig path.

A slightly different scripted controller was disclosed by Caterpillar in [47] where

pressure setpoints were used to determine when a wheel loader entered a muck pile.

After entry detection, the bucket was curled at its maximum rate to complete the
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dig. This method is evaluated in Chapter 3 using a saturated version of the ALC.

While it is possible to load at maximum bucket curl velocity, it results in poor and

highly variable bucket filling. One way to improve loading is to vary the bucket curl

velocity in response to the digging forces. A rudimentary way of altering velocity in

response to force levels is by using lookup tables.

2.2.2 Lookup tables

In [48], Caterpillar proposed using shovel actuator pressures or forces to select actua-

tor velocities from a table of historical dig data. Caterpillar proposed a similar lookup

table algorithm for drive train, and actuator velocity controllers in [49]. In the later

embodiment, a fuzzy logic selector dictates target velocities for the drive train and the

actuator velocity controllers. While they suggest that an algorithm could be used to

select desired velocities, they seem to only select maximum and minimum velocities

given the current sensor feedback and digging phase. While these two approaches are

more flexible than their previous patent [47], they likely require a great deal of testing

to obtain the table of force/velocity or velocity/velocity relationships that result in

effective digging. These relationships are also likely to change significantly due to

the unstructured nature of the loading problem. Lever and Shi and other researchers

proposed dealing with these irregular relationships by using the non-deterministic

behaviour-based controllers discussed next.

2.2.3 Behaviour-based methods

Deterministic controllers directly relate controller inputs to outputs by using equa-

tions. Hence, if the input signals are known, the controller output is predictable.
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Behaviour-based controllers are frequently based on heuristics and their response

cannot be easily predicted as the environment changes. All behaviour controllers

combine simple heuristically-derived actions by using behaviour selection methods.

Usually these methods rely on predictive equations to predict the outcome of each

behaviour given the current state of the environment. These predictions are weighted

and scored based on goal equations, before one action is given control of the system

for a set period. The behaviour-based methods in this section all suffer from their lack

of predictability, which makes tuning difficult. The base behaviours and behaviour

selectors are also difficult to derive without extensive experimentation.

In [50] and [43] Lever and Shi used a CAT 980G 20 t loader to excavate fragmented

rock piles by using a behaviour-based controller with a fuzzy logic behaviour selector.

CAT did not want an autonomous digging solution that required many additional

sensors, or significant computing power. They also specified that the operator must

control the forward motion of the bucket. Lever and Shi used behaviour-based control

to reduce the computation requirements for the controller, and to cope with limited

environment information. They further limited their solution to autonomous digging

without overall dig planning, because the operator had control over both the forward

motion of the loader, and the position of the loader with respect to the pile.

Lever and Shi tested their controller by excavating a series of muck piles with

varying consistencies. These piles were excavated using 30 digs with the automated

system, and 30 digs with expert operators. One of the strengths of the behaviour-

based controller is that a digging trajectory does not need to be specified ahead of

time. Instead behaviours are selectively given control of the loader based on the

force sensed in the hydraulic actuators, and the current state of the digging goals.
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Overall, the expert operator beat the automated system in every type of muck pile,

likely because of the increased variability of the behaviour-based algorithm. Counter-

intuitively, the difference in productivity ranged between 20% in a rock pile with a

narrow rock size distribution, and 7% in a blasted muck pile with a wider rock size dis-

tribution. The increased variability is likely the byproduct of tuning difficulties since

it is difficult to reliably determine which behaviour will be selected given a change in

either the digging goals or sensory input. Reducing the variability of the autonomous

system is essential for maintaining productivity targets set by mine operators, and

may also be essential for matching the performance of human operators.

Lever and Shi demonstrated that behaviour-based control can excavate a muck

pile solely using bucket/rock interaction forces, but with less productivity than ex-

pert operators. They were able to dig a wide variety of muck piles with no controller

tuning or dig trajectory planning during the tests. Unfortunately it is unclear which

behaviours the behaviour selector will select at any given moment, especially if the

current conditions vary from the training conditions. This uncertainty makes the

controller non-deterministic, and arguably more difficult to tune since it is not imme-

diately obvious how the controller should react to the current environmental stimuli.

In [51], Dasys et al. used fuzzy logic behaviour-based controllers to excavate sur-

face muck piles using realistic mining equipment. While Dasys et al. reports a 9%

payload improvement over experienced operators, there was no discussion of payload

consistency. The implied need for the operator to configure the controller for each

dig target implies an involved tuning process. This process is likely involved due to

the unpredictable non-deterministic nature of behaviour-based controllers.
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In [52], Schmidt et al. used a simulated 20 ton Volvo EW/180B bucket excava-

tor to shape soils for construction and landscaping using Integrated behaviour-based

Control (IB2C). IB2C architectures use standardized interfaces for all behaviours and

behaviour selectors, which in theory makes them more deterministic and adaptable.

They used a spherical particle physics simulation to develop all behaviours and be-

haviour selection controllers. While their IB2C algorithm demonstrated simulated

disturbance rejection, no real world data was collected.

In [53] Bradley and Seward used a one-fifth scale model of a backhoe arm and

eventually a JCB801 360◦ tracked excavator to excavate soils using a behaviour-based

AI. The behaviours use velocity controllers to control the acutators, and observers that

use velocity error to infer the digging forces. This controller uses over 80 heuristically-

derived rules to select a given behaviour and the only predictable behaviour is the

initial extension and entry behaviour. The controller compares the trajectory of each

pass to the current pass and continues excavating until the desired trench geometry

is achieved. While they say they achieved similar results to expert operators only the

final path error is given.

These behaviour-based methods highlight the value in using the dig reaction forces

to sense the hidden environment within the pile, and the importance of intelligently

altering the bucket velocity when obstacles are encountered. They are however, diffi-

cult to derive, predict, and operate. Force controllers are more predictable than the

previously discussed heuristic-based controllers since they do away with fuzzy training

approaches in favour of more classical controller modelling and tuning.
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2.2.4 Force control

Spong points out in [3] that force control is better suited to tasks that require contact

with a target, because path control alone may result in either uneven contact, or

too much force being applied to the target. Force control techniques are especially

relevant for the digging problem because of the large and highly variable resistance

force provided by the randomness of the muck pile. Force control techniques generally

accept desired path and or force trajectories, and use sensed reaction forces or position

error to alter the tool path to keep the applied force within set limits.

Compliance

Richarson-Little and Damaren used a compliance controller to create a planetary soil

excavation simulator in [54]. Their controller used a standard Proportional Derivative

(PD) position controller to follow a predetermined path until a force was measured at

the bucket tip. This force was used by a compliance controller to modify the bucket

trajectory. Their compliance controller attempts to maintain a user specified relation-

ship between the position and the force sensed at the bucket (also called the target

dynamics). This relationship is maintained by allowing the compliance controller gain

to vary non-linearly with respect to the sensed bucket forces. Maintaining the per-

ceived target dynamics allows the excavator to follow a target path regardless of the

softness or firmness of the target. This robustness means that the soil characteristics,

which are difficult to determine, no longer need to be specified.

Unfortunately, even in simulation, Richarson-Little and Damaren found that this

controller can become unstable when bucket forces are high, or irregular. Stability

can only be regained by allowing the bucket path to move farther from the desired
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path. Hence this form of compliance control will likely be poorly suited to muck pile

excavation where forces tend to be high and more dynamic than in soils. Impedance

and admittance controllers may be better suited to muck piles because they attempt to

regulate the target or actuator dynamics instead of requiring both force and trajectory

targets.

Impedance

Impedance control theory is used to control the relationship between the path and

force of a tool, instead of controlling both the path and the applied force directly [3].

The force f , and path (in terms of actuator velocity) v are related to the impedance

Z by:

Z =
f

v
. (2.1)

Assuming a second order impedance model, the desired applied force is given by

f = kd ·
d

dt
ev + kp · ev + ki ·

∫ t

0

evdt, (2.2)

where kd, kp, and ki are gains that dictate the impedance between the actuator and

the environment, and ev is the error between the desired velocity and the actual

velocity of the system or actuator.

In impedance control theory the target is modelled as an admittance, and the

robot is modelled as an impedance [39]. The goal of an impendence controller is

then to either maximize the amount of force (or energy) imparted to the target, or

minimize deviations from a desired digging path. For instance, a serial manipulator

washing a window must follow a pre-set path while maintaining enough contact force
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to avoid lifting off, or pressing too hard into the glass. For the loading problem,

the muck pile can be modelled as the admittance that accepts force and responds

by moving, while the bucket becomes the impedance because the commanded bucket

motion imparts a force to the muck pile.

Spong points out in [3] that impedance control can be difficult when the force

error ef becomes noisier than the sensed actuator position, which gets integrated to

calculate the final actuator velocity. This high signal-to-noise ratio makes it diffi-

cult to tune the controller because it increases the likelihood of controller instability.

Several impedance-based controllers were studied to determine if the randomness of

the muck pile environment and consequently the highly variable and noisy fS signals

would make impedance methods poorly suited to muck pile digging.

Bernold used a subscale robot arm, and an impedance controller to dig through

dry and wet sand in [39]. The path through the soil was specified, and the forces

were maintained within preset limits. The force measurements were also used to

characterize the digging parameters of the target. These parameters were inferred

from the force profiles of each dig using pattern recognition. For example, several dig

attempts were conducted in sand with varying water content. The same path was used

for each attempt, and the resulting force curves showed that adding more water to

the sand increases the cohesion and digging resistance of the target. Bernold suggests

that a table of these patterns could be created to help guide a minimum energy path

selection algorithm. While path selection is more closely related to dig planning,

Bernold’s impedance controller was able to stick to a path even when obstacles were

encountered in the sand. It remains to be seen whether this robustness would extent

to the more chaotic forces encountered in a muck pile.
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In [55], Ha et al. used a small hydraulic shovel to excavate soil. They used

a fuzzy/behaviour-based high level controller to set the shovel path, a mid level

impedance controller to allow the bucket to track the path despite force disturbances

from the soil, and low level PD controllers to control the hydraulic actuators. They

used a simple soil model to estimate the digging forces the loader encountered, and

used those forces to alter the trajectory according to the dynamics of the impedance

controller. The limitations of this method are: 1) a path must be defined, 2) the soil

model is likely too simplistic for bucket rock interaction prediction, and 3) no follow

up work seems to have been done, although preliminary experimental results were

presented.

Similarly, Salcudean et al. designed and tested a position-based impedance con-

troller for a small hydraulic shovel (Takeuchi TB035 mini-excavator) in [56]. Their

controller uses two sets of gains, one for extension and one for contraction. They

demonstrated the importance of system modelling for designing the impedance con-

troller to ensure the stability of the final system. Unfortunately they did not provide

significant test data, and what little they do present seems to have poor convergence

between the target path and the actual bucket path. This divergence is probably

due to encountering subsurface areas with high force that matches or exceeds the

force commands sent to the actuators. When this force relationship exits it becomes

impossible for the impedance controller to further reduce the tracking error. This

problem was addressed by Maeda et al. in [57] by including a torque observer in their

impedance controller.

Maeda et al. used a torque-based impendence controller in [57] to excavate soils

by using a Komatsu PC05-7 1.5 t excavator. Their controller used a torque observer
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to overcome the high fS, low correction force problem experienced by Salcudean et al.

by augmenting the controller torque commands when high forces are detected. This

observer also allows fS to be calculated based on the difference between the sensed

and applied torque, instead of using a potentially noisy force sensor. Their controller

used a feed forward friction torque estimator to remove the non-linear friction torques

and compensate for the high gains necessary to control the low bandwidth excavator.

The bucket trajectory was monitored throughout the dig to determine swept vol-

ume and end the current dig pass once the bucket volume was reached. They achieved

0.07 m total error for a 1.0 m by 0.6 m trench without the torque observer, and

0.05 m total error with the observer indicating that the observer did augment the

control torque when too much resistance was encountered. While their controller was

successful and was able to overcome subsurface obstacles using the observer, they

decided to use an impedance controller because the final trench geometry was more

important than filling the bucket. For the loading problem, the bucket path is al-

most irrelevant since new material is regularly added to the pile. This realization led

Marshall to suggest in [58] that an admittance controller may be better suited to the

loading problem than an impedance controller, since an admittance controller uses

the opposite force velocity relationship to naturally avoid force concentrations and

dig deeper when force concentrations lessen. In other words, the pile is assumed to

comply to the movement of the bucket instead of the bucket complying to the motion

of the pile. General admittance theory is discussed next followed by the research

that led Marshall to propose adapting admittance theory to the autonomous loading

problem.
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Admittance

Seraji discusses basic admittance control in [59], and proposes an adaptive admit-

tance controller to improve controller response when environmental stiffness changes

abruptly. Seraji used a serial robot with simulated environment stiffness to evaluate

his adaptive admittance controller. Mechanical admittance Y is defined as

Y =
v

f
(2.3)

where v is the manipulator velocity, and f is the environment reaction force loading

the manipulator. In a basic admittance controller, an admittance model Y is selected

to minimize the error ef between the target force fT and the sensed force fS. Hence,

a general admittance controller is

v = Y (ef ). (2.4)

Assuming a second order admittance model, the desired manipulator velocity is given

by

v = kd ·
d

dt
ef + kp · ef + ki ·

∫ t

0

efdt (2.5)

where kd, kp, and ki are the gains that dictate the admittance between the actuator

and the environment. Seraji’s admittance controller was meant as a general example

of admittance control theory. Marshall et al. ([42] and [58]) were the first researchers

to propose using an admittance controller for autonomous loading based on digging

field tests with an LHD.

As reported in [42] and [58], Marshall et al. conducted a series of muck pile digging
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trials by using a Tamrock 10 ton LHD, and two skilled operators. The lift and dump

hydraulic cylinders were instrumented to measure pressure throughout the digging

cycle. These pressure readings were converted to forces by using Equation (3.1), and

the resulting force profiles clearly showed each operator’s transitions between pile

entry, digging, and breakout.

When the operators were allowed to fill the bucket as they normally would, they

alternated between thrusting deeper into the pile, and curling. One operator only

curled upwards resulting in the stepped bucket curl profile shown in Figure 2.1. These

steps generally resulted in force drops of 100 kN for each step. The other operator

curled downwards in an attempt to penetrate deeper into the muck pile resulting in

the sawtooth bucket curl profile shown in Figure 2.2, and force drops of 300 kN.

Both techniques resulted in full buckets and similar dig times despite the dramatic

differences in the bucket curl profiles. The similar results, and dissimilar position pro-

files suggest that the force applied while digging in fragmented rock is more important

than the velocity or path of the bucket. This assertion is further demonstrated by

the results in this thesis. Specifically, the different dig paths in Figure 4.26 resulted

in similar payloads. Thus Marshall et al. concluded that an autonomous loading con-

troller may be more successful if forces are optimized for bucket fill rate by altering

the desired velocity of the bucket. In other words, the path of the bucket is constantly

changed based on the changes in resistance the bucket encounters as it passes through

the pile. For example, an obstacle below the surface of the pile should create large

reaction forces when the desired bucket path passes through the obstacle, and lower

reaction forces when the path is around the obstacle. If the controller continually

alters the bucket path to maintain a desired admittance, the controller will naturally
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Figure 4.12: Representative aggressive excavation trial for operator (I)

take place. The trial operators were simply instructed to fill the loader bucket as

completely as possible at each iteration, which they managed to accomplish exceed-

ingly well. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 present the dump cylinder measurement results of

representative excavation trials for two operators numbered (I) and (II) respectively.

Once again, the points labelled (a), (b), and (c) may be interpreted to have the same

meaning as described for the figures showing controlled excavation trials.

Firstly, it should be reported that both operators chose to control only the dump

cylinder during the scooping phase. In both cases, the lift cylinder position remained

approximately steady. As opposed to the controlled excavation trials, it was observed

that the penetration phase was generally longer and produced higher positive cylinder

Figure 2.1: Marshall dig profile 1: The stepped bucket motions from the first operator
only decrease, and each decrease corresponds to a drop in force (re-printed with
permission from J. A. Marshall) [58].
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Figure 4.13: Representative aggressive excavation trial for operator (II)

forces in the aggressive excavation trials. As a result, more material was collected

in the bucket during the subsequent scooping phase. In the scooping phase, the

aggressive excavation trials showed stepped changes in the dump cylinder length,

as opposed to the relatively smooth motions observed during controlled excavation

trials. These stepped motions, due in part to the response of hydraulic actuators

to bucket-rock interaction and in some cases produced by the operators in reaction

to their continuous assessment of the situation, resulted in an extended scooping

phase as compared with the controlled excavation trials. Consider the difference

in dump cylinder retraction rate between the trials shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12.

Figure 2.2: Marshall dig profile 2: The sawtooth bucket motions from the second
operator decrease and increase, which causes much larger force drop, but similar fill
rate to the first operator (re-printed with permission from J. A. Marshall) [58].
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circumvent obstacles by seeking the lower force areas surrounding them. Marshall

et al. did not test an admittance controller for autonomous loading, but provided

guidance for experimentally determining the desired force range and velocities such

a controller would need.

Both John Deere and Caterpillar have patented methods for regulating bucket

velocity using various feedback signals in a more complicated manner than admittance

control, but none of these methods has resulted in a commercially successful product.

John Deere proposed an admittance-like controller that uses wheel torque to modulate

actuator velocity in [60]. They use two desired torque levels (depending on boom

position) to proportionally alter the velocity of the boom and bucket. Caterpillar

also has two patents: [61] and [62], for two admittance like controllers that regulate

bucket velocity by using crowd factors, and force vectors respectively. Here, crowd

factors are derived relationships between the hydraulic cylinder pressures and or the

drive train torque, and the actuator velocity. The second patent uses the hydraulic

pressures and drive train torque to estimate the accumulated energy throughout the

dig. This energy is then related to a force vector at the bucket tip, and compared

to a desired force vector. The angle between these two vectors is used to set a new

desired angle for the bucket.

While these methods are similar to an admittance controller in that they relate

some form of the digging reaction force to a change in bucket velocity, they require

significant knowledge of the dig target or excavation system to derive the target

torques, crowd factors, force vectors, or dig energy. Solely regulating mechanical

admittance is advantageous because it does not require complex modeling of either

the dig target nor the excavator. Also, wheel torque is both challenging to measure
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and error prone due to frequent wheel slip in underground mines.

Ideally, an ALC based on admittance control should be fairly productive over a

wide range of forces and velocities, and hence many target conditions. Unfortunately,

the dynamic nature of the mining environment may mean that gains selected for one

rock size distribution and moisture content may not dig as efficiently when the muck

pile state changes. While the ALC tested in this thesis had adequate robustness, it was

not tested over long periods in a operating mine. Hence, the final ALC may require

adaptive admittance or Iterative Learning Control (ILC) techniques to improve the

long term robustness of the basic admittance-based ALC. These methods, and their

applicability to future versions of the ALC are discussed further in Appendix C.

2.3 Summary

The current literature lacks a fully autonomous loading algorithm that 1) has been

successful at industrial scale, 2) has been tested in a production environment using

fragmented rock, and 3) is relatively easy to develop, tune, and service. These results

are further supported by a review of companies holding autonomous loading patents.

The admittance-based method suggested by Marshall et al. in [58] was never tested,

and is promising because it relies on a deterministic relationship between sensed forces

and bucket velocities. Further, it does not require a preset bucket path nor deriving

and implementing loading heuristics.

While the dig planning problem is not addressed in this thesis, the ALC can

now be used to develop and test the candidate dig planning methods discussed in

Appendix B. For example, experiments were conducted in Chapter 4 that revealed

the sensitivity of the ALC performance to entry height, which will be one of the
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digging parameters provided by the dig planner. The dig results in the two different

muck piles documented in Chapter 4 indicate that the ALC is able to dig efficiently

regardless of rock size distribution. More experiments will be required to determine

successful digging strategies in more varied muck pile conditions. These strategies

could then be used to inform the design of the dig planner.

The experimental results in Chapters 3 and 4 suggest that admittance control is

well suited to muck pile loading compared to the lookup table, behaviour-based, and

other force control method experiments presented in this chapter. The original six

research questions are reproduced here as a guide to the remaining chapters in this

thesis.

2.4 Research questions

1. Does controlling bucket velocity using mechanical admittance improve loading

in fragmented rock compared to constant velocity or pre-set path digging?

2. How easily can the ALC be adapted to different vehicles?

3. How can the ALC be tuned?

4. How does the ALC compare to expert operators?

5. How robust and consistent is the ALC?

6. What are the operational limitations of the ALC and how can these operational

limitations be addressed?

Question 1, 2, and 3 are addressed by implementing the admittance controller on

both the MSL 1 t loader and a 14 t Atlas Copco LHD. The adaptation process and
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final tuning method for each vehicle are discussed in Chapter 3 for the MSL loader,

and Chapter 4 for the Atlas Copco ST14. In Chapter 4 the ALC is compared to both

an expert and non-expert operator, which addresses Question 4. The controller is

also used in a variety of muck pile conditions, including different size distributions,

and different degrees of settlement, which partially addresses Question 5.

The operational limitations of Question 6 are further discussed in Chapter 5.

Solutions to these limitations may be overcome by using more complex P, PI, or

PID controllers in the ALC to better match the admittance dynamics between the

muck pile and LHD. However, irregular disturbances may require adaptive control

techniques like the adaptive admittance method proposed by Seraji in [59], or one

of the learning methods proposed by Bristow et al. in [63], Ahn et al. in [64], or

Maeda in [65]. These adaptive methods are discussed further in Appendix C. The

existing ALC is, however adequately robust to load material from a realistic muck

pile as demonstrated in Chapter 4. The development and preliminary evaluation of

this basic admittance-based ALC is discussed next in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

MSL ALC development

The development and testing of the initial admittance-based Autonomous Loading

Controller (ALC) is documented in this chapter, while the motivation behind creating

the ALC was discussed in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 contains more detailed information

on the history of autonomous loading, and the background for admittance control

theory. To recapitulate, the ALC uses an admittance controller to control the motion

of a bucket through a muck pile such that obstacle-induced force concentrations are

avoided by altering the bucket velocity. While this approach was proposed for robotic

loading by Marshall et al. in [58], it was never implemented nor was it studied.

The admittance-based ALC was developed and tested by using the Queen’s Uni-

versity Mining Systems Laboratory (MSL) 1 t Kubota R520s surface loader that is

described in Section 3.2.2. The relative merits of the admittance approach was eval-

uated by comparing a saturated version of the ALC to a properly tuned version of

the ALC. The ALC loading algorithm is discussed next, followed by a more detailed

discussion of the two admittance controllers evaluated in the preliminary field tests.

This chapter concludes with a detailed account of the tests conducted to evaluate

48
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the ALC. The results from these tests were used to further improve the ALC be-

fore industrial scale tests were conducted on an Atlas Copco ST14 (documented in

Chapter 4).

3.1 Autonomous loading algorithm

The ALC loading algorithm is shown in Figure 3.1, and has three parts corresponding

to the three major dig phases. These three dig phases are shown schematically in Fig-

ure 3.2, and can be identified from the force and actuator path profiles in Figure 3.4.

During Entry, the bucket and boom are lowered to the entry pose, which is usually

just off the ground, and inclined down slightly. The ALC then tells the loader to

advance towards the pile without any prior knowledge of the distance between the

loader and the pile. Digging begins when the bucket enters the pile and the reaction

forces within at least one of the boom or the bucket actuators exceed a preset entry

force target. The ALC admittance controller then takes control of the bucket curl rate

while the drive train continues to thrust into the pile. If the curl rate is essentially

zero for an extended period, the Stuck loop rocks the loader back and forth by briefly

shifting into neutral. This slight change in forward thrust is usually enough to lower

the digging forces such that the admittance controller issues faster curl commands to

complete the dig. Digging ends when the bucket curls past the breakout condition,

which is a predefined maximum curl. Breakout ends when the boom and bucket are

in the weighing pose, which is set such that the bucket is well clear of the pile.

This algorithm was implemented in a non-real-time operating system called Robot

Operating System (ROS). ROS primarily provides a communication infrastructure

between processes that control robots and systems. These processes are represented
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1: Run Entry
2: procedure Entry(pose, force)
3: while not in entry pose do
4: proportional controller moves boom and bucket
5: end while
6: while below entry force target do
7: drive forwards
8: end while
9: end procedure

10: Run Digging
11: procedure Digging(forces, extensions)
12: while not breakout condition and not stuck do
13: continue driving into the pile
14: admittance controllers control actuator velocity
15: end while
16: while stuck do
17: shift to neutral
18: wait
19: shift to forward
20: end while
21: end procedure
22: Run Breakout
23: procedure Breakout(pose)
24: while not in weighing pose do
25: proportional controller moves boom and bucket
26: end while
27: wait for steady state
28: weigh payload in bucket
29: end procedure

Figure 3.1: ALC loading algorithm: The ALC loading algorithm has three main
parts: entry, digging, and breakout. In this algorithm, ‘driving forward’ means the
steering is locked to 0◦, the loader gearshift is set to forward, the throttle is set to
full, and partial brake is applied to limit forward thrust. Ideally the forward thrust
is set such that the actuator lifting capacity is not exceeded during the dig. The
‘stuck’ condition is activated when the bucket velocity drops below a preset target.
When this condition is sensed the drive train is briefly set to neutral, which allows the
loader to fall back from the pile. This temporary loss of contact is usually sufficient
to re-fluidize the rock such that the admittance controller can resume loading when
forward thrust is resumed.
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(a) Entry

Hoist

Curl

(b) Digging

Boom actuator

Bucket 

actuator

(c) Breakout

Figure 3.2: Dig phases: (a) Entry ends when the bucket is in the entry position, and
the forward motion of the vehicle causes the bucket rock reaction forces to rise above
a preset value. (b) During digging, the admittance controller causes the bucket to
curl upwards to maintain a desired reaction force within at least one of the hydraulic
actuators while the boom position is maintained to measure the digging reaction
forces. (c) Breakout starts when the bucket has fully curled and ends when the
bucket is in the weighing position.
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by nodes, and these nodes communicate with each other by passing messages over

topics. The algorithm in Figure 3.1 was written in C++ and was contained within a

single node called autoDig as shown in the ROS network map in Figure 3.3. autoDig

subscribes to the forces, state, and desPosReached topics. The forces topic

contains force reading messages created by the forcePublisher node, which subscribes

to pressure reading messages via the adc pressure topic. The state topic contains

several sensor readings, but only the boom and bucket extension messages are used by

autoDig. The desPosReached topic tells autoDig when the loader actuator position

controller posCnt node has reached the current desired position.

autoDig publishes to the rosout, drive, aux, desPos, boom bucket, and con-

stants topics. The rosout topic makes all nodes, topics, and messages available to

the ROS interface so that the user can easily plot live data, record data from spe-

cific topics, or use a variety of other tools available in ROS. The drive topic allows

commands to be published to the loader drive train. The aux topic allows the user

to change the current loader gear. The desPos topic contains desired positions for

the actuators, which the posCnt node uses to alter the position of the loader hy-

draulic valves. autoDig also publishes to the actuator valves directly by using the

boom bucket topic. Finally all ALC constants are stored in the constants topic

so they can be recorded along with all other sensor data during each test. I wrote

the forcePublisher, autoDig, and posCnt nodes while the remaining nodes were either

stock ROS nodes, or were provided by Clearpath Robotics, which was the company

that automated the MSL loader.

Figure 3.4 shows a typical bucket actuator position (measured in normalized units

where 0 represents 0 extension and 1 represents maximum extension) and hydraulic
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ROS network map

adc_pressure forcePublisher

forces

loader_sensor state autoDig

posCnt

desPos

drive

aux

constants

desPosReached

boom_bucket

rosout rosout

Figure 3.3: ROS network map: Nodes are represented by ovals, topics are repre-
sented by rectangles, and the arrows indicate communication paths that messages
take between nodes.

actuator force profile from an ALC dig attempt. Both the actuator extension, and

the resulting actuator forces can be used to define the three dig phases originally

noted by Marshall et al. in [58]. At entry the forces rise sharply. During digging, the

ALC reduces the sensed forces by altering the velocity of the bucket (by changing the

bucket actuator extension velocity), which moves the rock surrounding the bucket.

Finally, breakout occurs when the forces drop off suddenly indicating that the bucket

has lost contact with the muck pile. Figure 3.4 is particularly interesting because

breakout occurs twice indicating that the bucket re-engaged the pile at 24 s after

leaving the pile at 21 s. This result indicates that the forces are an unreliable means

for detecting breakout. The ALC detects breakout by monitoring the extension of the

bucket actuator instead of waiting for the forces to drop suddenly. After a maximum

extension is reached, the ALC disengages the admittance controller and moves to the

weighing pose.

Note that the similarities between the force profiles in each actuator indicate that
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either the boom or the bucket actuator could be used to provide the feedback forces to

the admittance controller. Again, the boom actuator was ultimately selected to sense

the digging forces because it is isolated from the bucket admittance controller. The

most important part of the loading algorithm is the admittance controller, since it

governs the motion of the bucket throughout the digging phase. Several early versions

of the admittance controller were tested. These versions included controllers using

multiple admittance controllers for controlling the boom and bucket simultaneously,

as well as a wide variety of dig force targets and gains. Ultimately, only the final

two admittance controllers are discussed in detail in this chapter due to the failure

of these earlier controllers. The two implementations of the final two controllers are

discussed next.

3.1.1 Admittance controllers

Both admittance controllers use the error ef between the digging force target fT , and

the dig reaction force fS sensed in the boom actuator to alter the velocity vA of the

bucket actuator. Note that it is not necessary to calculate the corresponding force at

the bucket tip since the dig reaction forces must flow through both actuators before

being transmitted through the vehicle and into the ground. Furthermore, it is only

necessary to consider the forces in one actuator for this type of lifting and curling

mechanism since both actuators experience similar force profiles throughout the dig.

The boom actuator was selected to measure fS since both admittance controllers

were only given control of the bucket actuator extension. Future versions of the ALC

could use separate admittance controllers for each actuator, and could even use an

additional admittance controller to control the forward thrust of the vehicle. The
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Figure 3.4: Dig phase profiles: An ALC dig attempt using the apparatus described in
Section 3.2 and an admittance-based controller (further described in Section 3.1.1).
The three key digging phases: entry, digging, and breakout, can be identified by
abrupt changes in hydraulic actuator force and bucket position. The first breakout
occurs when the bucket motion causes substantial rock motion, and the true breakout
occurs after the bucket has curled so much that further penetration is impossible. The
weight reading is taken after the boom and bucket come to rest.
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greatest challenge with multiple admittance controllers is that each controller affects

the dig forces so their responses are coupled. This coupling makes multiple admittance

controllers hard to tune, but could be a rich area of study given the success of the

ALC presented in this thesis.

Two admittance controllers, one controlling the boom and another controlling the

bucket, were briefly studied, but this option resulted in poorer performance when

attempted in a limited series of dig attempts. However, these tests were performed

using earlier versions of the ALC, and should be re-visited now that a more mature

ALC has been developed. The single bucket admittance controller was ultimately

adopted for the tests discussed in this thesis to minimize the number of parameters

that needed to be tuned, and consequently to expedite evaluation of the admittance

controller. fS is calculated by measuring the rod pressure Pr and the cylinder pressure

Pc in the boom actuator. Given that the rod and cylinder cross sections are Ar and

Ac, fS is given by:

fS = Pc · Ac − Pr · Ar. (3.1)

The block diagram for a general admittance controller is shown in Figure 3.5.

Any controller C can be used to map ef to vA. Two admittance control cases were

explored to illustrate the design choices for C. In Case 1, a one-sided (the bucket is

only allowed to curl back) Proportional (P) admittance controller is studied, where

fT is set relatively low and the bucket curls back (i.e., vA > 0) when fS in the boom

actuator is above fT . In Case 2, a double-sided (the bucket is allowed to curl back or

forward) Proportional Integral (PI) controller is studied, where fT is relatively high

and vA > 0 when fS in the boom actuator is below fT .
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Figure 3.5: Admittance controller: An admittance-based ALC may use any controller
C to map the error between the desired and sensed actuator forces to the range of
possible actuator velocities.

In order for the autonomous dig to be complete, fT must be set such that C

biases the bucket towards curling back (i.e., vA > 0). This bias helps ensure that

the breakout condition will eventually be reached. If perfect tracking occurs (i.e.,

vA → 0), then the loader will clearly never reach the breakout condition as shown in

Figure 3.4. It should also be noted that while a constant fT was selected for all tests in

this thesis, the force target could follow any path found to improve dig performance.

For instance, while early controller saturation was found to be desirable, using a

linearly or exponentially increasing force target lowers initial controller saturation

and increases late controller saturation. Selection of an appropriate fT plays a key

role in the design of C, as is illustrated by the following two cases.
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3.1.2 Case 1: P control with low force target

In this case, a one-sided proportional version of the admittance controller is given by

vA =

 −kA · ef if ef ≤ 0

0 if ef > 0
(3.2)

where vA is the actuator velocity, kA > 0 is the admittance proportional gain, and

the force error ef is given by

ef = fT − fS. (3.3)

Note that only the actuator velocity is necessary and not the end effector (the bucket

tip in this mechanism) velocity since each actuator directly influences each degree

of freedom of the mechanism. Hence, the transformations necessary to determine

the bucket velocity and forces at the bucket tip do not need to be calculated, which

increases the computation speed of the ALC.

For this case, fT was set at 80 kN (which is low, compared with Case 2), while

kA was set at 1.1 × 10−6 after a series of tuning digs. kA was originally set to

10.0 × 10−6 such that the admittance controller only issued maximum valve com-

mands as soon as the entry force was detected. The gain was then lowered until the

admittance controller issued rich valve positions between the minimum and maximum

valve positions.

The P controller is one-sided to prevent downward curl since downward curl tends

to lift the front wheels and cause the bucket to act as a large brake. The braking force

provided by the bucket against the ground and the loss of wheel traction combine to

dramatically reduces forward thrust such that the sensed forces never rise above the
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entry force target. Hence, the admittance controller is never given control of the dig

and the ALC stalls between the entry and digging phases. Note that this restriction

is not necessary for the ST14 version of the ALC since that platform has sufficient

power to maintain forward thrust even when the front axle is lifted and the bucket

is pressing into the ground. This controller has two failure modes: 1) ef can be low

at entry resulting in low vA precisely when rapid curling is more desirable, and 2) fS

can be reduced close to fT before breakout and the dig can stall because ef → 0 and

vA → 0. The PI controller in Case 2 circumvents these failure modes by using a high

fT and an integral gain.

3.1.3 Case 2: PI control with high force target

The force target fT in Case 2 is set at more than double the fT shown in Case 1, and

is selected to be close to the maximum fS determined from the tuning experiments

in Section 3.3.1. In Case 1, ef is almost always negative due to the low fT . The

increased fT in Case 2 requires a sign change in C such that vA > 0 if ef > 0 since

ef will now be primarily positive.

The sensed force fS tends to be low at entry so setting fT close to the maximum

fS prevents entry stalling because both ef and vA are large when fS is low (cf.

fT and fS in Figures 3.12 and 3.13). This setting also makes it much less likely

that fS → fT , which prevents the dig from stalling before the breakout condition is

reached. Although less significant, the integral gain also helps increase entry vA since

the integral term in C will wind up quickly when ef is large.

Unfortunately the higher fT also means that fS can exceed the lifting capacity of

the loader, meaning that the loads will stall, and prevent the bucket from reaching
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the breakout condition. Exceeding the lifting capacity of the loader is mitigated by

making the PI controller double sided so that fS is immediately reduced by curling

down when fS > fT . This situation should only occur briefly due to the high fT , and

hence this setting reduced dig stalling due to actuator overload without increasing

dig stalling due to unloading the front axel.

The double-sided PI controller is given by

vA = kA · ef + IA · Ef , (3.4)

where IA > 0 is the integral gain, and Ef is the trapezoid integral approximation1 of

the error ef defined by

(Ef )i =


(Ef )i−1 +

[
(ef )i + (ef )i−1

]
· δt

2
if −Efmax < (Ef )i < Efmax

Efmax if (Ef )i ≥ Efmax

−Efmax if (Ef )i ≤ −Efmax

(3.5)

where i is the time step index, δt is the time in seconds between samples, and Efmax

is the maximum value of the trapezoid integral. The integral limit −Efmax < (Ef )i <

Efmax serves as an anti-windup condition on the integrator. δt was set to match

the update rate of the non-real-time ROS network used to publish commands to the

MSL loader. Originally fS was also filtered using a Butterworth filter since the force

readings were noisy and could potentially destabilize the integral portion of the PI

controller. Preliminary testing revealed that this filter did not significantly improve

1The area under a curve can be approximated by summing the area of a series of trapezoids
constructed using two vertical lines intersecting adjacent data points, and closed by connecting the
two adjacent data points and the horizontal axis.
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the performance of the PI ALC, and consequently it was removed from the code for

all tests presented in this section.

Table 3.1: PI controller parameters: Parameters selected for the PI controller after
preliminary tuning tests.

Parameter Value

kA 1.0 × 10−7

IA 1.2 × 10−7

fT 178 kN
δt 0.099 s

Efmax 1.25 × 104 · δt N·s

Table 3.1 shows a list of parameters selected for the PI controller based on pre-

liminary tuning. Both the PI and P parameters were determined experimentally by

adjusting them until the payload mass in the bucket was high and consistent. Ideally

a model of the loader hydraulic system could be used to determine initial values for

these parameters, before refining them on-board the vehicle. An initial model was

created for the MSL loader, and can be found in Appendix D. Some of the parameters

in this model could only be found experimentally and they were sensitive to the sim-

plifying assumptions used to model the hydraulics (especially the linear assumptions

used to model the pressures supplied by the fixed displacement hydraulic pump).

This sensitivity resulted in poor loader response prediction. This model was later

abandoned in favour of manually tuning the gains, however a more detailed model

might allow these gains to be tuned off-line.
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3.1.4 Entry pose and thrust limiting

The drive train commands were set such that the loader drove straight into the pile

by using constant throttle and brake commands. The entry position was selected

such that the bucket scraped the asphalt to ensure that the bucket penetrated the

bottom of the muck pile at entry. After entry, the throttle was set to full to maximize

the bucket actuator speed and power. The loader uses a fixed displacement pump

and an open center control valve. This combination means that full throttle results

in maximum supply pressure, and hence maximum actuator velocity when the valves

are fully open. The forward thrust was reduced by applying partial brake. The brake

level was set such that the forward thrust tended to increase the forces experienced

in the actuators, which caused the admittance controllers to attempt to reduce the

forces by curling backwards. The forward thrust tends to bias the controller towards

the breakout condition ensuring that the dig completes before the bucket forces rise

sufficiently to overcome the capacity of the actuators.

3.2 Field test apparatus and method

An automated 1 t surface loader, and a blasted limestone muck pile were used to

test and tune the proposed loading algorithm and admittance controllers (together

called the ALC). The loader was manually positioned in front of the muck pile before

each dig. The ALC had complete control of the loader for the entry, digging, and

breakout phases, and the admittance controllers (Case 1 and Case 2) governed the

bucket motion while in the digging phase. After breakout the payload was weighed by

lifting the bucket to a calibrated weighing pose. The boom force was then measured
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and used along with Equation (3.8) to calculate the final payload mass. The operator

then assumed control of the loader to dump the payload and re-position the loader

in front of the pile.

3.2.1 Muck pile

The muck pile was composed of blasted limestone rock fragments with an average

density of 2.65 ± 1.12 × 103 kg/m3. The density was determined using crude water

displacement experiments, which are outlined in Appendix E. Eventually, more ac-

curate densities may be required to compare ALC response in muck piles composed

of various materials. For now, the accuracy of this density measurement is sufficient

to say that both the MSL muck pile and the muck piles used in Kvarntorp (discussed

in Chapter 4) have similar densities.

The mean largest rock length ± one standard deviation was 0.063 ± 0.039 m,

and was determined by using a Gaussian edge detection algorithm (as implemented

in the GNU image manipulation program GIMP version 2.8) on a 0.75 m region

of Figure 3.6. The largest visible dimension of each fragment was then measured

manually by using a measurement tool (implemented in GIMP) that measures the

number of image pixels between two manually specified points. The number of pixels

was then converted to meters by using the 0.52 m rock indicated in Figure 3.6. There

are also much larger fragments outside of the 0.75 m region, such as the 0.52 m rock

that was used to scale the fragments in Figure 3.6. These larger fragments may also be

hidden below the muck pile surface, which highlights the difficulties in modelling muck

piles compared to soils or gravel where an average rock size distribution is usually

sufficient to predict muck pile properties. The Gaussian edge detection algorithm
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was used to help with manual rock diameter measurements within the 0.75 m region.

This manual method is biased towards fragments greater than 0.013 m and is error

prone, but is sufficient for illustrating the wide size distribution relative to the gravel

and soil experiments conducted by other researchers.

The previously exposed material in the muck pile in Figure 3.6 also illustrates

the tendency for fine material to migrate towards the center of the muck pile leaving

larger material on the exterior. The freshly exposed material is darker than the

previously exposed material indicating a higher moisture content. Both the fines

and the moisture content tend to increase pile cohesion and stiffness. This increased

stiffness makes digging more difficult.

3.2.2 Kubota R520s loader

An automated Kubota R520s wheel loader was used to simulate an underground

LHD in the ALC dig trials. The stock R520s loader was modified for automation by

Clearpath Robotics (Kitchener, ON). These modifications allowed the loader to be

controlled remotely, but made manual loading much more difficult because Clearpath

replaced the hydraulic control leavers with three position switches. These three posi-

tion switches make it very difficult to achieve partial valve commands, which drasti-

cally reduced the usefulness of any manual loading data sets. Although the automated

loader has several sensors, only the boom and bucket extension and pressure sensors

were used by the ALC. Figure 3.7 shows the arrangement of the Clearpath modifica-

tions.

The boom and bucket actuator extensions were measured at 10 Hz by a custom
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Figure 3.6: MSL muck pile: The 0.52 m long rock in the foreground was used to scale
the rock fragments within the 0.75 m box. A Gaussian edge detection algorithm was
used to highlight the rock edges in the 0.75 m box, which made it easier to perform
manual measurements of the rock fragments. The digs from the previous day exposed
the inside of the pile revealing smaller rock fragments (fines). The freshly exposed
material is darker than the previous day indicating a higher moisture content.
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Figure 3.7: Clearpath sensors and systems: Clearpath Robotics added several sensors
and systems to automate the stock Kubota 520s. Only the pressure sensors, linear
encoders, driving system, main computer, and communications systems are used by
the ALC.

hall effect sensor. Each extension sensor contains two Honeywell SPS-L225 contact-

less IP69 linear encoders mounted in a custom housing. Two Measurement Specialties

MSP-400 pressure sensors were installed on the rod and actuator ports of each actu-

ator so that the net force acting on the actuators could be calculated. The pressure

sensor data was captured at 107 Hz by a single Arduino Uno2. The Arduino pressure

and actuator extension messages were passed to the main computer over a ROS Elec-

tric network. The main computer was a Mini-ITX Intel Core i5 64-bit PC running

Ubuntu 11.10, and ROS Electric. The main computer used a ROS network to publish

and subscribe to topics over a wireless network. The autonomous loading algorithm

was run on a separate Intel Core i5 64-bit laptop (running Ubuntu 11.10, and ROS

Electric) connected to the wireless network. While the ALC could have been installed

2The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller with 14 digital and six analog inputs and outputs. We
were able to capture and digitize four analog pressure measurements at 107 Hz http://arduino.

cc/en/Main/arduinoBoardUno

http://arduino.cc/en/Main/arduinoBoardUno
http://arduino.cc/en/Main/arduinoBoardUno
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on the main computer, it was more desirable to isolate this computer from the fre-

quent changes and build cycles necessary to develop the ALC. This isolation meant

that the loader remained in a consistent state despite changes to the ALC. The laptop

was also used for data collection since video was captured from a webcam within the

wireless work station shown in Figure 3.9.

The stock bucket for the Kubota R520s has a capacity of 0.570 m3, and 1 t. The

bucket itself weighs 224 kg, and is designed to handle soils. Cavasin et al. [66] designed

a new bucket to handle fragmented rock. This new bucket is more representative of

a typical mining bucket, as shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8 shows the loader with

both the old and new buckets. The leading edge of the new bucket is shaped like a

‘w’, and extends farther from the back of the bucket. The bucket also has significant

reinforcement and thicker steel than the old bucket. Consequently the new bucket is

42 % heavier (389 kg), and has 17 % less capacity (0.473 m3). The reduced capacity

helps prevent overloading the boom and bucket actuators since large rock fragments

have higher volumetric density than soils or gravel composed of the same material.

The Kubota R520s uses a fixed displacement hydraulic pump and open center

hydraulic valves to control the hydraulic flow to all of the loader actuators, including

the two steering actuators. The fixed displacement pump means that the supply

pressure to the actuators depends on both the drive train throttle, and the number

of actuators being used. While full throttle is best for maximizing the applied force

of the actuators, it also means that the drive train will create very high thrust loads

when the bucket is in contact with the muck pile. These high thrust loads can exceed

the lifting capacity of the actuators and can stall the dig. Eventually, it will also cause

a loss of forward thrust due to tire spin. This deficiency can be overcome somewhat
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(a) Stock Kubota soil bucket (not used) (b) Custom muck pile bucket (used for experi-
ments)

Figure 3.8: Buckets: (a) The stock bucket has a short straight leading edge, which
was observed to contact fewer rocks than the ‘w’ shaped leading edge of the new
bucket (b). Having more rocks in contact with the blade was observed to promote
greater rock mobility when digging. The longer leading edge increased penetration
by reducing the amount of bucket cross section in contact with the pile at entry.

by using the brake to limit forward motion as discussed in Section 3.1.4. The brake

is also used by manual operators to limit forward thrust when the tires begin to lose

traction.

3.2.3 Test setup

The test setup for each dig attempt is shown in Figure 3.9. Tuning experiments were

conducted first, followed by digging with a fully saturated ALC (i.e., curling at full

speed after entry), and then with the controllers described in Sections 3.1.2 (Case 1)

and 3.1.3 (Case 2). Comparing the saturated case with the controlled cases helps

to illustrate the difference between curling at maximum velocity and using the ad-

mittance controllers to match curl velocity to the reaction forces. Once the loading

algorithm was tuned, the various loading algorithm parameters were held constant
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Loader

Wireless 

workstation

Rock pile

Figure 3.9: Test setup: The loader positioned in front of the muck pile. The ALC
was run on a laptop inside the wireless workstation. This laptop also collected data
from the loader over a wireless network, and a webcamera recorded video of each dig
attempt.

for the dig trials.

Each dig attempt started by manually moving the loader in front of the muck pile.

The loading algorithm assumed control of the loader for entry, digging, breakout, and

weighing. The loader was left in the weighing position for five seconds to allow the

bucket and payload to stop moving. The volume of rock within the bucket was also

verified by using a video feed from the wireless workstation. The payload was then

dumped manually, and the loader was re-positioned in front of the muck pile.

3.3 Field experiment results

The field experiments involved both tuning the ALC and evaluating several digs by

using the tuned parameters. The tuning results indicate the importance of the brake
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setting, the admittance gain(s), and the dig target fT .

3.3.1 Tuning

The increased mass of the new bucket and the larger rock fragments in the muck

pile provided a significant digging challenge for the 1 t Kubota loader, which was

originally designed for excavating soils. The fixed displacement pump on the loader

requires that maximum loader throttle must be used to ensure that the actuators can

apply full force to the rock. Unfortunately, full throttle means that the drive train

will also thrust into the pile with maximum force, which dramatically increases the

digging forces fS. If fS exceed the lifting capacity of the actuators the loader will

stall and the dig will fail. Operators have been know to use full throttle while digging

(e.g. see [42]) while limiting forward thrust by applying partial brake. Hence the first

tuning step was to determine a brake setting that would limit the thrust against the

pile such that the reaction forces could be overcome by the actuators.

Brake tuning

Figure 3.10 shows the digging forces in both the boom and bucket actuators at de-

creasing brake levels. When the brake was set at 70 % the forward motion and thrust

were insufficient to cause the digging forces to rise above the 50 kN entry target and

the dig failed. At 65 % brake the entry forces were sufficient to trigger the ALC,

but the brake level was too high to allow the vehicle to advance into the pile as the

bucket curls. The subsequent loss of contact with the pile caused the forces to drop

significantly, and the loader could not recover before the exit condition (70 % bucket
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curl) was reached. At 50 % the brake level was sufficient to limit the maximum re-

action force below 100 kN, but was not so high that contact was lost with the pile.

Unfortunately more brake positions could not be tried due to the poor resolution of

the brake actuation system.

Case 1: P gain tuning

Figure 3.11 shows the actuator positions, valve commands, and actuator force plots

when the P controller admittance gain kA is dropped from 10 × 10−6 to 1 × 10−6

with the brake held constant at 50 %. The ALC outputs a change in valve position

(normalized between -1 and 1), which in turn reflects the desired change in bucket

actuator extension (normalized between 0 and 1) determined by the admittance con-

troller and the sensed forces. Both the boom and bucket actuator forces are shown

to illustrate their similarity. However, only the boom actuator forces are used as

feedback to the admittance controller because they contain slightly more information

than the bucket actuator forces. This additional information is suggested by more

peaks and troughs in the boom actuator signal although the overall trend between

the two actuators is similar.

At 10×10−6 both the change in desired bucket position (change in bucket extension

and ultimately curl velocity), and the valve positions are at their maximum values

throughout the dig. In other words, the admittance controller is completely saturated.

The admittance controller is less saturated at kA = 5× 10−6, and never saturated at

kA = 1×10−6. The valve response when kA = 1×10−6 shows excellent range between

the deadband (valve positions that result in no fluid flow to the actuators) at 0.50

and 1.00, the maximum valve position 3. These smooth curves below valve saturation

3 An earlier version of the code limited the valve command range between the deadband and the
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Figure 3.10: Brake tuning: At 70 % brake (a) the forward thrust is insufficient to
cause the forces to rise above the entry target (50 kN). At 65 % (b) the forces exceed
the entry target and the dig completes, but barely skims the pile due to lack of forward
motion. At 50 % (c) both the forward motion and thrust have been matched to the
response limits of the bucket actuator.
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indicate that kA is properly tuned since the admittance controller is matching the

reaction forces to achievable bucket velocities.

Case 1: Target force tuning

The last of the most critical loading parameters for the P admittance controller is

the dig target fT , which also affects the level of controller saturation. Figure 3.12

shows the dig response when fT is dropped from 88 to 80 kN. The valve plots from

fT = 88 kN only reach 1.0 once near the end of the dig when the error ef between fT

and the sensed forces fS reaches its maximum. Ideally the valve commands should

be slightly closer to saturation earlier in the dig so that the admittance controller can

issue maximum curl commands at entry when the forces tend to be low. Dropping

fT to 80 kN allows the admittance controller to issue slightly higher desired positions

earlier without completely saturating the admittance controller. Once these three

key loading parameters were tuned, two dig trials were conducted. The controlled dig

trial used the tuned parameters, while the saturated dig trial used kA = 10 × 10−6

instead of 1× 10−6. The latter setting ensures that the bucket curls at its maximum

rate regardless of the force error.

Case 2: PI admittance controller tuning

The PI admittance controller used the same tuning approach as the P admittance

controller except for a higher initial fT such that fS tends to be less than fT . It also

includes an integral gain IA, which was initially set at 1.0 × 10−7. At IA = 1.0 × 10−7,

maximum valve position. However, the non-linearities in the valve coupled with the poor accuracy
of the servos used to control the valves meant that the deadband fluctuated around 0.50. These
fluctuations resulted in either a loss of valve response or fluid leakage into the actuators when the
actuators were meant to be at rest. Consequently, the code that limited the valve positions was
removed for all the results presented in this chapter.
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Figure 3.11: Admittance P gain tuning: The admittance controller is saturated at
kA = 10×10−6 (a), mostly saturated at kA = 5×10−6 (b), and has maximum response
between the deadband and maximum valve position when kA = 1× 10−6 (c).
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Figure 3.12: Dig force target tuning: While the valve response is excellent in (a) it
is still slightly below the maximum valve limit until 42 s into the dig. Decreasing
the dig target from 88 to 80 kN in (b) slightly increases valve saturation because the
force error between the target force, and the sensed force increases.
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the tuning process resulted in kA = 1.0 × 10−7 and fT = 178 kN. After tuning kA

and fT , IA was increased from 1.0 × 10−7 to 1.2 × 10−7 based on the response plots

in Figure 3.13. Increasing IA tends to boost the valve response during the dig when

ef begins to stagnate, but is not approaching zero.

These plots show that the PI controller logic of Case 2 increases ef at the beginning

and end of each dig when increased bucket velocity is most desirable to prevent

stalling. Controller saturation is also reduced between Figures 3.13(a) and 3.13(c),

which indicates that kA, and IA have been adequately matched to the MSL loader

and muck pile. Once the PI controller was tuned its parameters were left constant

for the final dig trials.

General ALC tuning method

The previous two cases contain drastically different controllers, but both can be used

to suggest a common tuning strategy. First a series of digs should be conducted with

a manual operator to determine both the maximum fS experienced while loading

and which actuator provides cleaner fS readings. Once an actuator is selected for

sensing fS, fT should be set higher than fS so that the ALC is biased towards the

exit condition. The proportional gain kA should then be set higher than

kA =
vmax

fT − fSmax
, (3.6)

where vmax is the maximum actuator velocity, and fSmax is the maximum force sensed

in the actuator being used to sense fS. Setting kA based on Equation (3.6) will ensure

that the ALC is completely saturated regardless of fS. All other gains should be set

to zero to eliminate their effect on the admittance relationship. kA should then
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Figure 3.13: Admittance I gain tuning: In (a) the integral gain is set too low resulting
in forces that are too close to the dig target, and the admittance controller stalls. At
1.15 × 10−7 (b) the gain is just high enough for the force drop at 42 s to cause the
admittance controller to issue the final curl command. Unfortunately, the controller
is nearly saturated. The slightly higher gain in (c) is high enough that the forces
remain below the dig target, while the controller is mostly unsaturated.
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be reduced until the ALC produces rich valve response between the minimum and

maximum effective valve positions. At this point additional gains can be tuned to

alter the degree of saturation at different times in the dig. Several dig trails were

performed following this tuning phase, and the results from these trials indicate that

adding an integral gain helps improve early ALC saturation, which positively impacts

the final payload at the expense of some payload consistency.

3.3.2 Dig trials

A total of 57 dig attempts were made. 23 dig attempts were conducted by curling

the bucket at a maximum rate after entry (saturated digs), 21 dig attempts were

conducted by using the P admittance controller (Case 1), and 13 dig attempts were

conducted by using the PI admittance controller (Case 2). A dissimilar number

of tests were conducted due to a variety of factors, including weather conditions,

equipment breaking, and time restrictions at the test site. Each dig attempt in these

dig trials is compared using a metric I call dig efficiency.

Dig Efficiency

Dig efficiency εd, is defined in this thesis as a combination of three parameters: 1) the

dig time td, 2) the actuator work expended while digging Wd, and 3) the mass of rock

in the bucket at the end of the dig attempt Md. These three parameters were selected

because they capture not only the mass flow rate of the rock being removed, but also

the work required to move the material. The latter is frequently overlooked in mining

primarily due to a lack of instrumentation (or access to data from manufacturers)

on conventional mining equipment. Additional studies could be conducted to link
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these work readings to fuel consumption, tire wear, or mean time between failure of

LHD components. While the ALCs in this thesis have been tuned to fill the bucket

consistently it may also be possible to tune an ALC such that the work expended is

controlled at the expense of the mass flow rate. This situation may be necessary for

Lunar mining equipment, which will likely be power limited instead of time limited.

Together the three dig efficiency parameters define a point in a 3D space with time,

work and mass axes as shown in Equation (3.7) and Figure 3.14.

εd (td,Wd,Md) (3.7)

Figure 3.14 shows the dig efficiency points for 57 ALC dig attempts. 23 dig at-

tempts used a completely saturated admittance controller (bucket moves at maximum

velocity after entry), 21 dig attempts used the non-saturated P admittance controller

from Case 1, and 13 used the PI admittance controller from Case 2. Digs with high

dig efficiency should be near the 0 work 0 time axis, while achieving high payloads.

It is also desirable that the dig efficiency results are consistent so that mine operators

can decrease scheduling and throughput variability.

The payload mass Md was calculated by

Md =
Fh − 3.9× 104

51.8
kg, (3.8)

where the boom force Fh was measured after the loader came to rest in the weighing

pose. Equation (3.8) was determined experimentally by calibrating the loader by

using known masses. This calibration procedure is detailed in Appendix F.

Work and dig time were calculated between entry (after the entry force target is
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Figure 3.14: Dig efficiency: The most successful digs have low dig time, low work
expended, and high mass in the bucket (payload). The non-saturated P admittance
controller results are more consistent, but took 3.5 times longer than the saturated
dig attempts. The PI admittance controller results are slightly less consistent, but
achieve 8 % more payload and take 2 s longer than the fully saturated digs. Digs S18
and P11 took 30 seconds longer than most other digs due to wireless issues and poor
penetration respectively. 9 digs failed (three overlap in this figure) to reach sufficient
reaction force for the admittance controller to begin loading.
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reached), and breakout (when the bucket curls past the breakout target). Work is

calculated by using Equation (3.9), where Wd is the work performed by the actuators,

Fh and Fc are the hoist and curl forces in the boom and bucket actuators respectively,

and dh and dc are the displacements for each actuator. Let n be the total number

of sensor readings and let the subscript i denote the time index associated with each

sensor reading. Thus, the total work done Wd was estimated by

Wd =
1

2

n−1∑
i=1

[(Fh,i + Fh,i+1) · |dh,i − dh,i+1|+ (Fc,i + Fc,i+1) · |dc,i − dc,i+1|] . (3.9)

Note that this work estimate includes only the work done by the actuators, and

not the drive train, which thrusts the loader into the pile. Ultimately, a complete work

reading would require installing additional pressure sensors in the steering actuators,

and a torque monitoring system on the drive train. These additional sensors systems

may be undesirable from a complexity perspective. Another viable option for assessing

the energy expended while digging would be to measure fuel consumption over the

digging period. As is, the current work readings are sufficient to compare the work

between digs since most of the differences in work readings are due to differences

in the motion of the boom and bucket actuators, while the drive train, brake, and

throttle settings are relatively constant.

Five saturated digs, two P digs, and two PI digs failed because the entry forces

were insufficient for the saturated or un-saturated admittance controllers to take

control of the dig. Saturated Dig 18 (S18) and P Dig 11 (P11) took 30 seconds longer

than average due to wireless network issues, and low muck pile entry respectively.

Dig PI71 achieved a payload of 1 018 kg, but took 3 s longer and required 51 % more

work than an average PI dig. Nominal saturated (S11), P (P7), and PI (PI68) dig
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attempts are presented next, followed by the slow digs (S18 and P11), the high work

dig (PI71), and two of the failed digs (S8 and P6)4.

Nominal digs

The actuator positions, valve commands, and actuator force plots for the nominal

digs (S11, P7, and PI68) are shown in Figure 3.15. The valves on the loader have a

deadband between ±0.5. No fluid can flow to the actuators for any valve positions

within the deadband, hence any valve command within the deadband can be treated

as a closed valve. In the saturated dig the controller curls the bucket at maximum

velocity and the forces oscillate severely.

In the controlled P dig (Case 1), the admittance controller altered the curl velocity

in response to the changing forces resulting in less severe force changes than in the

saturated digs. The difference between Case 1 and Case 2 is most obvious in these

plots since the P controller (Case 1) only issues curl commands when fS > fT , and

the PI controller (Case 2) only issued upwards curl commands when fS < fT . While

the PI controller was more saturated than the P controller this saturation occurred

at the beginning and end of each dig when high curl rate is most desirable to prevent

stalling in the muck pile. The PI controller exhibited excellent valve response between

entry and breakout when the P controller tended to stagnate. The overall increased

velocity of the PI controller ultimately resulted in less dig time than the P controller

digs.

4Videos from these dig attempts can be viewed here:
https://msl.engineering.queensu.ca/wiki/pages/W9J6Z0g0/BasicAdmittance

https://msl.engineering.queensu.ca/wiki/pages/W9J6Z0g0/BasicAdmittance
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(c) Controlled PI Dig 68

Figure 3.15: Average digs: (a) The valve commands were full open (saturated)
throughout Dig 11, resulting in nearly linear bucket actuator response. (b) The P
controlled dig (Case 1) shows variations in bucket actuator position, and valve com-
mands between 0.5 and 1.0. The bucket also stops moving frequently as the forces
approach the target force. In (a) the PI controlled dig (Case 2) shows a smooth valve
response to the reaction forces, and was significantly closer to saturation at entry and
breakout without being saturated while digging, which decreased dig time by 13 s.
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Slow digs

The same command and force histories are shown for the slow digs (S18 and P11)

in Figures 3.16(a), and 3.16(b). The lack of actuator response to the full valve com-

mands, and the high forces (well above both the entry and digging targets) in S18

indicated a network communication issue between the loader computer and the laptop

running the loading algorithm. The force profile shows that the loader can impart

forces in excess of 20 kN to the pile when the bucket stops moving. Both final payload

masses indicates that the bucket was filled by the end of each dig. P11 is interesting

because the forces were very close to the 80 kN force target throughout the dig. When

the forces rose above the target the admittance controller curled the bucket, which

caused the forces to drop and allowed the vehicle to penetrate deeper into the pile.

When the loader stalled against the pile the forces rose, and another curl command

was sent. This situation indicates that the ALC must be biased away from the dig

target, so that the bucket will eventually reach the breakout target. Otherwise ef → 0

and the dig will take too long or stall.

High work

The force histories for an average PI dig (PI68) and the high work dig (PI71) are

shown in Figure 3.17. PI71 takes 3 s longer than PI68, which means it has more time

steps when calculating work by using Equation (3.9). The forces in PI71 are also

consistently higher than the forces in PI68. The combination of more time steps and

higher sustained forces leads to a 50 % increase in the amount of work required to

fill the bucket. While this trend is not clear in Figure 3.19 the results from the ST14

trials in Chapter 4 do show that work increases as payload increases.
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(b) Controlled P Dig 11

Figure 3.16: Saturated digs: (a) The sustained high forces show the level of thrust
the drive train can apply to the pile when the bucket is motionless. (b) The reaction
forces are close to the target force resulting in brief curl commands when the forces
are above the dig target. The resulting curl frees space within the pile for the drive
train to briefly advance the loader deeper into the pile. The short valve commands
also clearly highlight the deadband (valve positions that result in no fluid flow to the
actuators) for the hydraulic control valves on the MSL loader.
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Figure 3.17: High work dig: The average dig (a) takes 3 s less than the high work
dig (b). The high work dig also has higher sustained forces. Both of these factors
contribute to the high work dig having double the work of the average dig.
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Figure 3.18: Failed dig forces: The forces never exceeded the entry force target so the
bucket controller was never engaged. The forces were low because the desired bucket
position was too low. Low entry unloads the front wheels, which lowers thrust,
decreases penetration, and decreases reaction force.

Failed digs

The command and force histories for the failed digs (S8 and P6) show that the forces

never rose above the entry force, so the admittance controller was never activated,

and the digs failed. For brevity, only the force history from P6 is shown in Figure 3.18.

The forces were low due to the bucket hitting the ground and unloading the front

wheels. Unloading the front wheels decreases the forward thrust and the dig reaction

forces.

Dig Efficiency Summary

The relationships between the dig efficiency metrics are shown in Figure 3.19. The

saturated digs are tightly clustered around 6 s, which is expected because the bucket

curl velocity is constant as soon as entry is detected. The controlled digs take longer

because they alter the bucket velocity in response to the reaction forces. They also

achieve much more consistent payloads. This result indicates that more consistent
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Figure 3.19: Dig efficiency relationships: In (a) most of the saturated digs are clus-
tered around 6 s while the controlled digs are less clustered and take longer. However,
the controlled digs have much less payload variance. In (b) the saturated work read-
ings are much more scattered than the controlled digs, because of uncompensated
muck pile reaction forces.

digging is linked to achieving a desired admittance between the bucket velocity and

the muck pile reaction forces. The saturated digs have high payload variability, which

translates into highly variable work readings. The controlled digs have much more

consistent payload readings and their work readings are also much more consistent.

Similar dig efficiency plots in Chapter 4 demonstrate a trend between increased work

and increased payload, but this trend is only suggested by the data in Figure 3.19.

The mean ± one standard deviation dig efficiency values are given in Table 3.2

for both the complete set of saturated and controlled digs, and for the subset of

successful digs. The histograms for the saturated, P, and PI digs are plotted in

Figure 3.20. The mean dig time for all P controlled digs rose by 277 % (315 % if only

the successful digs are considered). The PI controller was able to reduce dig time
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over the P controller by 33 % (37 % if only the successful digs are considered), and

had much less variability than either the P or saturated digs. The P controlled digs

had a 0.2 % increase in payload mass for all digs, but had a 3 % reduction in payload

mass when only the successful digs are considered. Note that the difference became

negative because the saturated dig averages benefited more from dropping the five

failed saturated digs than the P controller benefit from dropping the two failed P

digs. The PI controller fares better with a 10 % (22 % if only the successful digs are

considered) increase in payload mass. The work readings generally increased by 12 %

from the saturated to the P and PI controllers regardless of the set of digs considered.

Generally, the successful controlled digs had much less variability than the saturated

digs, and payload was increased by 19 % while dig time only increased by 3 s.

Table 3.2: Saturated and controlled dig efficiency averages.

All digs

εd Saturated Difference P Controller Difference PI Controller

td [s] 6.5±12.1 +277 % 24.5±11.3 -33 % 8.1±5.0
Wd [N m] 24 458±8 495 +15 % 28 145±6 711 -3 % 27 287±14 511
Md [kg] 721±326 0.2 % 719±170 +10 % 792±335

Without failed digs

td [s] 6.2±12.6 +315 % 25.7±10.1 -37 % 9.6±3.8
Wd [N m] 25 658±8 697 +15 % 29 551±1 929 +8 % 32 246±8 766
Md [kg] 784±254 -3 % 755±40 +22 % 924±85

3.4 Discussion

The saturated digs were characterized by saturated valve commands and force oscil-

lation, while the controlled digs (Case 1 and Case 2) had controlled valve and force
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Figure 3.20: Dig efficiency histogram: The payload and work reading histograms have
much smaller variance for the controlled digs than the saturated digs, especially when
the failed digs are removed. The saturated digs were faster than the P controller digs
and very consistent, due to the constant rate of bucket curl. The PI controller had
even less dig time variance and only took slightly longer than the saturated digs.
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response. These saturated digs were used to evaluate the relative success of the ALC

since the Clearpath automation modifications to the loader made it impossible to

obtain conventional manual loading data. Both the literature review in Chapter 2

and the manual loading data in Chapter 4 suggest that maximum or constant velocity

loading is an adequate substitute for simulating the response of manual operators.

Several controllers in the literature also rely on maximum or constant velocity load-

ing, so the saturated control case may also simulate the response of these controllers.

In addition to the advantages of an automated loading cycle, the more regular re-

sponse of the ALC is likely better for vehicle maintenance. The greatest benefit of

the admittance controllers is the increased payload mass consistency for the successful

digs. The PI controller (Case 2) was also able to increase payload mass, for a modest

increase in work, and a significant decrease in dig time (relative to the P controller).

These improvements came at the cost of doubling the P controller variability.

The failed digs and the P controlled slow dig were caused by below average entry

heights, which caused unloading of the front wheels and a subsequent loss of reaction

force from decreased thrust. The number of failed digs suggests that an additional al-

gorithm may be necessary to regulate the forces on the front axel. The slow controlled

dig (P11), and the slow initial response of the P admittance controller motivated the

move to the PI admittance controller.

Both the P and PI controller tuning processes were similar, and suggest a method

for tuning the admittance controllers on different platforms, and for different dig

targets. For Case 2, the integral gain should be raised from zero until the controller

response is nearly saturated at entry and breakout. Early saturation helps increase

bucket motion when forces can exceed the lifting capacity of the loader, while late
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saturation helps bias the admittance controller towards the breakout condition when

forces become low near breakout.

The admittance controller tuning process was complicated by the need to limit

the digging forces to the lifting capacity of the actuators by using partial brake com-

mands. There are only three resolvable brake settings between 50 and 100 % of the

brake actuator range. The limited resolution means that only a few entry thrusts

could be set that matched the velocity and power limitations of the bucket actuator.

Standard mining LHDs should not have this limitation because they usually operate

at constant pressure, and are better sized for loading fragmented rock. The impact

of this limitation was reduced by changing the sign of kA and setting fT such that

fS could never exceed fT . Adding an integral gain also helped improve dig efficiency,

due to increased controller saturation at entry.

The improved performance of the PI controller (Case 2) comes at the expense of

more controller saturation and higher dig variability due to the high dig target. While

reducing the dig target would solve this problem, it would also allow the sensed forces

to exceed the dig target leading to downward curl. Allowing the controller to curl

down more could lead to stalling due to a lack of load on the front wheels, but there

is also a danger in allowing the forces to closely follow the target force as shown in

Dig P11. In Dig P11 the controller almost reached steady state with the error close

to zero. In this situation there is no force change to cause additional bucket motion

and the dig stalls because the breakout condition is never reached.
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3.5 Conclusion

An implementation of the admittance-based controller originally proposed by Mar-

shall et al. in [58] was discussed in this chapter. Two admittance-based controllers

were incorporated into the ALC and field tested by using an LHD like surface loader

and muck pile. The admittance-based controllers performed well in a variety of muck

pile conditions and were able to circumvent force concentrations, which are indica-

tive of subsurface obstacles. The successful digs were also more consistent, and more

productive than simply allowing the bucket to curl at its maximum rate. This higher

productivity and consistency was observed to be the result of achieving a desired

admittance between bucket motion and muck pile reaction force.

While most dig attempts took less than 35 s, the P version (Case 1) of the ad-

mittance controller took 18 s longer than the fully saturated controller. This extra

dig time was mitigated at the cost of increased variability by using the PI version

(Case 2) of the admittance controller. The PI controller also increased payload mass

by 10 % if all digs are considered and 22 % if only the successful digs are considered.

This payload difference highlights the need to limit failed digs, most of which were

caused by low entry into the muck pile. This low entry drastically reduced forward

motion, and prevented the dig reaction forces from reaching the entry force target,

meaning the admittance controller was not triggered. A ground detection algorithm

could reduce these failures by targeting a consistent bucket entry height above the

ground.

Following these trials, the ALC was modified for use on an Atlas Copco ST14 and

tested in a more representative mining environment. Both the ALC modifications

and industrial scale tests are discussed next in Chapter 4.



Chapter 4

ST14 ALC development

The preliminary Autonomous Loading Controller (ALC) test results presented in

Chapter 3 indicate that the MSL version of ALC achieves higher and more consistent

payloads than curling the bucket at maximum velocity after muck pile entry. The ALC

achieves these results by using an admittance controller to control the admittance

between the bucket and muck pile. However, the ALC was tested by using a 1 t

surface loader to simulate a LHD, and an unconfined muck pile. In this chapter

the industrial applicability of the ALC is explored by adapting the ALC to control

an automation-ready Atlas Copco ST14 LHD in an underground mine with confined

muck piles. I traveled to Sweden to make the necessary changes to the ALC, to collect

a manual digging data set in a realistic mine environment, and ultimately to collect

an autonomous loading data set by using a full scale mining vehicle. The increased

scale of the ST14 tests can be seen by comparing the MSL loader test setup to the

ST14 test setup in Figure 4.1. Several relationships between the ALC parameters and

the dig metrics were made clear through the ALC ST14 tuning process. The ALC

was also evaluated against expert operators for the first time, and was able to achieve

94
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1 tonne loader

Atlas Copco ST14

Figure 4.1: MSL loader vs. ST14 LHD: The ALC was tested on both a 1 t wheel
loader, and an Atlas Copco ST14. The loader tests occurred outdoors on an asphalt
surface, while the ST14 tests occurred in an underground mine on a gravel and clay
surface over a limestone subsurface.

39 % more payload in 61 % less time. It also demonstrated excellent robustness in

the unstructured mine environment. The differences between the MSL ALC and the

ST14 ALC are presented next, followed by the test setup, method, and results.

4.1 ALC modifications

Again, any controller C can be used to map the force error ef to the actuator veloc-

ities vA. While the most successful admittance controller in the MSL tests was the

Proportional Integral (PI) admittance controller, the Proportional (P) admittance

controller presented in Equation (4.1) was used for all ST14 tests to minimize tuning

time, and maximize testing time.

vA = kA · ef (4.1)
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vA is the actuator velocity, kA > 0 is the (admittance) proportional gain, and the

force error ef is still the difference between the sensed forces fS and the target force

fT , and is given by

ef = fT − fS. (4.2)

While Atlas Copco provided excellent access to the LHD and test mine, their

was still limits to what could be accomplished in the number of days allotted for

ALC testing. The factors that limited dig time included the availability of the mine,

equipment break downs, mine safety alerts, and the time required to complete a full

dig cycle. The P controller was selected over the PI controller because there was one

less gain to tune, and the early ALC testing force profiles showed good early controller

saturation without the integral gain. Recall that in Chapter 3 this integral gain was

necessary to improve early controller saturation. The ST14 was observed not to need

this integral gain because the initial force error is approximately 500 times what was

experienced by the MSL loader. This high early force error tends to saturate the

controller until the ST14 can start reducing the force error by curling the bucket.

Like the MSL PI (Case 2) version of the ALC, the ST14 P ALC requires a fT close

to the maximum fS between the ST14 and muck pile. Again, this high fT ensures

that the bucket moves quickly after entry when muck pile resistance is highest. It

also biases the ALC towards the breakout condition (in both the MSL loader and

the ST14 this breakout condition was a predetermined bucket actuator extension)

because the ALC will be unable to reduce ef to zero, and any sudden loss of force

due to stalling and tire slip will cause the bucket to curl back faster.

Like the MSL ALC, the ST14 ALC alters the bucket curl rate by using the boom
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actuator to measure fS as shown in Figure 4.2. While the force relationship de-

picted in Figure 4.2 was exploited in the MSL ALC, the relationship between the

actuator chosen to sense fS and the sign of the admittance controller C was only

formalized after the ST14 tests. When the forces sensed in the boom actuator are

below fT the admittance controller attempts to increase fS by curling up. As shown

in Figure 4.2(b), curling up increases fS in the boom because the boom actuator

experiences more compression. Curling down puts the boom actuator in tension as

shown in Figure 4.2(a), and fS is reduced. The selected admittance controller, the

greater actuator power of the ST14, and using the boom actuator to sense fS allows

the ALC to fail gracefully by exiting the pile, instead of stalling within the pile. The

ALC testing apparatus, and location are discussed next.

4.2 Apparatus

This section introduces the operating environment and test equipment used at the

Kvarntorp test mine near Örebro, Sweden. While the ST14 is a perfect platform

for assessing the industrial applicability of the ALC, the Kvarntorp test mine setup

has some limitations. Specifically: 1) the Kvarntorp drifts are very wide compared

to a typical drawpoint, 2) the muck piles are not continuously renewed with fresh

material, and 3) the muck piles were imported from another site. The increased

width means that the portion of the muck pile not being excavated provides less

confinement than the solid drift walls. Additionally the lack of a draw point means

the muck piles lacked confinement from above. This loss of confinement should be

quantified by testing the ALC in a mine with active drawpoints, and standard sized

drifts. The imported rock may also be more benign than typical muck, due to the
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Curl up

Passive
P1↑ P2↓

Active
P1↑ P2↓

ef > 0

(a) Curl up
Curl down

ef < 0

Active
P2↑ P1↓

Passive
P2↑ P1↓

(b) Curl down

Figure 4.2: Reaction force FBD: When the bucket actuator extends in (a) P1 goes up
and the bucket curls backwards. The pile resists this curl putting the boom actuator
in compression, which increases P1 and increases the sensed reaction force. When
the bucket curls down in (b) the inverse load case occurs, and the boom actuator
experiences tension. This tension manifests as a force drop because P2 increases
relative to P1.
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absence of oversize. While these limitations must be considered, the Kvarntorp setup

is excellent for tuning and assessing the response of the admittance controller to a

representative force environment created by irregularly sized rock. Additionally, all

manual and ALC tests were preformed in the same muck piles, which means that

these results are directly comparable.

4.2.1 Kvarntorp

Kvarntorp is an underground limestone, room and pillar mine that ceased produc-

tion of alum shale and uranium in the 1960’s [67]. Atlas Copco uses several of the

abandoned drifts to test new vehicles and systems. The autonomous testing area is

approximately 30 m underground and the drifts are approximately 12 m wide and

6 m tall. The drift roadway consists of a relatively flat limestone base covered by

about 30 cm of gravel and clay. The average temperature in the drifts was 6◦, and

the moisture content in the drifts and muck pile was high enough to wet all surfaces

and create puddles. Final testing was performed in Drift 165 due to its proximity to

power sources and existing lighting. Drift 159, near the automation office, was also

used to maintain line of sight with the vehicle while the ALC was tuned. A schematic

map of the testing area and muck pile locations are shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2.2 Muck Piles

Approximately 150 t of fragmented rock was added to the ends of Drifts 159 and 165.

Figures 4.5 and 4.4 show the muck piles along the wall of drift 159, and at the end of

Drift 165 with a 2 by 3 m sampling windows. Within these windows, the mean longest

rock length in each pile ± one standard deviation was 0.20± 0.09 m in Drift 159 and
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Figure 4.3: Kvarntorp automation area map: The muck pile along the wall of Drift 159
was used for all preliminary development and tuning tests, while the manual tests,
final tuning, and ALC evaluation tests were done at the end of Drift 165.

0.48± 0.19 m in Drift 165. The pile in Drift 159 also has large regions composed

primarily of fines (material with a longest length less than 0.05 m). Some of these

fines likely came from the roadway directly in front of the muck pile, which was slowly

excavated over several dig attempts. These size estimates were made using the same

image processing technique discussed in Section 3.2.1. It should be noted again that

there are better techniques for determining the size distribution of rocks in a muck pile,

but this rough analysis is sufficient for illustrating the rock size distributions found in

the Kvarntorp muck piles. There are also much larger (> 1.0 m) rocks visible in the

toe of the pile in Drift 165, and may also be prevalent below the surface of the muck

pile (although observations of the MSL muck pile indicate that fines tend to migrate

down and towards the center of muck piles).

The Kvarntorp rock density tests are discussed in Appendix E, and were used to
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(a) Drift 159 muck pile (b) 2× 3 m window with rock boundaries

Figure 4.4: Drift 159 muck pile: (a) This muck pile has large regions of fine material
mixed with relatively small rock fragments. This picture also shows the 3 m wide
ramp created by the bucket as it excavated the roadway over several dig attempts.
(b) shows the muck pile with a 2 × 3 m sampling window with the edges of all rock
fragments above 0.05 m highlighted in red. This window was used to estimate the
mean rock size for the muck pile in Drift 159, which was (0.20± 0.09 m).

determine that the muck piles were likely composed of granite and limestone with av-

erage densities of 2.72± 0.60× 103 kg/m3, and 2.47± 1.28× 103 kg/m3, respectively.

The limestone was likely indigenous to Kvarntorp, while the granite was imported.

The muck pile in Drift 165 was used for all manual digging tests, and the final

tests with the ALC. An additional development muck pile was deposited along the

wall of Drift 159 near Drift B and the automation office as shown in Figure 4.6.

The development pile in Drift 159 was used for ALC logic tests and tuning because

direct line of sight with the vehicle and pile could be maintained throughout the dig

attempts. This direct line of sight facilitated testing activities because both wheel

slip and pile alignment could be instantly observed from the automation office.
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(a) Drift 165 muck pile

(b) Rock with 1 m scale (c) 2× 3 m window with rock boundaries

Figure 4.5: Drift 165 muck pile: The muck pile used for the manual digging exper-
iments, and the final ALC experiments was placed at the end of Drift 165 (a). (b)
shows the muck pile with a 1 m scale, and (c) shows the portion of the pile used to
estimate the mean rock size (0.48± 0.19 m).
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Figure 4.6: Initial tests in Drift 159: In the initial tuning tests, the LHD entered the
muck pile from the side by using Drift B. However, most of the tuning was performed
with the LHD entering approximately 6◦ away from the drift wall. The direction
was changed due to large divots created by excessive stationary tire spin in the early
tuning attempts. The automation office barricades can be seen in the foreground.
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4.2.3 Scooptram ST14

The Atlas Copco Scooptram ST14 is a 38 t vehicle with a Cummins SM11 EPA

Tier 3/EU Stage IIIA diesel engine. It has a power rating of 250 kW at 2 100 rpm,

and provides a maximum torque of 1 674 Nm at 1 350 rpm. It has four driving gear

positions. The bucket can hold 14 t of material or a heaped volume of 6.4 m3. The

nominal dimensions of the bucket are 2.80 m wide, 1.68 m tall, and 1.60 m deep. The

dimensions of the vehicle (including the bucket) are 10.825 m long, 2.550 m tall, and

2.800 m wide. The vehicle is also equipped with a Rig Control System (RCS) [68].

The particular ST14 used for these tests was an automation-ready vehicle, which

includes two 2D LIDARs (one looking forward and the other looking backward),

several video cameras located around the vehicle, wheel odometers, steering and boom

angle encoders, a bucket actuator linear sensor, actuator pressure sensors, an inertial

measurement unit, data acquisition and communications systems, and a computer

system. Most of these systems are shown if Figure 4.7

The ST14 has a closed centre, constant pressure hydraulic system. In a closed

centre hydraulic system, the fluid cannot return to the hydraulic supply when the

control valves are closed. The hydraulic system maintains constant pressure by by-

passing a portion of the supplied fluid through a compensating valve that alters the

angle of the swash plate in the variable displacement pump. The advantages of this

system over the MSL open centre system are that 1) the actuator supply pressure is

constant so actuator power is constant regardless of the number of actuators used; 2)

actuator velocity can be controlled directly by adjusting the RPM of the pump (using

the throttle) and, (3) much less energy is wasted heating the working fluid. The ST14

also includes a load weighing system, which was used to calculate the payload mass
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Figure 4.7: ST14 automation system: The computer, data handling, remote control,
and boom and bucket position and pressure sensing systems were used in the manual
and ALC tests. The video camera feeds and manual remote control system were only
used to position the ST14 before and after each ALC test (re-printed with permission
from Atlas Copco AB) [69].
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Md.

4.2.4 Dig Efficiency

The definition for dig efficiency εd was introduced in Chapter 3, but is repeated here

in the context of using the Atlas Copco load weighing system to determine Md. εd is

a combination of three parameters: 1) the dig time td, 2) the actuator work expended

while digging Wd, and 3) the mass of rock in the bucket at the end of the dig attempt

Md. Together these three parameters define a point in a 3D space with time, work

and mass axes as shown in Equation (4.3). High efficiency digs will have high payload,

and low expended work and dig time.

εd (td,Wd,Md) (4.3)

The payload mass Md was calculated by using a proprietary Atlas Copco load

weighing system described in [70]. The load weighing system measures Md as the

boom is raised by using Equation (4.4).

Md = [(PB − PRAR)LL − ẍBmL]− Le (4.4)

PB and PR are the boom actuator base and rod pressures, AR is the rod area factor

used to convert these pressures to fS, the load factor mL converts fS to the current

gross bucket load, xB is the boom angle measurement, mh is the hoisting mass factor,

and Le is the empty bucket load. AR is determined based on the base and rod boom

actuator dimensions. Le, mL, and mh are determined by using the current xB and

experimental hoisting data. Atlas Copco employees reported that the load weighing
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system has an approximate accuracy of ±500 kg. The following experimental method

was used for the manual dig trials, the ALC tuning experiments, and the ALC dig

trials.

4.3 Experimental method

The ST14 was warmed up for 10 to 20 min by actuating the boom, bucket and steering

actuators while driving through the drifts. The actuators were also periodically forced

against their stops, which rapidly brought the hydraulic fluid up to steady state

working temperature. This warm up procedure also established that all ST14 systems

were working normally. Note that the MSL loader was also warmed up before testing,

but a repeatable warmup procedure was not used. A repeatable warmup procedure

was not used because I did not think of it at the time, and also because there was

always the danger of overheating the servos used to control the hydraulic valves.

This overheating frequently resulted in stopping all tests until the servos cooled.

Therefore, some of the variability in the MSL results could be due to the variability

of the MSL warmup procedure. For the majority of the initial tuning tests, the loader

was positioned just off the wall of Drift 159, as shown in Figure 4.6. The manual

digs, and the final ALC test setup in Drift 165 are shown in Figure 4.8.

The operator switched the ST14 into autonomous mode in the ST14 cab be-

fore leaving the vehicle, engaging the automation mine personnel exclusion safety

systems, and entering the automation office shown in Figure 4.9. The existing au-

tomated hauling route loading system was used to upload new configuration files to

the ST14. These configuration files contained the tunable parameters for the ALC

instead of desired autonomous hauling routes. Once the correct set of parameters
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Figure 4.8: Final manual and ALC tests in Drift 165: The end of Drift 165 is conve-
niently lit and close to power outlets. Additional lights were used to improve visibility
for the webcamera that recorded side views of each dig attempt.

was uploaded to the ST14, the vehicle was commanded to begin autonomous hauling.

This command instead initiated the ALC with the desired parameters for each test.

Each test either concluded when the ALC reached its final state, or the test was

terminated early by the operators due to the vehicle stalling within the pile. In

either event, the ST14 was then switched to teleremote mode so that the bucket

could be weighed and dumped. Following dumping, the ST14 was driven back to the

approximate start position, and the boom and bucket were lowered to their stops.

Preliminary manual digging tests were conducted to determine the maximum digging

forces (fSmax), a good preliminary entry pose, and a breakout condition for the ALC.

The entry pose corresponds to the entry boom and bucket actuator extensions, which

dictate the initial angle of both the boom and bucket. The breakout condition is a

bucket extension target similar to the MSL loader breakout condition that dictates
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OCS
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Figure 4.9: Automation office: The automation office contained an operator control
station for controlling the ST14 remotely. The existing route loading system was
modified to alter the ALC parameters over the Kvarntorp wireless network by using
the existing file transfer system. More substantial code changes to the ALC required
a manual restart of the ST14. In this picture I am remotely weighing the material in
the bucket before dumping it back on the muck pile and repositioning the ST14 for
the next dig attempt.
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the end of the digging phase. The specific tuning results for each major parameter

are discussed next.

4.4 ALC development and preliminary tuning

The first tests were used to verify that the ST14 creates the same mechanical loading

patterns as the MSL loader. These tests were also used to select a sensing actuator for

measuring fS. Two muck piles with different rock size distributions were then used

to evaluate the robustness of the ALC. It was originally assumed that the ALC would

require re-tuning in muck piles with different rock size distributions, but the results

presented in Section 4.4.4 suggest that this re-tuning may not be required. Final

tuning tests were then used to determine the final values for the ALC parameters.

The performance tests were then conducted to compare the ALC to manual dig

attempts.

4.4.1 Selecting a force sensor

Both the boom and bucket actuator can be used to sense fS. The actuator selected

to sense fS dictates the sense of the admittance controller since the boom actuator

loading is inverse to the bucket actuator loading as shown in Figure 4.2. This figure

was derived based on the following experimental results.

In Figure 4.10, the bucket actuator is used to calculate fS for the ALC admittance

controller. The top position plot shows the extension of the bucket in metres, and

the boom in radians. The middle plot shows the normalized valve commands that

cause the actuator motion. Negative commands cause the actuators to retract, while
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positive commands cause the actuators to extend. The lower plot shows the boom

and bucket forces derived from the four pressure transducers on the actuators. The

ALC state changes are indicated by circles and denote startup (0), entry (1), digging

(2) and breakout (3).

The ALC logic issues upward curl commands when fS is above the 3.5 MN dig

target fT , and downward curl commands when fS is below fT . In Figure 4.10(a) the

dig succeeds because fS > fT for almost the entire dig. Hence the bucket mostly

curls upward, which increases load on the front axle. This increased front axle load

increases traction, forward thrust, and the muck pile reaction forces. In Figure 4.10(b)

the test fails when fS < fT at 15 s. This force drop allows the ALC to issue downward

curl commands, which unloads the front axle. When the front axle load decreases,

the forward thrust drops and the reaction forces can never rise above fT . Hence, no

upward curl commands will be sent, the breakout condition (set to a bucket extension

of 0.5 m) can never be reached, and the dig stalls.

In Figure 4.11, the un-actuated boom actuator is used to calculate fS. The ALC

logic issues upward curl commands when fS is below the 11 MN fT , and downward curl

commands when fS is above fT . The boom extension and forces show that the boom

actuator is put in compression as the bucket loads. This compression increases the

boom cylinder base pressure until the boom relief valve begins reducing the pressure

in the actuator. This reduced pressure causes the boom to lower until the boom stops

are encountered. The increasing boom load tends to raise boom forces, and the ALC

logic tries to relieve these forces by curling up. The increasing boom load throughout

the dig naturally biases the ALC towards increasing front axle load and the breakout

condition, which makes this version of the ALC much less likely to cause a loss in
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(b) Fail

Figure 4.10: Bucket sensing, dig target at 3.5 MN: Trial (a) succeeds because the
bucket curls slow enough for the dive train to maintain load on the front axle, which
gives the ALC sufficient traction to maintain forward thrust. Trial (b) fails because
the forces drop below the dig target, which unloads the front axle, decreases forward
thrust, and stalls the dig.
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traction, a corresponding force drop, and a dig failure.

Originally there was concern that the ST14 boom stops would carry some of the

load when the boom encounters the stops at −0.01 rad in Figure 4.11. This reduced

boom load manifests as a force plateau between 15.0 to 17.5 s. Fortunately, the ALC

using the boom to sense fS will continue to issue positive curl commands as long

as the forces are below fT . Hence the boom stops also bias the ALC towards the

breakout condition.

Once the digging loads were understood, the boom was again selected to provide

the fS feedback signal for the ALC just like in the MSL versions of the ALC. The

ALC logic was fixed so that the ALC issued upward curl commands when fS < fT ,

and downward curl commands when fS > fT . This configuration was then tuned to

further improve digging performance.

4.4.2 ALC tuning and optimization

The ALC is tuned by finding values for the following parameters: 1) fT , 2) kA, 3)

the entry pose, and 4) the weighing pose. Additionally the tuning tests revealed key

information about controller saturation, and ground detection on the performance of

the ALC.

Force target fT

Figure 4.12 shows the ALC digging response as fT is reduced from 11 MN to 9 MN.

11 MN was selected for fT since it was higher than any fS signal observed in manual

dig attempts. The tuning results from Chapter 3 and the general tuning proce-

dure outline in Section 3.3.1 suggest that setting fT higher than fSmax will ensure
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Figure 4.11: Boom sensing, dig target at 11 MN: The 11 MN dig target is above
the reachable forces for the ST14, so the ALC is biased towards curling upward.
The ALC is saturated at the beginning and end of the dig, but issues both upward,
and downward bucket commands while not saturated. These unsaturated commands
demonstrate the ALC ‘feeling’ its way around force concentrations in an attempt to
match the admittance specified by the P controller gain.
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that the ALC is biased towards the breakout condition. The dig target was then

decreased from 11 MN, which led to increased dig time, decreased bucket velocity,

and decreased control valve saturation. When fT drops to 9.5 MN the dig time in-

creases from 8 to 24 s, the bucket velocity is much slower, and the sensed forces are

barely sufficient to bias the admittance controller towards the breakout condition.

At fT = 9.0 MN these effects become so severe that the dig fails since ef is close to

zero. Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) also illustrate that more controller saturation leads

to higher, more irregular forces. In Section 4.4.3 the higher, more irregular forces are

responsible for higher payloads, but also increase payload variability.

Admittance gain kA

Figure 4.13 shows the ALC responses when the admittance gain kA is raised from

0.001 to 0.002. kA = 0.002 was too high since the ALC valve commands were almost

always saturated. kA = 0.001 was used for both the 10 and 11-MN digs, and is high

enough to cover both positive and negative valve command ranges without saturation.

While more gain settings were tested, these were the most directly comparable results

because only the gains differed.

Entry pose

The entry pose is set by specifying the entry boom angle, and the entry bucket

extension. Figure 4.14 can be used to illustrate the importance of the entry pose.

Six of the 16 10-MN tests failed due to the bucket or wheels contacting spillage

or irregularities in the ground before entry. Contacting obstacles with the bucket

prevents the bucket from reaching the intended entry height. High entry dramatically
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(a) 11.0 MN dig target
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(b) 10.0 MN dig target
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(c) 9.5 MN
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(d) 9.0 MN dig target

Figure 4.12: Finding a dig force target: At 11 MN (a) the ALC is more saturated
than in the 10 MN digs (b), but both complete successfully. When the dig target is
reduced to 9.5 MN (c) the controller takes three times longer to complete than the
11 and 10 MN digs. At 9 MN (d) the dig fails because the ALC is able to reduce the
force error to 0.0 and the curl rate drops too low to finish in a reasonable time.
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(a) ALC gain at 0.001, Force target 10 MN
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(b) ALC gain at 0.002, Force target 10 MN

Figure 4.13: ALC gain selection: The ALC gain at 0.001 (a) issues excellent valve
commands with little saturation compared to the 0.002 gain (b), which was almost
always saturated.
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(a) Bucket floor or spillage contact
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(b) Wheel spillage contact

Figure 4.14: Poor entry due to spillage: (a) is the typical failure mode where the
bucket entry pose is too high due to contacting the floor or spillage. The bucket
undershoot and subsequent positive valve command (b) indicate that a wheel struck
spillage causing the bucket to drop below its intended target at 5.2 s. The subsequent
upward motion created poor penetration and stalled the ALC.

decreased penetration and can decrease thrust due to wheel slipping on the soft

roadway and subsequent loss of forward thrust. Both contacting spillage with the

bucket and changes in tire height due to ruts or spillage change the relative entry

height between the vehicle and the muck pile. The forces in Figure 4.14 become

negative indicating either low entry or spillage contact. The free body diagram in

Figure 4.2 indicates that these negative forces are due to a strong upward force being

applied to the bucket by the ground or spillage, which increases P2 and decreases P1.
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Breakout condition and weighing pose

Two weighing poses are shown in Figure 4.15. The two poses have the same 0.500 m

breakout condition, which is specified in terms of bucket actuator extension. How-

ever, they have different final weighing pose extension targets of 0.500 m and 0.520 m

respectively. The resulting response shows a sharp increase in desired boom and

bucket position after breakout. The payload increased to 12.50 t from 10.13± 4.77 t

in previous 10 MN dig target tests. The main reason for this increased mass was that

the ALC was leaving material in the pile by not curling while the boom rose to the

weighing pose. As the boom rises the space between the bucket stop and the bucket

increases, which allows the bucket to curl back farther. This additional curl helped

trap more material in the bucket. It should also be noted that the rock within the

bucket was almost always concentrated towards the front of the bucket as shown in

Figure 4.16. In a production environment, the rock must be rocked back to settle it

more completely within the bucket to prevent spillage during hauling.

After preliminary ALC tuning, several runs were made at both 10 MN and 11 MN

dig targets so that the ALC could be compared to manual operators. All other ALC

parameters were kept constant, and all tests were conducted in the muck pile at the

end of Drift 165.

4.4.3 ALC Performance

The dig efficiency results from the 26 autonomous and 47 manual digs are shown in

Figure 4.17. The number of tests varied due to time constraints on the autonomous

loading trials. Each dig required approximately 3 min to position the vehicle, run

the ALC, weigh the material in the bucket, dump the material back on the pile,
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(a) Low exit pose
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(b) High exit pose

Figure 4.15: Exit pose: The breakout bucket extension target was 0.500 m for both
(a) and (b), but the final weighing bucket pose was increased from 0.500 m in (a) to
0.520 m in (b). The increased bucket extension increases the final bucket curl and
also results in considerably more payload.
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Figure 4.16: Bucket fill shape: While the bucket is filled, the pile within the bucket
is skewed towards the leading edge. The skewed load is more likely to spill during
hauling.
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and re-position the ST14. These time constraints also limited the number of ALC

parameters that could be altered while still collecting enough data points at each

setting to be statistically meaningful. In the end, only the force target was varied

from 11 MN to 10 MN. The manual digs include digs from Frank, an expert operator,

and Johan, a non-expert operator. Both operators were instructed to dig using a

variety of digging strategies, and both operators controlled the vehicle from the ST14

cabin. Note that while Frank’s different digging strategies are separated, Johan’s digs

are kept together because only a few digs were conducted for each loading strategy.

One of these strategies was entering the pile 33 cm off the ground, which resulted in

particularity poor dig efficiencies due to lack of pile penetration.

The highest dig efficiencies from the manual and autonomous series are averaged

for easier comparison. The manual digs with the highest dig efficiencies were Frank’s

bucket only, and low throttle digs. In Frank’s bucket only digs, only the bucket

actuator was used to perform the dig. This strategy is similar to the ALC digs since

the ALC only sends commands to the bucket and not the boom while in the digging

phase. Frank’s low throttle digs were executed using approximately 50 % throttle,

which reduces muck pile impact and actuator velocity. The autonomous digs with

the highest efficiencies were the 11-MN digs. While the 10-MN autonomous digs

were also excellent, six of these digs failed. The likely cause of these failures was

poor penetration due to striking the ground or spillage before entry, or by the wheels

striking spillage and raising the entire front end of the ST14. These two cases were

previously discussed by using Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.18 shows the payloads and dig times for the 73 dig attempts. While

the autonomous dig attempts are tightly clustered, there is much more variability in
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Figure 4.17: All digs - dig efficiency: The payload, actuator work, and dig time results
from each dig are plotted to show the relative dig efficiency of manual and autonomous
dig attempts. Digs with high dig efficiency are as close to the 0 work, 0 time axis as
possible while having high payloads. The autonomous digs have both high efficiency,
and are clustered meaning they are also more consistent than the manual digs.
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the manual dig times and payloads. The mean ± one standard deviation payloads

were 10.41± 1.77 t for the best manual dig attempts, and 14.47± 1.09 t for the au-

tonomous dig attempts (39 % improvement), while the dig times were 20.03± 4.10 s

and 7.82± 0.26 s (61 % reduction) respectively. The autonomous dig payloads were

39 % more consistent, and the dig times were 93 % more consistent than the manual

digs.

Figure 4.19 shows the payloads and work expended for the same 73 dig attempts.

The autonomous dig attempts are again tightly clustered, while there is much more

variability in the manual digs. The average work expended was 2.59± 1.17 MNm and

4.36± 0.43 MNm (68 % increase) for the best manual and autonomous digs respec-

tively. Johan’s manual digs use surprisingly little work, but also have high variability,

and low payload, which is similar to the completely saturated ALC controller in

Chapter 3. The high work readings for the autonomous digs are due to the higher

forces sustained while loading 39 % more payload. Generally, a trend between in-

creased payload and increased work was observed, which indicates that increased

work is inevitable when loading more payload. The autonomous digs are also 63 %

more consistent than the best manual digs, which could make part failures and fuel

consumption more predictable.

Figure 4.20 shows the work expended and the dig times for the 73 dig attempts.

The autonomous dig attempts are again tightly clustered, while there is much more

variability in the manual digs. While low work is desirable because it can likely be

linked to lower fuel consumption and vehicle wear, the reduced variability of the au-

tonomous digs will likely result in more consistent (and therefore more predictable)
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Figure 4.18: All digs - payload vs time: The only autonomous dig attempts that are
less than 12 t are the six 10-MN digs that failed due to insufficient entry force. The
manual dig attempts have much greater variability in both payload mass and dig time
than the tightly clustered autonomous dig attempts.
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Figure 4.19: All digs - payload vs work: The autonomous dig attempts required
significantly more work than the manual digs, but achieved higher payloads. They
are also much closer together indicating low variability between digs.
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Table 4.1: Dig efficiency comparison: The ALC is approximately 39 % and 61 %
better than the best manual dig attempts in the payload and dig time dig efficiency
metrics respectively, but requires 68 % more work. The ALC is however much more
consistent.

εd Manual Autonomous Difference

td [s] 20.03± 4.10 7.82± 0.26 −61 %
Wd [MN m] 2.59± 1.17 4.36± 0.43 +68 %
Md [t] 10.41± 1.77 14.47± 1.09 +39 %

fuel consumption and vehicle wear. All dig efficiency results are summarized in Ta-

ble 4.1 while the consistency between these values is discussed by using the histograms

in Figures 4.21 to 4.23.

The histograms in Figures 4.21 to 4.23 illustrate the consistency of the autonomous

digs relative to the manual digs. The 10-MN payload readings have six failed digs

that had almost no payload, and 10 successful digs that all had payloads above 12 t.

The 11-MN Md readings are all clustered between 12 t and 16 t while the best manual

digs had relatively few readings, which were spread between 8 t and 13 t.

The td histograms clearly show the superior consistency of the autonomous digs

since all of the successful autonomous digs are clustered between 12 s and 8 s for the

10-MN and 11-MN digs respectively. Again the six failed 10-MN digs are clearly

visible around 0 s, while all of the manual digs are spread out between 12 s and 33 s.

Johan’s digs do show relatively short dig times, but are spread over 12 s, and resulted

in lower average payloads.

The Wd autonomous histograms are clustered between 3.5 MNm and 5.5 MNm,

while the manual digs have work readings spanning 0.0 to 5.1 MNm. Most of the

10-MN and 11-MN digs are tightly clustered around 4.5 MNm while most of the
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Figure 4.20: All digs - work vs time: The work expended by the autonomous dig
routine at the 10 MN and 11 MN dig targets are fairly consistent, and appreciably
higher than the average manual dig. They are however, much faster and much more
consistent than the manual digs.
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manual dig histograms are much less consistent. The one exception is Frank’s duel

actuator digs (digging using both the boom and bucket actuators), which have similar

consistency, but which are centered around 2.2 MNm.

Figure 4.24 shows the results for an excellent manual, and typical autonomous

dig attempt. The manual dig had a dig efficiency of 13.6 s, 2.80 MNm, and 12.4 t,

while the autonomous dig had a dig efficiency of 8.1 s, 4.06 MNm, and 15.2 t. In both

digs only the bucket was actuated either by Frank or by the ALC. Frank oscillated

the bucket rhythmically while the ALC only oscillated when the forces were below

the 11 MN target force. This reduced oscillation results in smoother force and valve

command profiles, and ultimately greater bucket velocity control, and more payload

in less time.

4.4.4 Effect of the Muck Pile

Figures 4.25(a) and 4.25(b) can be used to compare digging in a settled pile to digging

in a pile that has been disturbed by previous dig attempts. The force profiles in

Figure 4.25 show that the settled muck pile forces are much more consistent than

the unsettled, or “fluffed” muck pile forces. This result can also be seen in the

bucket extensions where the bucket oscillates more in the unsettled pile, and curls

at a near constant speed in the settled pile. The initial force rise rate and peaks

are nearly identical for both settled and unsettled piles indicating that the degree of

settlement more strongly affects digging after entry. The average payload dropped

from 14.47± 1.09 t in the unsettled pile, to 12.50 t (single dig) after the first dig in

the settled pile.

Comparing the ALC response to two different rock size distributions (0.20± 0.09 m
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Figure 4.21: ST14 mass histogram: The manual payload masses are approximately
normally distributed. The manual digs also have much higher variance than the
autonomous digs, especially when the six failed 10-MN digs are removed.
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Figure 4.22: ST14 dig time histogram: The manual dig times are again approximately
normally distributed, and have much higher variance than the autonomous digs. The
autonomous digs also take about half as long as the manual digs.
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Figure 4.23: ST14 work histogram: The work readings from Frank’s duel actuator
digs are very consistent, while the remaining manual digs have higher variance. The
autonomous digs require more work than the manual digs, and are at least as consis-
tent as Frank’s duel actuator digs if the six failed 10-MN digs are removed.
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Figure 4.24: Manual vs Autonomous control: In (a) Frank gave the bucket regular
oscillating command signals that resulted in a jagged force profile, and severe oscilla-
tions in the valve commands between 1 and 0. The ALC in (b) sent much smoother
commands that used partial valve positions to control the speed of the bucket. As a
result, the forces are much smoother than the manual dig attempts. Additionally the
bucket curls down at 12 s to reduce the forces below the dig target. This behaviour
caused the bucket to dig deeper into the pile, which helps account for the increased
payloads between the ALC and the manual digs.
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(a) 11 MN dig target, un-settled muck
pile 165
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(b) 11 MN dig target, settled muck pile 165
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(c) 10 MN dig target, large rock, Pile 165
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(d) 10 MN dig target, small rock, Pile 159

Figure 4.25: Muck pile state and diggability: The unsettled muck pile (a) has a more
irregular force profile than the settled muck pile in (b). The larger rock in (c) has little
effect on the ALC because the force profile is very similar to the force profile from
the smaller rock in (d). The smaller rock does slightly increase ALC valve output
amplitude.
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in Drift 159 and 0.48± 0.19 m in Drift 165) in Figures 4.25(c) and 4.25(d) reveals that

rock size distribution had little effect on the ALC. While there is a slight increase in

force and valve command amplitude, the force profiles between the two different-sized

piles were nearly identical. The payload change was slight, going from 11.40 t in the

smaller rock in Pile 159, to an average of 12.93± 0.55 t in the larger rock in Pile 165.

Figure 4.26 contains five sequential dig attempts that resulted in between 15.2 and 15.6 t

of payload in the bucket. Despite the similar payloads, each dig attempt follows dif-

ferent actuator extension paths, and hence bucket curl paths. These different paths

occur because the admittance controller is compensating for subsurface force concen-

trations, which are likely indicative of unique subsurface obstacles encountered during

each dig. While this result is based on relatively few dig attempts, it does suggest

that it is better to compensate for these subsurface obstacles instead of maintaining

a pre-set dig path when the goal is to fill the bucket consistently.

4.5 Discussion

While the comparison of the ALC to the manual digs was the most important outcome

from these tests, vital insight was also gained into the digging process, and how to

tune the ALC to match the ST14 to the Kvarntorp test environment and muck pile.

4.5.1 Digging kinematics

Unlike the MSL loader, the ST14 has sufficient hydraulic power to use either the

bucket or the boom actuator to sense the digging forces fS. The selection of the

sensing element dictates the sign of the admittance controller, due to the loading
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Figure 4.26: Different dig paths similar payload: Different dig paths similar payload:
These five dig attempts all occurred sequentially in the same muck pile, and achieved
similar payloads, despite the bucket taking five unique dig paths. This result sug-
gests that it is better to compensate for subsurface force concentrations instead of
maintaining a pre-set path if the goal is to fill the bucket consistently.
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relationship between the pile and the actuators. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show that

using the bucket actuator as a sensor is not ideal because the increasing load in the

bucket tends to increase the downward curl rate. In other words, the dig will tend to

fail because the bucket will attempt to raise the digging forces by curling deeper into

the pile. Using the boom actuator as the force sensor responds to the same increasing

bucket load by increasing the upward curl rate. This tendency towards curling up

biases the ALC towards the breakout condition, which makes the ALC much more

successful.

The only issue with using the boom actuator as a sensor on the ST14 is that the

boom also tends to lose extension as the bucket loads. Eventually the boom contacts

the boom stops, and part of the load is diverted through the stops. Fortunately,

with the previously discussed ALC logic, the reduced forces will tend to increase the

upward curl rate of the bucket. This additional curl biases the ALC towards the

breakout condition naturally as the bucket fills, which again increases the likelihood

that the ALC will reach the breakout condition.

The ALC proved surprisingly robust to changes in the muck piles. Figure 4.25

shows that payload drops by as much as 0.87 to 3.06 t between digging in a pile that

has been excavated several times, and a pile that has had time to settle. The rock

size distribution between piles 159 (small rock) and 165 (large rock) had a smaller

effect between 0.98 t and 2.08 t. While both of these results are interesting they are

both based on 11 digs. More digs would be necessary to draw stronger conclusions. It

would be especially helpful to obtain data from a more ‘production like’ environment

where the piles are continuously renewed by fresh material of varying sizes.
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4.5.2 Tuning

The dig target (fT ) tuning tests provided the most insight into the ALC tuning

process. Figure 4.12 shows that decreasing fT from 11 to 9 MN results in decreasing

bucket velocity and forces while dig time increases substantially. Eventually the

9 MN fT is low enough for the ALC to reduce the force error ef to zero. Once ef is

sufficiently reduced, no more bucket curl commands are sent and the dig stalls.

The current ALC uses a proportional controller, but a PID controller might be

tuned to better match the admittance between the bucket and muck pile. The main

goal for tuning the D gain would be to achieve near saturated ALC response after entry

when ef is largest. The I gain would then be tuned to bias ef away from zero when ef

becomes small near the end of the dig. The D gain may be especially important since

a more rapid ALC initial response may allow for a lower fT , and lower values for fT

were associated with more consistent digging as shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.19.

The admittance controller gain kA also influenced controller saturation. Fig-

ure 4.13 shows that increasing kA from 0.001 to 0.002 increased controller saturation.

The results in Figure 4.19 show that the increased controller saturation at an 11 MN

dig target increased payload, but also increased payload variability.

Finally, Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the importance of the entry and weighing

targets respectively. While the entry target was held constant for all tuning tests,

the drift floor geometry changed with repeated digging due to spillage, divots, and

roadway stripping. These roadway changes cause a change in relative entry height,

which can lead to poor penetration, low forces, and subsequent ALC stalling. A

ground following algorithm might improve both the robustness and consistency of

the ALC, by reducing the variability in the entry height. While the exit condition
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had little effect on the results shown in Figure 4.15 the payload was increased by over

2 t.

The exit condition results may be the easiest way to tailor the amount of mate-

rial left in the bucket after each dig since it has so little impact on the other ALC

parameters. Controlling the amount of material collected in each dig is important for

preventing overloads, and matching the capacity of downstream material handling

equipment (such as trucks used to remove material from the mine).

Also a means for settling the load within the bucket must be found so that less

material comes to rest near the front of the bucket. The easiest solution may be to

accelerate the ST14 backwards and then quickly stop. The abrupt acceleration should

move more material towards the center of the bucket, and should reduce roadway and

tire damage caused by spillage during hauling.

4.5.3 Performance

Figure 4.17 summarizes all the manual, 10-MN, and 11-MN dig results into their

corresponding dig efficiency coordinates. The 11-MN ALC digs have a 61 % improve-

ment in dig time and payload while actuator work was increased by 68 % compared

to the best manual digs (Frank’s bucket only and low throttle digs). The fuel and

maintenance costs associated with high work digs should be more than offset by the

39 % improvement in dig time and payload mass. The manual digs also had much

higher variance than the ALC digs, which the dig paths in Figure 4.26 indicate was

likely due to the admittance controller circumventing subsurface force concentrations

that were likely undetectable by the human operators. This result also helps prove
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the assumption made by Marshall et. al. in [58] that an admittance controller is bet-

ter for bucket filling than an impedance controller since the dig path must change in

response to subsurface obstacles. This reduced loading variability could be important

for mine planners, who may come to rely on consistent payload rates.

Six of the 16 10-MN ALC digs failed due to entry ground strikes as discussed

by using Figure 4.14, however all 10 of the 11-MN ALC digs were successful despite

similar ground conditions. This result indicates that the higher variability in payload

may be offset by increased robustness provided by saturating the ALC longer just after

entry. The variability in the relative entry height due to changing ground conditions

may ultimately have to be dealt with by some additional ground following controller.

To put these dig efficiency results in context, it is worth looking at an example

mine using an automated hauling system. Uzbekova et al. in [10] describe their

preliminary results from adapting a production level in Barrick’s Kanowna Belle mine

for autonomous hauling LHDs. The average hauling time varied between 2.50 to

5.14 min and the average hauling distance varied between 250 to 600 m. They assumed

an average dig took 1 min and an average dump took 30 s, giving a total LHD cycle

time between 4.00 min and 6.64 min. The ALC might be able to reduce the actual

time spend digging by as much as 23 s, which results in a 6 to 10 % improvement in

total LHD cycle time. Note however that the time required to align the LHD with

the muck pile is not accounted for in these calculations. The LHD cycle times also

help put the work readings in context. For this mine, between 15 and 25 % of the

LHD cycle is spent digging. Therefore the work increase occurs for a relatively short

time relative to the rest of the LHD cycle.

A basic fuel cost analysis can also be used to help place the higher work digs
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in context. The energy density of the diesel fuel used to power many LHDs is

45.3 MJ/kg [71]. Assuming a 20 % energy conversion efficiency and since 1 J = 1 Nm,

the autonomous digs consumed 0.195 kg more fuel per dig than the manual digs

(0.286−0.481 kg), which is 0.23 L at a diesel density of 0.835 kg/L [71], or $0.31 CAD

per dig at $1.30 CAD per L [72]. The cost of diesel fuel does go up depending on

the remoteness of the mine site, but not sufficiently to significantly affect operation

costs. For example, Rio Tinto’s Diavik mine must use ice roads to import fuel above

the Arctic Circle at an approximate cost of $1.42 CAD per L [73]. The increased fuel

price increases the cost of the extra work from $0.31 CAD to $0.33 CAD per dig.

Figure 4.19 also indicates that the increased work is an unavoidable consequence of

loading 39 % more payload. The value of the extra payload should significantly offset

the increased fuel and operating costs.

4.6 Conclusion

The ALC was tuned and tested against manual operators in the Kvarntorp under-

ground mine by using an Atlas Copco ST14 LHD, and various limestone and granite

muck piles. The original ALC was developed for use with the MSL 1 tonne surface

loader that was discussed in Chapter 3. The MSL ALC was adapted for the more

powerful ST14 by performing tuning tests, and by using the boom as the primary

feedback sensor for the bucket admittance controller. This admittance controller uses

a proportional gain and a high dig force target to specify the desired mechanical

admittance between the forces sensed in the boom and the bucket velocities. The

ALC was tuned by using both the fine, and coarse muck piles in drifts 159, and 165

respectively. The development, tuning, and performance trial results indicate that
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controlling mechanical admittance between the muck pile and bucket can greatly

improve LHD performance compared to manual loading.

The dig force target and gain tuning results suggest that the best way to tune the

ALC is to establish a temporary admittance gain and set the dig target sufficiently

high such that the controller becomes completely saturated. The saturated response

should be relatively insensitive to the temporary gain. The dig target should then be

reduced until either instability occurs, or the ALC shows little saturation. If the dig

target is reduced too much the ALC will be able to track the target, and the ALC

will stall. Once the desired level of saturation and dig performance is reached, the

final gain tuning can start. The gain should be increased until the desired trade off

between performance and controller saturation is reached.

The ALC must be biased towards making upward curling motions. This bias helps

make the ALC more robust because the ALC will be more likely to gracefully fail by

reaching breakout early instead of failing within the pile (i.e., getting stuck). The

ALC is biased towards breakout by: 1) using the boom to sense the forces so that

the ALC logic responds to low forces by curling up, and 2) the boom stops when hit

decrease the sensed load and cause the ALC to breakout faster than it would without

some of the load being diverted through the stops. These behaviours make the ALC

surprisingly robust to both disturbances caused by uneven roadways, and changing

much pile conditions. Some 10-MN digs did fail due to the uneven roadway. Ideally

the entry pose would be maintained relative to the floor, potentially by maintaining

an axle load target.

Another problem was overfilling the bucket. While the payload volume was never

measured (only weighed), the bucket was routinely filled with more than 14 t of
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material. The load also tended to settle too far forward within the bucket. These

issues could be resolved by adjusting the weighing pose, and accelerating the LHD

backwards and then applying full brake respectively. Once a suitable weighing pose is

found it may be possible for mine operators to tailor loads to meet production targets

or accommodate trucks or boxes of varying size.

The ALC yields 61 % better dig time and 39 % more payload, but uses 68 % more

actuator work. The added work is likely the result of loading more material, and a

rudimentary fuel consumption analysis indicates that this increased work should not

drastically increase operating costs. The work readings are also much more consistent

than with manual digging, which means part failures may be easier to predict. The

ALC dig efficiency variability in general was greatly reduced compared to the manual

digs, which suggests that the ALC is more reliable. It should be noted that the ALC

could almost certainly benefit from additional tuning and, except for the conclusions

regarding the manual operator’s performance relative to the ALC, all other conclu-

sions drawn in this chapter are based on relatively small data sets in a contrived

dig environment. The test environment could be improved by hauling material in a

circuit between the piles in drifts 159 and 165, or by moving to a working mine.

The ALC performance and consistency might also be improved by using : 1)

a more complex PI, PD, or PID admittance controller, 2) an adaptive admittance

controller, or 3) an Iterative Learning Controller (ILC). The adaptive admittance,

and ILC controllers are discussed more thoroughly in Appendix C. The more complex

admittance controllers should be tailored to bias the admittance controller away from

the force target, while promoting valve commands near saturation. Tuning these

more complex admittance controllers would be made much easier by developing both
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hydraulic and muck pile models. These models would also be used to set limits on

the gains selected by an adaptive admittance controller. If these models prove to

be insufficient for off-line tuning, ILCs could be used to alter the sensed forces (fS)

used by the admittance controller. Altering fS by using ILC methods may be more

desirable than re-tuning the admittance controller when digging conditions change

drastically.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

The admittance-based Autonomous Loading Controller (ALC) test results from both

the MSL 1 t loader and Atlas Copco ST14 indicate that the ALC is much more

consistent than human operators, and the ST14 test results indicate that the ALC

can load 39 % more material in 61 % less time. The ALC achieves these dig results

by controlling the mechanical admittance between the bucket and muck pile instead

of trying to maintain dig paths like other digging algorithms. The payload and

consistency improvements could have a significant impact on both radio remote, and

conventional manned Load-Haul-Dump (LHD) operations by turning any operator

into an expert operator. The absence of a robotic loading system for fragmented

rock in the literature surveys in Chapters 1 and 2 indicate that the ALC is a novel

solution to the autonomous loading problem. The ALC can also be combined with a

dig planning algorithm and with existing automated hauling and dumping routines

to fully automate the LHD cycle. Fully automating the LHD cycle is critical for

realizing the often cited, but rarely realized benefits of LHD automation, which were

discussed in Chapter 1. The ALC is also attractive because it only uses existing

145
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sensors currently available on most semi-automated LHDs, and can be adapted for

use both in teleoperation, and in radio remote operation. The greatest contribution

of this thesis is that the ALC and its admittance controller can be used to explore a

whole new field of digging and loading science.

The admittance controller at the heart of the ALC maintains a prescribed admit-

tance between the bucket and the rock pile, such that the bucket path is dynamically

altered when dig forces change. For example, high force concentrations, likely asso-

ciated with subsurface obstacles, cause the admittance controller to curl the bucket

faster. This increased curl continues until the forces drop and the desired admittance

between the bucket and the muck pile is restored. This behaviour allows the ALC

to guide the bucket around force concentrations such that it can dig deeper in the

pile once the forces drop. The ultimate result of managing the admittance between

the bucket and muck pile is more consistent loading even though both the muck pile

and dig path can change significantly between each dig. The admittance controller

was originally proposed for the loading problem by Marshall et al. in [58], but was

never tested. Another important contribution of the research in this thesis is the em-

pirical confirmation of improved loading in fragmented rock by using an admittance

controller to control the bucket trajectory in response to the digging forces.

The admittance controller was selected for use in the ALC based on the literature

review presented in Chapter 2. While several other researchers have attempted to

solve the autonomous loading problem, their approaches have been difficult to de-

velop, tune, and operate. Most tellingly, none of these approaches has led to a com-

mercially successful autonomous loading system in fragmented rock. Furthermore,

several of these methods rely on using maximum or constant bucket velocity, which
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was convincingly shown in Chapter 3 to be less effective than dynamically modifying

bucket velocity in response to the dig forces. The additional contributions described

throughout this thesis are discussed next, followed by a discussion of desirable future

tests and potential ALC improvements.

5.1 Platforms, environments, and methods

The ALC robustness was tested by using both the MSL 1 t loader and an Atlas Copco

ST14 LHD in very different environments. The MSL tests were conducted on an as-

phalt parking lot with a completely unconfined muck pile, while the Atlas Copco tests

were conducted in an old underground mine with wide drifts that provided partial

confinement (still lacking overhead confinement from a working draw point) to two

imported muck piles with different rock size distributions. The ALC currently lacks

any form of dig planning, so the vehicles were warmed up, and manually positioned

in front of the muck piles before each dig attempt. Following this initial positioning,

the ALC drives the vehicle into the muck pile, initiates the admittance controller,

and moves to the weighing pose once the bucket has curled beyond a preset breakout

curl target. The manual operator then resumes control of the vehicle and dumps the

load back on the muck pile to simulate fresh material falling from a draw point. Each

dig cycle is complete when the manual operator returns the vehicle to the starting

position.

Both the MSL loader and the ST14 have the same lifting and curling mechanisms.

The similar mechanisms made the MSL loader a perfect development platform for

the ALC, because the mechanical loads are transmitted through the linkages and
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actuators in the same way on both platforms. Another key contribution is the real-

ization that the mechanical loading on the system must be understood so that the

admittance controller has the correct sense such that the bucket motion causes the

intended increase or decrease in actuator load when the bucket is in the muck pile.

The actuator selected to measure these forces is similarly critical since both platforms

demonstrated much more robust performance when the boom actuator was used to

sense the digging loads.

Both the MSL and ST14 tests had apparatus and environmental limitations com-

pared with a typical mining production environment. The MSL loader was originally

designed for excavating gravel and soils. Even after installing a more aggressive

bucket, it was slightly underpowered compared to the Atlas Copco ST14. The au-

tomation modifications made to the MSL loader made it nearly impossible to collect

an expert operator data set, which was only resolved by testing the ALC against

manual operators in the ST14 tests. Finally, both test environments lacked muck pile

confinement and real draw points. Ultimately these limitations should be addressed

by testing the ALC in a production environment.

5.2 Admittance tuning

Both ALC implementations have similar parameters that must be matched to each

vehicle and the test environment. The parameters that most affect loading perfor-

mance are the dig target force, and the admittance controller gains. Any platform

with a similar loading mechanism to the MSL loader or ST14 should use the boom

actuator to sense the dig reaction forces because this arrangement coupled with a

high dig target force will tend to bias the admittance controller towards the breakout
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condition.

5.2.1 Dig force target

A high dig target force makes it unlikely that the sensed forces will ever exceed the

dig target force. Hence the admittance controller will have some persistent residual

force error, and it will issue a minimum curl rate to the bucket until the breakout

condition is met. In this way the ALC fails gracefully by exiting the pile instead

of digging deeper into the pile until the dig stalls. The target force should not be

set overly high since an excessive force target will tend to saturate the controller

resulting in the bucket moving at constant rate regardless of the dig forces as shown

in Section 3.3.1. Both the dig force target and the admittance controller gain or gains

are crucial for specifying the mechanical admittance between the muck pile and the

bucket.

5.2.2 Admittance gains

The admittance controller gains are critical for striking the right balance between

controller saturation, dig efficiency, and dig efficiency consistency. The proportional

gain, like the dig target, must not be too high or else the controller will saturate,

and dig variability will increase. If the proportional gain is too low the bucket will

not be able to move at maximum velocity when the force error reaches its peek. The

integral gain was only tested on the MSL loader, but it significantly improved dig time

at the cost of a slight loss in dig efficiency consistency. The PI version of the ALC

minimized dig variability by only saturating the controller at entry and breakout,

when higher bucket velocity is more desirable. The ST14 ALC did not require the
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integral gain because the greater power of the ST14 caused high force error at entry,

which provided early controller saturated.

5.2.3 Breakout condition, weighing pose, and entry height

Other parameters like the weighing pose, and the entry height more strongly affect

final payload, and dig failure. Breakout occurs when the bucket has curled past a

predetermined point (specified for both the MSL loader and ST14 as a bucket actuator

extension). After this point the forward thrust of the vehicle begins compressing rock

against the underside of the bucket instead of forcing new rock into the bucket. On

the ST14, the breakout condition was fine, but the final weighing pose was initially

set too low, which resulted in material being left in the pile. Increasing the weighing

pose, specifically the final bucket actuator extension, resulted in more curl at the end

of the dig, which trapped more than 2 t of additional material within the bucket.

High bucket entry heights were associated with poor initial penetration, and poor

final payloads. Low entry caused damage to the roadway, and a reduction in forward

thrust.

In the MSL tests it was relatively easy to maintain a constant entry height because

both the bucket and the tires were incapable of penetrating the asphalt testing surface.

Still some early digs failed due to tracking errors in the bucket position controller,

which decreased the entry height to the point where the front axle was lifted off the

ground by the bucket pressing into the asphalt. Maintaining entry height was far more

challenging in Kvarntorp since the ST14 was more than capable of digging through

the floor. Digging into the ground also unloaded the front axle, which reduced forward

thrust and increased stationary tire spin. This additional tire spin created divots in
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the roadway. Both the roadway excavation, and divots changed the relative entry

height of the ST14 on successive tests. High entry resulted in dig failures because

there was insufficient thrust to raise the forces above the dig target, while low entry

exacerbated the road damage problem. A more reliable means of entry positioning

and detection may be required to ensure that the bucket consistently penetrates the

base of the muck pile.

5.2.4 ALC tuning procedure

Another major contribution is a tuning process for future versions of the ALC. First, a

study of the vehicle lifting and curling mechanisms should be conducted to determine

the relationship between bucket motion and actuator load. The actuator used for

sensing the dig forces should be in compression both due to the upward curl of the

bucket, and the increasing load within the bucket to ensure the ALC is biased towards

the exit condition. The entry, breakout, and weighing poses must also be found for

the vehicle.

The entry pose should be as close to the ground as possible without damaging the

roadway or unloading the front axle. The breakout condition must be initially set by

eye after a manual dig attempt such that the breakout condition corresponds to the

point where rock ceases to flow into the bucket. The weighing pose should initially

be set such that the bucket is free of the muck pile and the bucket is fully curled to

promote maximum loading. However, the weighing pose should be re-visited after

the ALC is tuned to optimize the final payload to a desired work and mass flow rate.

Ideally, the bucket should also be rocked back to settle the load away from the leading

edge of the bucket to prevent spillage during hauling.
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Next, a series of manual dig attempts should be conducted to determine the

maximum dig reaction force. The initial dig target force should slightly exceed this

maximum sensed force to ensure that the ALC is biased toward the breakout condi-

tion. If this dig target is too high the ALC will be unnecessarily saturated because

the ALC will be unable to increase the sensed force such that the force error becomes

close to zero. If the target force is too low the ALC will be able to reduce the force

error to zero and the dig will stall.

The initial ALC proportional gain should be calculated by using Equation (3.6)

while all other gains should be set to zero. The proportional gain should then be

lowered until the dig forces cause the ALC to issue rich actuator commands that span

the entire range of possible actuator velocities while minimizing admittance controller

saturation. The integral gain should then be set such that the small force errors near

the end of the dig accumulate and eventually cause more rapid bucket motion towards

the breakout condition. A differential gain may also help by saturating the ALC at

entry when high bucket velocity is more important than maintaining a mechanical

admittance target.

This trial and error tuning method is arguably simpler than determining dig

heuristics, or constructing dig behaviours, because it is immediately obvious what

should happen when each of these parameters is altered. Thus the ALCs presented

in this thesis should be far easier to tune and operate than other methods discussed

in Chapter 2. The ST14 ALC is already superior to several of these methods since

it was insensitive to the dig platform or environment, and had higher dig efficiency

compared manual operators. Note that constant velocity digging was not attempted

on the ST14 because of time limitations, and because two manual digging data sets
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were obtained instead.

5.3 ALC performance

The ALC was remarkably robust both in dry and wet muck piles, in the case of the

MSL tests, and in muck piles with varying rock size and degrees of settlement in the

ST14 tests. The ST14 ALC performance improved between 1 and 2 t in the muck

pile with larger rocks, which was likely due to the increased density of the larger

rocks. Muck pile settling reduced payload by 1 to 3 t in the ST14 tests likely due to

increased muck pile stiffness and poor penetration.

The MSL saturated digs were similar to ST14 manual digs because both control

modes resulted in nearly constant bucket curl rate. This constant curl rate leads to

high and oscillating uncompensated forces. The ALC performance indicates that it is

far better to alter bucket motion in response to these forces so that the admittance re-

lationship between the bucket and the pile is maintained. Maintaining the admittance

relationship results in more consistent digs with generally higher dig efficiency.

In total, 60 autonomous digs were conducted using various versions of the tuned

ALC. 21 digs were made using the non-saturated P admittance controller and 13 digs

were made using the non-saturated PI admittance controller on the MSL loader. The

remaining 26 dig attempts used two force targets, and were conducted using the Atlas

Copco ST14 in an underground mine. One of the drawbacks of this data set is that

it is relatively small, but it does show clear trends of higher dig efficiency relative to

manual operators and constant velocity digging.

The MSL PI ALC had 18 % higher payload than the saturated digs, while the

ST14 ALC was able to load 39 % more payload than the best manual operator digs.
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Dig time was also improved by 61 % between the ST14 ALC and the manual operator,

but the MSL PI ALC took 54 % longer than the fully saturated digs. This increased

dig time amounted to an additional 3.4 s, but the ALC was able to load more material

with 67 % less payload variability. The work expended generally went up for the ALC,

but this increase was the result of loading more material in less time. The results

from a rudimentary fuel consumed analysis indicate that this extra work amounts

to $0.33 CAD per dig, which should be significantly offset by the value of the 39 %

increase in payload.

5.4 Summary of key contributions

In summary, the most important contributions discussed in this thesis were:

1. the development of a productive and consistent method for muck pile loading

by using the admittance based ALC;

2. the empirical confirmation of the usefulness of admittance control theory to

loading fragmented rock;

3. implementation of industry scale ALC field tests that demonstrated the relative

performance of the ALC against constant bucket velocity loading, and expert

operator loading;

4. implementation of industry scale field tests on two different vehicles, in a variety

of environments and muck piles, which demonstrated the robustness of the ALC;

5. development of a tuning procedure for the ALC that can be applied to more

platforms in the future;
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6. an understanding of how the mechanical loading on a given platform can be

used to bias the controller towards the breakout condition; and

7. opening a whole new field of digging research now that the ALC provides a way

to dig consistently relative to human operators.

These contributions are distinct from the existing literature discussed in Chapter 2

because 1) the ALC was tested by using industry scale equipment instead of small

scale demonstrators, 2) it was tested by using fragmented rock piles instead of gravel

or soils, 3) it does not require complicated learning methods, behaviour definition or

heuristics, and 4) it is relatively intuitive to tune and operate. Additionally, the ALC

was tested against human operators and its performance was rigorously quantified.

The last point about opening a whole new field of digging research may seem

grandiose, but the literature in Chapter 2 and Appendix A contains very little sci-

entific work on loading in difficult materials. I contend that one of the reasons for

the lack of scientific study in this field is the variability in manual loading. For the

first time the ALC removes this variability, which allows other digging parameters

to be studied independently. For example, the effect of the muck pile shape and

fragmentation on loading can now be studied since the ALC provides consistent dig-

ging performance. If a human operator were used instead, it would be impossible

to separate the effects of the muck pile state and the variability in the operator re-

sponse. Similarly, following a constant dig path would not compensate for subsurface

force concentrations that would vary between tests. The following future work should

be conducted to further refine the existing ALC and to begin exploring the science

behind digging, which should ultimately lead to the development of a reliable dig

planning algorithm and a fully closed LHD cycle.
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5.5 Future work

The field tests revealed certain limitations of the ALC and the test environment.

The ALC limitations include an absence of ground and pile detection systems for

ensuring a consistent entry height, and an absence of a pile entry detection system

that reliably gives control of the vehicle to the admittance controller after entry. The

ALC may also benefit from more complex controllers including a PID controller, or

adaptive or learning method controllers. Both basic and advanced ALCs could also

benefit from vehicle and muck pile models that could be used with standard control

theory techniques to tune ALC properties before they are refined in the field. The

field tests were conducted in muck piles with too little confinement, and without draw

points, which would normally renew the muck pile as each load is removed. Future

tests should be conducted in a more ‘production like’ environment to fully assess the

relative benefits of the ALC. Finally, a dig planning algorithm must be developed to

fully automate the LHD cycle. The ALC can now be used to conduct a series of dig

tests designed to inform the design of this dig planning algorithm.

5.5.1 Weighing pose and payload

In the ST14 tests, increasing the extension of the bucket actuator (increasing the

amount of curl in the weighing pose) resulted in more final payload. This result

suggests that the final payload can be tuned by altering the final bucket actuator

extension such that more or less material is left in the pile before the boom is raised

to its final weighing position. Tailoring bucket load may give operators more control

of mass flow rates, while saving fuel and vehicle wear if full buckets are not required.

Testing this theory should be relatively easy given the current state of the ALC, and
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is attractive because it does not require any adjustment of the other ALC parameters.

5.5.2 Ground and entry detection

Ground and entry detection algorithms could further improve the robustness of the

ALC by reducing the number of failed digs. The ALC test results indicate that the

optimum entry height is as close to the base of the muck pile toe as possible without

pressing into the ground. One approach for ground detection involves maintaining

a constant actuator pressure between the bucket and the ground. This approach is

attractive because no additional sensors are required, but could be prone to failure if

the drift roadway is uneven. An alternate approach involves a LIDAR system to map

the exact toe of the pile, while simultaneously providing the distance between the

muck pile toe and the bucket. However, it is unlikely that the current 2D LIDAR on

either the MSL loader or ST14 would be sufficient for imaging the muck pile toe due to

the orientation and horizontal scanning plane of these senors. A 2D LIDAR mounted

on the side of the vehicle with a vertical scanning plane, or a 3D LIDAR system may

ultimately be required for this type of imaging. The 3D LIDAR system could also be

used to alert operators to oversize by using the oversize detection algorithm created

by McKinnon and Marshall in [74]. While not critical for ground and entry detection,

these systems could also provide invaluable feedback for the dig planning algorithm

development tests.

The entry detection algorithm may be even more critical than the ground detec-

tion algorithm because even sub-optimal entry heights can be managed as long as the

admittance controller reliably takes control of the dig. Currently, entry is detected

by looking for a preset force threshold after the vehicle begins driving towards the
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pile. One alternate approach for detecting entry is by using one of the previously

mentioned LIDAR mapping systems to determine when the bucket is likely to inter-

cept the muck pile toe. Another approach is to detect when the vehicle begins to stall

against the muck pile. This approach is again preferable since existing wheel odome-

try sensors or Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) could be used. Unfortunately, wheel

odometry could be rendered useless by tire slip and IMU measurements tend to be

noisy. Sensor fusion techniques between the wheel odometry and IMU measurements

may be required for this alternative to work reliably.

5.5.3 PID controller and system modeling

While both P and PI controllers were tested using the MSL loader, only the P con-

troller was evaluated on the ST14 due to time limitations. Even the rudimentary PI

test results indicate that greater control over dig time and payload can be achieved

by using a more dynamic admittance controller. A PID controller is the next logical

step. Intuitively, the differential gain should be tuned to provide maximum bucket

velocity at entry when the force error is highest, while the integral gain should bias

the controller towards the breakout condition when the dig begins to stall near the

end of the dig when the force error is small. Unfortunately, the PID controller may

be difficult to tune without using a sufficiently detailed vehicle and muck pile model

to estimate stable gain limits.

Appendix D contains a simple model of the MSL loader hydraulics. This model

does not include supply pressure or variable payload models, which means significantly

different values must be used when the boom and bucket extend compared to when

they retract. However, the basic model presented in Appendix D may be sufficiently
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detailed for preliminary admittance controller tuning since most actuator commands

will be in the same direction throughout loading. A muck pile model that takes in

motion and responds with forces will also be required before any off-line tuning can

begin. This model could be as simple as a spring force model where the muck pile

resistance is modelled by a spring constant. The previously described ALC test data

sets could be used to determine average or maximum spring constants for the muck

pile model.

5.5.4 Tests in an operating mine

While the ST14 test results are very encouraging, the Kvarntorp drifts are unusually

wide compared to most sub-level mines. The mine also lacks drawpoints to provide

overhead confinement, and continuously refresh the muck pile with loose material.

This general lack of side and overhead confinement could mean that the ALC was

tested in a more benign environment than what could be expected in production. An

extensive test campaign in a production environment should be conducted to better

assess the performance of the ALC. These tests should be conducted over several

shifts to build statistically significant data sets of both manual and ALC loading.

These tests could begin immediately given the current state of the ALC.

5.5.5 Adaptation strategies

Learning and adaptive methods are discussed in Appendix C, and could be critical

if the ALC proves to be less productive or robust in an actual production environ-

ment. While these methods are slightly more involved than the basic ALC, their
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principal advantage is that they can be developed and tuned without altering the ad-

mittance controller. The learning methods are also ideally suited for a dig planning

algorithm since they are designed to improve controller response when the controller

is performing repetitive tasks that are subject to random disturbances.

5.5.6 Dig planner development

While the ALC could be used today to improve dig performance, it still requires a

human operator to position the vehicle in front of the muck pile. A dig planning

algorithm must provide this initial state to the ALC, and it must also detecting

oversize, and prevent digging in such a way that future digs become more difficult.

The dig planner will likely require some sort of 3D vision system to create maps of the

muck pile that are sufficiently detailed to assess approximate rock size distribution.

Assuming a sufficiently detailed vision system, the ALC is sufficiently robust that a

series of dig trials could be conducted to determine optimum digging strategies given

the rock size distribution and shape of the muck pile. These digging strategies could

then be used to inform the design of the dig planner.
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Appendix A

Semi-autonomous literature review

Current semi-autonomous LHDs have been incorporated into several mining opera-

tions. None of the semi-autonomous systems can load autonomously, and each system

must be initially configured within each new mine environment, or when conditions

change significantly. The implementation advantages or drawbacks for each semi-

autonomous system are presented next.

A.1 Atlas Copco Scooptram Automation

Codelco deployed 14 Atlas Copco ST14 LHDs in their Andina Mine in Chile in 2012.

The higher accuracy of the semi-automated LHDs allowed Codelco to use 14 t ma-

chines in drifts originally intended for 10 t equipment. They were also able to employ

younger operators who had better software and video game experience than older op-

erators. The operator control room was located 80 km from the mine, which allowed

these operators to live and work in town instead of at 4 km above sea level. Atlas

Copco representative were frequently on site for training and to trouble shoot initial
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deployment problems. The Scooptram Automation trials were conducted between

February and December 2012. Ore production increased from 44 850 t/month to

80 000 t/month (56 % increase). The likely causes of this increase were the higher

hauling speeds, and accuracy of the Scooptram Automation system, which allowed

larger equipment to operate more quickly in smaller drifts [33].

A.2 Caterpillar MINEGEMTM

Barrick’s Kanowna Belle gold mine uses Caterpillar’s MINEGEMTM system again

because of the greater accuracy of the automated hauling system in relatively narrow

drifts. By using MINEGEMTM, Barrick was able to operate larger LHD’s (14 ton

bucket instead of 12 ton) at faster tramming speeds, with fewer wall strikes [13].

MINEGEMTM was also attractive due to the seismicity of the mine. The seismicity

can require 48 hour exclusion times following a blast. The MINEGEMTM system al-

lows production to continue during part of the exclusion time without risking worker

safety. Additionally, the MINEGEMTM system reduced rehandle thanks to higher

hauling speeds, and reduced operator stress by removing them from the production

level [10]. Generally productivity was improved over distances exceeding 150 m. This

improvement was mainly due to using larger equipment, reduced rehandling, and

increased hauling speed. The value of the productivity increase was estimated at

$1.5M AUD to $2.1M AUD. The increased costs associated with this system were

$0.32M AUD in capital costs, $0.30M AUD for more maintenance staff and mainte-

nance staff training. The net benefit at a 5 % discount rate was between $0.2M AUD

and $0.4M AUD. It was thought that the net improvement would rise to $0.9M AUD

or $2.2M AUD if the mine had been designed for autonomous operations [10].
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Both Northgate’s Stawell gold mine, and Zinifex’s Rosebery Mine use Caterpillar’s

MINEGEMTM system because high temperatures (42 ◦C and 55 ◦C respectively) limit

the time operators can spend on the production level [4], [13]. Due to these tempera-

tures, Stawell controls over 50 % of their LHDs remotely, and achieved 65 % greater

productivity and a 20-30 % reduction in maintenance costs over line-of-sight control

[35]. They also found that the reliability of the system was between 85 and 90 % [34].

In 2003 the Olympic Dam Mine in South Australia had two Caterpillar MINEGEMTM

semi-automated LHDs, which achieved 40 % higher productivity over conventional

LHD operations. They also averaged 1.9 hrs more operating time per shift [35].

McHugh found that the semi-automated LHDs had over 90 % availably, and loss of

the radio network accounted for most of the 10 % downtime [36]. The system also

had relatively few wall strikes. The main causes of utilization downtime were mainte-

nance, and oversize. By 2003 two LHDs were successfully controlled by one operator

from a control room on the surface of the mine. By 2005 the system had reached over

6 000 operational hours [4].

Newmont’s Jundee Mine in Australia also uses the Caterpillar MINEGEMTM sys-

tem to control two semi-automated LHDs. The two semi-automated LHDs are as

productive as three conventionally controlled LHDs, thanks in part to the long drifts

(116 m) in Jundee, and the 4 t larger buckets and higher hauling speeds of the semi-

automated LHDs. Hauling speeds were faster because manual operators were limited

to first gear due to frequent wall strikes, and the semi-autonomous LHDs could haul

in second gear with few wall strikes. In total, the larger buckets and higher hauling

speeds have resulted in a 32 % production increase [13]. Wear and maintenance have

been reduced since the LHDs contact the mine walls less despite driving 7 km/hr
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faster than manual operators [11] [37]. The operators save approximately 3 hrs per

shift by not descending to the production level, and not having to leave the produc-

tion level during blasting. The higher hauling speeds have also eliminated the need

for rehandle points [6], [37].

Caterpillar representatives in [26] and Koorem in [34] noted 10 to 20 % produc-

tivity improvement in the Malmberget Mine in Sweden using their MINEGEMTM

system. They also note ergonomic advantages for the operators who would normally

be exposed to intermittent shaking and constant vibration while on the LHDs. They

note increased utilization due to working through shift changes and blasting resulting

in four to six more production hours per day. Driving speed improved by 25 %, and

maintenance improved because their were no wall strikes during the 12 month trial.

Freeport-McMoRan’s Grasberg Mine in Indonesia uses Caterpillar’s MINEGEMTM

system on four Caterpillar R1600 LHDs. The primary reason for using the semi-

automated LHDs was frequent wall strikes using tele-remote operation, which forced

the mine to use first gear for all hauling. In addition to eliminating wall strikes the

second gear hauling increased production by 48 % and had an availability of about

93 %. One operator could also control two machines from mobile operating stations

on the production level [13].

A.3 Sandvik’s AutoMine R©

Codelco has been operating three semi-automated Sandvik 0010C LHDs in their El

Teniente copper mine since 2004 [38], and was the first to use Sandvik’s AutoMine R©

system in a large scale production environment. By 2003 six LHDs were being oper-

ated from a single control room 10 km away by two or three operators [6]. El Teniente
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operates 24/7 in three shifts meaning the automated system allowed four operators

to replace 16 on-board operators [13]. While the number of operators is reduced, the

increased complexity of the AutoMine R© infrastructure requires more skilled techni-

cians and maintenance staff [38]. The cost of these technicians is offset by increased

throughput consistency, greater machine utilization, and reduced maintenance costs.

Codelco was also able to save money by reducing spare parts consumption, increasing

tire life, and generally lowering operating costs. It is also worth noting that there

were no lost time accidents between AutoMine R© system adoption and 2008 [13].

At one point, LKAB’s Kiruna Mine was controlling nine Sandvik 2500E LHDs

using the Sandvik’s AutoMine R© system. The major advantage of the automated

system was the ability to work the production level during blasting, and greater

utilization during shift changes [13].

Inmet’s Pyhäsalmi Mine in Finland uses two Sandvik TORO 11 LHDs controlled

using Sadvik’s AutoMine R© system. They were able to achieve 25 % greater produc-

tivity over radio remote control operation, and the operators reported much greater

comfort in their mobile operation station than in the vehicle cabs [34], [13].

De Beers Finsch Mine in South Africa added a autonomous TORO 007 LHD

to their existing automated truck operations in 2008 [13]. De Beers used the semi-

automated LHD to clear the undercut level in their block caving operation as a

trial run for integrating the LHD into their existing Sandvik AutoMine R© system.

The main driver for using the semi-automated LHD was to feed the ore passes and

autonomous trucks during shift changes, which improves truck utilization. All loading

is performed remotely from the surface using a dedicated operator station. The

additional utilization increased productivity by 5.7 % [32].
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Table A.1: The stated semi-automated LHD advantages from mine operators.
Advantage Improvement Principle reason System Operator Mine Source

Productivity 56 % Larger LHDs Scooptram Automation Codelco Andina [33, 13]
$0.4 to $2.2M AUD Larger and fewer LHDs MINEGEMTM Barrick Kanowna Belle [24, 10, 13]
10-20 % Not stated MINEGEMTM LKAB Malmberget [26, 23, 12, 34]
40 % Increased utilizsation MINEGEMTM BHP Billiton Olympic Dam [35, 36, 4]
32 % Higher hauling speed MINEGEMTM Newmonts Jundee [13, 11, 37, 6]
48 % Higher hauling speed MINEGEMTM Freeport-McMoRan Grasberg [13]
25 % Over line-of-sight control AutoMine R© Inmet Pyhäsalmi [34, 13, 27]
5.7 % Increased utilization AutoMine R© De Beers Finsch [13, 32]

Utilization 1.9 hrs/shift Operating in off hours MINEGEMTM BHP Billiton Olympic Dam [35, 36, 4]
3 hrs/shift No operator commute MINEGEMTM Newmonts Jundee [13, 11, 37, 6]
4-6 hrs/shift Operating in off hours MINEGEMTM LKAB Malmberget [26, 23, 12, 34]
Increased Off hours and during blasting AutoMine R© LKAB Kiruna [13]
Increased Operating in off hours AutoMine R© De Beers Finsch [13, 32]

Maintenance Fewer wall strikes Increased accuracy MINEGEMTM Barrick Kanowna Belle [24, 10, 13]
20-30 % reduction Increased accuracy MINEGEMTM Northgate Stawell [4, 13, 35, 34]
Reduced Fewer wall strikes MINEGEMTM Newmonts Jundee [13, 11, 37, 6]
no wall strikes Increased accuracy MINEGEMTM LKAB Malmberget [26, 23, 12, 34]
no wall strikes Increased accuracy MINEGEMTM Freeport-McMoRan Grasberg [13]
Reduced maintenance More consistent driving AutoMine R© Codelco El Teniente [38, 6, 13]

Reliability 85-90% MINEGEMTM Northgate Stawell [4, 13, 35, 34]
90 % MINEGEMTM BHP Billiton Olympic Dam [35, 36, 4]
93 % MINEGEMTM Freeport-McMoRan Grasberg [13]

Rehandle Eliminated Higher hauling speed MINEGEMTM Barrick Kanowna Belle [24, 10, 13]
Eliminated Higher hauling speed MINEGEMTM Newmonts Jundee [13, 11, 37, 6]

Exposure High altitude Operators to in town control room Scooptram Automation Codelco Andina [33, 13]
42 ◦C Operators to surface control room MINEGEMTM Northgate Stawell [4, 13, 35, 34]
55 ◦C Operators to surface control room MINEGEMTM Zinifex Rosebery [4, 13, 35]
Vibration Operators to mobile control room MINEGEMTM LKAB Malmberget [26, 23, 12, 34]
No lost time accidents Operators to surface control room AutoMine R© Codelco El Teniente [38, 6, 13]
Greater comfort Operators to mobile control room AutoMine R© Inmet Pyhäsalmi [34, 13, 27]

Multi-vehicle 1 operator 2 LHDs MINEGEMTM BHP Billiton Olympic Dam [35, 36, 4]
1 operator 2 LHDs MINEGEMTM Freeport-McMoRan Grasberg [13]
1 operator 3 LHDs AutoMine R© Codelco El Teniente [38, 6, 13]

A.4 Advantages

The advantages of semi-autonomous LHDs are summarized in Table A.1.

A.5 Drawbacks

Lack of autonomous loading

None of the semi-automated LHD providers has a production-ready autonomous load-

ing system. Newmont tried using Catperpillar’s AutoDigTM system in their Jundee

Mine, but found that AutoDigTM frequently under-filed their LHDs due to the ran-

dom rock sizes found in the muck piles. AutoDigTM was abandoned in favour of

automated hauling using MINEGEMTM and tele-remote loading from the operator
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station [13], [11].

A.5.1 Lower hauling speed

McHugh ran 15 head to head tests of manual and autonomous hauling in [36] at

the Olympic Dams Mine in 2003. He found that manual hauling times were slightly

faster, but Donovan in [13] notes that the manual operators were free to take a slightly

shorter path without automation zone barriers and that they were able to haul in third

gear. Donovan is also sceptical that the manual operators could sustain these speeds

over the length of an entire shift. Olympic Dam no longer operates their automated

LHD system due in part to the reduced productivity, which they associate with the

second gear restriction in the MINEGEMTMsystem [13].

The gear restriction was also sighted by Newcrest’s Ridgeway Mine, and Rio

Tinto’s Northparkes Mine as a reason for discontinuing semi-autonomous LHD oper-

ations. LKAB’s Kiruna Mine eventually reduced their semi-automated system from 9

LHDs to three in part because the increased productivity during blasting and higher

utilization were offset by lower overall productivity due to slightly lower average haul-

ing speed. This limitation pertains to MINEGEMTM version 2.0, and is expected to

be corrected in version 3.0 [13]. It is worth noting that Atlas Copco’s Scooptram

Automation system has no gear restriction [1].

A.5.2 Increased maintenance staff training

The Kanowna Belle trials highlighted the need for constant drift assessment, after

the LHD fell down an ore pass. This accident occurred because no one was in the

drift to inspect the condition of a metal stop at the lip of the ore pass. The metal
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stop was gradually covered by rock spillage, which eventually formed a ramp. It was

also found that maintenance staff had to inspect the drift three to four times per

shift to clear spillage, and asses the slipperiness of the road. Slippery roads lead to

more wall strikes due to the reaction time of the MINEGEMTM system at high speed

[10]. These trials highlight the need to hire more maintenance staff, and improve the

training of all maintenance staff in order to support semi-automated operations.

Codelco also found that more skilled maintenance staff were essential for main-

taining the automated system in El Teniente. They have since scaled back their use

of semi-automated LHDs due in part to high maintenance staff turnover and a lack

of support from Caterpillar [6], [12]. Donovan also notes in [13] that while operator

training usually only requires a week, electrical and system maintenance personnel

require more extensive, and ongoing training.

Corin points out in [23] that mine operators have often underestimated the costs

associated with training staff to operate and maintain automated systems. It is also

worth noting that unscheduled maintenance means that all production within the

entire autonomous zone must be shut down while humans repair the broken LHD [11].

Caterpillar in [26] found that while on board operators could quickly diagnose unsafe

conditions or LHD irregularities, they lacked the experience to diagnose problems

with the automated system. They also lost the ability to diagnose the state of the

LHDs since they were removed from the vehicle cab.

A.5.3 Implementation

Implementation issues range from installation problems for any new system to funda-

mental changes mines must make when planning for semi-automated operations. A
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good example of an installation problem is Barrick’s experience with MINEGEMTM

in their Kanowna Belle Mine. They found that the 14 ton LHD bucket had to be

under-filled by 2 tons to prevent rock fragments from interrupting the LIDAR beam

during tramming. Tripping the LIDAR beam caused MINEGEMTM to identify the

rock fragments protruding from the bucket as navigation hazards, and MINEGEMTM

would command the LHD to stop [10].

Both Northgate’s Stawell and BHP Billiton’s Olympic Dams mines had significant

issues with signal drop-out using their MINEGEMTM systems. While Caterpillar

setup a 24 hr tech support line, the quality of the tech support diminished thanks to

high turnover at Caterpillar, and language difficulties [13]. The MINEGEMTM system

installed on a Sandvik LHDs in Rio Tinto’s Northparkes Mine averaged 19 buckets

per hour compared to 20 buckets per hour for manual operators, but Northparkes

eventually abandoned this system due in part to a lack of support from Caterpillar

[13].

Current best practice is still for operators to check out their LHD before each

shift [10]. This practice forces operators to use production level work stations like

the mobile operating stations used in Zinifex’s Rosebery Mine instead of a surface

control rooms. While these operators could be relocated to the surface, additional

staff would be required to perform vehicle inspection, thereby negating some of the

labour reduction possible using automated systems [13].

Removing operators from the production level also causes issues with oversize

mitigation. Previously, operators could either clear oversize by using the LHD or

portable rock breakers to fragment oversize before resuming loading. When oversize

occurs using automated LHDs, all production in the automation zone must stop until
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human tended equipment can be dispatched to clear the oversize [13].

Additional implementation considerations include the automation exclusion zones,

and operator re-training. Pierola in [38] points out that these machines must operate

in exclusions zones to separate workers in the rest of the mine from the automated

equipment since the automated system has no reliable means for detecting humans

or human tended vehicles. LKAB and Codelco also found that older operators with

less computer experience had a harder time adapting to the new system in both the

Malmberget and Andina mines compared to younger operators with more computer

experience [26], [33].

A.5.4 Unsuitable mine

In [4] Casteel points out that the semi-automated systems are expensive, and that only

certain mines, and mining methods are capable of recouping these costs through the

increased productivity of automated systems. Furthermore, the remaining mine life in

existing mines may be insufficient to recoup the acquisition, integration, training, and

maintenance costs associated with semi-automated LHDs [13]. For example, despite

the advantages realized by Northgate in Stawell using the MINEGEMTM system over

line-of-sight control, the mine was not designed for semi-autonomous LHD operations,

which resulted in intermittent use of the semi-automated system in production [13].

LKAB’s Kiruna Mine cited the additional planning necessary due to the changing

draw point position in their bulk sub-level caving operation as one of the reasons for

scaling back their semi-automated LHD system [13].
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A.5.5 Tendency towards existing operations

Moore notes in [31] that the major issue limiting autonomous LHD deployment still

seems to be a lack of acceptance by on-the-ground personnel. For example, Rio Tinto’s

Argyle underground diamond mine automation expansion was re-focused back to con-

ventional mining methods to avoid additional risk following the economic downturn

in 2008. Zinifex management also had a high degree of resistance to the automated

system due to the established success of line-of-sight and teleremote operations [13].

A.6 Summary of semi-automated LHDs in opera-

tion

Semi-automated LHDs have been used in a variety of production environments for

over a decade, but are still considered novel or experimental systems. While they

can increase production and lower costs, these advantages can be outweighed by

implementation realities. These realities include 1) the suitability of the mine and

mining method, 2) increased maintenance staff reliance, 3) industry inertia, 4) lower

hauling speed, and 5) the lack of an autonomous loading system.

Like any mining method, semi-automated LHDs are most productive when cer-

tain conditions are met. As previously discussed, semi-autonomous LHDs have the

greatest productivity and cost advantages at mines with a great deal of constant

infrastructure. Both Casteel and Uzbekova point out in [6], and [10] that semi-

automated LHDs have never been deployed in mines designed for semi-automated

LHDs. Sub-level open stoping, and block caving operations are particularly suitable

due to the long life required to justify these mining method, the constant draw and
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dump point locations, and their longer drifts that allow for higher hauling speeds

than teleremote operators can achieve. However, operators on-board the LHDs can

still reach higher hauling speeds than the current batch of semi-automated hauling

systems. Therefore, the mines that can make the most of semi-automated systems are

mines where the costs of human operated vehicles are highest. These high operating

cost mines includes mines with extremely high temperatures, or where local seismic-

ity increases operator risk. Additionally, levels being worked autonomously must be

separated from human tended areas because these LHDs can not be trusted to avoid

humans in their path [22], [10]. Automated LHDs also have unique infrastructure

requirements, like high bandwidth data networks, and specially trained maintenance

staff.

While automated LHDs do remove operators from hazardous environments they

increase a mine’s reliance on expert maintenance personnel that must remain in these

hazardous environments. These maintenance personnel require more and regular

training in order to maintain the more complicated autonomous systems. Woof points

out in [11] that the role of maintenance staff on production levels must change in order

to realize the full potential of semi-automated LHDs. Specifically, these maintenance

personnel will be required to inspect the LHDs, drifts, drawpoints, and ore passes

at regular intervals for damage or spillage that would conventionally be reported

by the operator on board the LHD. They must also be called into service to deal

with off-nominal situations, such as breaking up oversize or troubleshooting wireless

networks.

Industry inertia manifests as a general trend within the mining industry to fall

back on historic mining methods because these methods have proven production
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rates. There is also an unfortunate tendency for autonomous system suppliers to

over-promote the capabilities of their systems [22]. Both of these trends tend to make

the mining industry rightfully wary of new automated systems. Historically there has

also been a plentiful workforce that has kept production costs low. Both Deloitte in

[15], and Pricewaterhouse Coopers in [16] indicate that the quantity and quality of the

current workforce is deteriorating rapidly, which will drive up production costs. Mines

are also becoming more remote, and more expensive to work. Both the increased

workforce costs, and the costs of operating in more remote locations make the cost of

semi-automated LHDs more attractive.

Current semi-autonomous LHDs can be slower than on-board operators in certain

situations, which justifies some of the productivity concerns of current mine operators.

The reduced speed of semi-autonomous LHDs must be weighted against the near

elimination of wall strikes and the subsequent reduction in maintenance costs. The

higher manual hauling speeds are largely due to a second gear limit in existing hauling

routines, and the installation of barriers within the drifts to prevent humans and

human tended equipment from entering the automation zone. These limitations will

likely disappear in future versions of the semi-automated hauling routines, but has

lead several mines to scale back or abandon their current automation systems.



Appendix B

Dig planning literature review

The dig planning research is dominated by surface loading and trenching because in

these applications the final pile or trench geometry is usually more important than

filling the digging implement. This final geometry focus naturally requires more high

level planning than muck pile loading to ensure that the right amount of material

is removed from specific locations on the target. The dig planning problem can

be further divided into the pile imaging, modelling, approach, and shape control

problems. The imaging and modelling problems are outside the scope of this thesis

because 1) they pertain more to machine vision research, and 2) the ALC does not

require visual feedback to load rock from the muck pile. However, these problems

will likely need to be addressed to develop a robust dig planning algorithm. A few

researchers have begun to develop solutions for the remaining pile approach, and pile

shape control problems. Their work is presented next.

186
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B.0.1 Pile approach planning

In [44] Sarata et al. tackled the pile approach problem using an automated 2 t wheel

loader to fill a dump truck with gravel. The coordinates for the loader and truck were

taken from GPS receivers mounted on each vehicle, while the gravel pile was sensed

by using a stereo camera and a 2D LIDAR. The pile approach plan was generated

by plotting a ‘v’ shaped curve between the truck, loader, and pile. This type of path

planning is simplistic, but may favour the typical underground LHD environment

since the muck pile can usually only be approached from one direction, and the dump

points are usually fixed.

The bucket entry position was always set relative to the geometric center of the

pile, and the dig trajectory always started with the bucket close, and parallel to the

ground. These entry conditions may not always be optimal in muck piles since both

the muck pile and the roadway can vary significantly between digs. Additionally this

planner lacks any form of obstacle detection, which again could cause issues especially

if spillage occurs while tramming. Other authors have proposed more elaborate finite

state and neural network based planners, which may be more suitable for the more

random conditions found in underground environments.

B.0.2 Pile shape planning

Singh and Thangavelautham used finite state machines, and neural networks for soil

shaping, and earth moving tasks in [40] and [75]. Their research illustrates the com-

plexities involved in solving the dig planning problem in unstructured environments.

Both of their methods can be computationally expensive if they are not properly

designed or constrained, and they both suffer when the dig environments differs from
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the training environment.

Action space controller

Singh in [40] modelled the dig planning problem in action space (a set of actions or

behaviours a system can perform) instead of state space due to the large number of

variables required to model the state of soils. Action space overcomes this difficulty

by representing the robot in terms of discrete tasks the robot can perform in response

to discrete world conditions. For example, Singh modelled the dig planning problem

in terms of three action space variables: bucket entry height, entry angle, and pen-

etration depth. These three variables form a 3D action space that can be reduced

by considering the limitations of the excavator, and a simplified representation of the

dig target in terms of the digging reaction force vector.

Singh reduced the set of possible actions by imposing shape, volume, reachability,

and force constraints. These constraints are modelled in terms of the action space

variables, and subtracted from the action space. The reduced action space leaves

only a few possible actions for the dig planner. The final action selection is per-

formed using an exhaustive search of the reduced action space to identify actions

that optimized an excavation goal equation. While this approach can be computa-

tionally intensive (requiring days in some cases with the computers of 1995), it could

be improved by adding additional constraints on the action space, or applying more

recent developments in multi-objective decision making theory.

Singh validated his dig planner by conducting over 400 experiments using a lab

scale serial robot to dig a trench through sand, while a LIDAR recorded the height

of the sand. The dig planner searched the reduced action space for trajectories that
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minimized joint torque. The robot’s path tracking controller could not always follow

this trajectory due to unexpected resistance forces encountered by the bucket.

Singh identified three limitations of his method: 1) the force constraint is difficult

to formulate due to the unknowns associated with modelling the soil, 2) the dig

planner is greedy because it selects the best action now at the expense of future dig

cycles, and 3) the dig controller did not use the sensed reaction forces to modify the

selected trajectory. The force constraint in Point 1 will be even more challenging

in muck piles due to the increased difficulty of modelling random rock sizes. The

greediness of the dig planner in Point 2 highlights an interesting gap in the current

dig planning literature. While multi-objective decision making theories have been

applied to navigation problems to make non-greedy planners (see behaviour-based

navigation proposed by Brooks in [76], CAMPOUT created by Huntsberger et al. in

[77], and Aware created by Maza et al. in [78]), they do not appear to have been

applied to dig planning. Solutions for using the resistance forces to modify the dig

trajectory in Point 3 have been proposed by other authors, and are discussed more

thoroughly in Section 2.2.4.

ANT neural network controller

Thangavelautham in [7],and Fu in [79] proposed action based neural network con-

trollers to evolve complex excavation plans from much simpler actions. Thangave-

lautham’s experiments in [75], and [7] involved training an ANT controller to use

small (0.5 m2) bulldozers to move randomly distributed packing peanuts into a goal

location. Once trained, the resulting ANT controllers were used to control simulated
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rovers excavating a landing pad on our Moon. This goal was represented by a fit-

ness function, which was used to guide the genetic evolution of very basic actions

into much more complex behaviours. One of these more complex behaviours was the

tendency for the bulldozers to pass packing peanuts to each other forming a type of

‘bucket brigade’. It should be noted that this behaviour was not programmed into

the neural network, but evolved as more bulldozers were added to the workspace.

Thangavelautham found that the fitness function scores were highest when a neural

network was used to control a robot in similar conditions to the training conditions.

For instance, a neural network ‘grown’ during training with a certain number of pack-

ing peanuts would score highest when a similar number of packing peanuts was used

in subsequent tests.

These results simultaneously highlight the main advantage, and drawback of neu-

ral networks in general. Neural networks require minimal programming to solve

complex, and unstructured tasks. Unfortunately, they tend to lose efficiency if the

environment changes from the training conditions. This outcome can be partially

avoided by leaving the robots in training mode, meaning the neural network evolves

continuously. This option is normally computationally expensive, but this penalty

is minimized in the ANT architecture since ANT allows areas of the network not

currently being stimulated by the environment to become dormant. Another issue

with neural networks is it becomes hard to predict what a robot will do under a given

set of conditions. The best you can ever do is compare the current conditions to a

similar set of training conditions. Finally, neural networks require a fitness function

to govern their growth. This fitness function can be difficult to define for complex,

time dependant goals.
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For example, Equation (B.1) is the fitness function used by Fu in [79] for a road

and berm building task.

f =

∑I
i=1

∑J
j=1 pi,j · e−λ|gi,j−hi,j |∑I
i=1

∑J
j=1 pi,j

+
900− w

10
, w =

3∑
k=1

d (0.01vk + 1) (B.1)

pi,j is a binary condition indicating if the block at world location i, j needs to be

excavated. gi,j and hi,j indicate the target and current depth of each block. w is a

measure of work done, and is a function of d the distance travelled, and v the volume

of soil excavated. k represents the number of the agent performing a given task. The

neural networks that evolved from this fitness function allowed three robots to raise

or lower the height of the soil blocks within a world map using a minimum amount of

work. Even though this function describes a fairly complex goal it does not include a

time component, so the robots were unable to speed up their tasks to complete road

or berm building within a time limit.

Fu tested an ANT neural networks evolved on this fitness function by using the

three 2 m × 2 m rovers with bulldozer blades. These tests took place in a soil field,

a frozen soil/gravel field, and on the slopes of a volcano in Hawaii. These ANT field

trials show that neural networks trained in Thangavelautham’s lab experiments were

not well suited to performing similar tasks in real world conditions. In one instance

the controller continually sent ‘do nothing’ commands to one of the three robots. This

behaviour was corrected by retraining the ANT controller in the field conditions. In

Hawaii the ANT controller was abandoned in favour of a more predictable controller

due to the time it would take to train the ANT controller in the new environment. Fu

did not say if high level behaviours, like the bucket brigade behaviour evolved during

lab tests, were experienced during the field trials. The emergence of these high level
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behaviours is one of the key advantages of neural network controllers, but may be

more difficult to achieve in the real world, than in the lab.

The ANT neural network is theoretically capable of taking unstructured tasks

like digging, and dig planning, and evolving complex controllers based on very little

programming. In practice, more work needs to be done to minimize neural network

training time to ensure that solutions can be found quickly when the work environ-

ment changes. Neural networks in general will suffer from their lack of predictability.

This lack of predictability can only be partially overcome by training controllers ex-

tensively in a wide variety of environments. Hence this type of controller may be very

difficult to tune and operate in unstructured mining environments.

B.0.3 Dig planning limitations

A robust and predictable planner will also be required to deal with off-nominal situ-

ations while loading. For instance, rock fragments can frequently exceed the size of

the bucket (in mining, also called oversize). Any planning algorithm must identify

and circumvent this oversize until it can be dealt with by other means. This prob-

lem was recently studied by McKinnon and Marshall in [74], where a time-of-flight

camera was used to estimate the location and size of potentially oversize material.

Once characterized, these areas could be avoided by altering the entry point of an

autonomous loading algorithm.



Appendix C

Adaptive controller literature

review

Originally it was thought that the admittance-based controller used in the Autonomous

Loading Controller (ALC) would require additional correction to counteract off nom-

inal disturbances forces while digging. Both the MSL loader testing in Chapter 3 and

the ST14 testing in Chapter 4 indicate that the ALC was able to handle all distur-

bances encountered over the testing periods. However, the final operational version

of the ALC may require an even more robust controller to counteract long term dis-

turbances with frequencies of days or months. The following adaptive methods could

be used to augment the basic admittance based ALC presented in this thesis.

C.1 Adaptive methods

Both adaptive and learning controllers can be used to improve the response of simpler

controllers by using either the current sensor feedback to alter controller gains, or by

193
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using the history of previous dig metrics to alter the control signals being used by

the controller. Both Seraji’s adaptive admittance control techniques, and Iterative

Learning Control (ILC) methods are discussed next.

C.1.1 Adaptive admittance

In [59] Seraji proposed that drastic changes in environment stiffness would lead to

drastically different admittance controller response. Hence he proposed two adaptive

admittance controllers that modify the admittance gains based on ef . The relation-

ships between the admittance gains and ef were selected based on a stability analysis

of his serial robot and his basic admittance model such that ef was guaranteed to

approach zero. This model may be difficult to derive with sufficient resolution for

the loading problem since this model must include both the LHD and the muck pile.

ILCs are an attractive alternative to adaptive admittance control because ILCs do

not necessarily require extensive modelling to guarantee convergence.

C.1.2 Iterative learning controllers

The ILCs discussed by Bristow et al. in [63], and Ahn et al. in [64] alter the inputs of a

previously tuned controller in response to metrics from previous task attempts. These

methods allow a nominal controller to respond differently to off nominal situations

without requiring additional tuning. For example, an autonomous loading ILC could

use the total force error eT from n previous dig attempts to artificially increase or

decrease the sensed force f ∗S such that:

fS
∗ = fS + τ

n∑
(eT )n . (C.1)
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τ defines the dynamics of the sensed force correction. ILC methods have promising

characteristics for adapting controllers for the unstructured autonomous loading prob-

lem, but so far only Maeda in [65] has used an ILC to help improve a soil excavation

controller.

Maeda used an ILC for disturbance prediction based on previous dig attempts

with a backhoe in consolidated soils in [65]. Maeda evaluated the residual path

tacking error of P and PI controllers. He used an ILC for disturbance prediction

and compensated for poor ILC prediction by using a disturbance observer. The

observer compensates for poor ILC prediction by using an estimate of the disturbance

calculated from the plant output in real time, while the ILC prediction is fixed based

on the previous run. While this control method only requires one angular encoder

per joint for feedback, it lacks the rich interaction history provided by both actuator

position and force sensors. Hence the effort expended while digging is more difficult

to quantify. It also relies on path tracking, which is essential for pile shaping, but

adds unnecessary constraints for muck pile loading.

Maeda’s ILC uses the complete command history from the last dig to proactively

counteract disturbances in the current dig. This command history tracking separates

Maeda’s work from other ILC methods, which normally track position error. Fig-

ure C.1 shows Maeda’s time space control loop. The ILC stores information from

the current run in iteration space, while simultaneously issuing predictive corrections

from the last iteration.

The ILC stores both the output from the plant yt, and the last control signal yc

for each iteration j. This information is used by the learning function to estimate the

disturbances in the last run. The disturbances from the last run can be estimated
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Maeda ILC
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Figure C.1: The ILC applies a filtered correction to the nominal position controller.
This correction is added to the feedback control signal before being sent to the
plant. Any repeating disturbance will eventually be learned by the ILC and can-
celled out [65].
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using Equation (C.2).

uj = Q (uc − L · ye) (C.2)

Q can be any filter that improves ILC disturbance prediction. For example, Maeda

found that the ILC would give inaccurate predictions for disturbances above 3 Hz,

so the ILC prediction could be improved using a low pass filter that removes any

disturbances greater than 3 Hz (note that 3 Hz is the generally agreed bandwidth

limit of most digging equipment).

Maeda uses the inverse model for his plant (P̂−1) as his learning function L.

Passing the output of the plant yt through P̂−1 gives the disturbed plant commands

ud that would have been necessary to generate the plant output. Equation (C.3) shows

Equation (C.2) again assuming Q = 1, substituting P̂−1 for the learning function L,

and eventually replacing the output and inverse plant by ud.

uj = uc,j−1 + P̂−1 · ye,j−1 (C.3)

= uc,j−1 + ud,j−1 (C.4)

The final disturbed control signal to the plant ud for the ILC only controller in

Figure C.1 is given by Equation (C.5).

ud = dj − uj + u (C.5)

If the disturbance is perfectly predicted by the ILC then the disturbed command

signal equals the undisturbed command signal (ud = u). Unfortunately, the previous

disturbance history is unlikely to exactly match the current disturbance. The error

between the predicted disturbance and actual disturbance de must be minimized
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either by filter design (finding a Q function with optimal performance for the likely

disturbance frequencies), or by using a disturbance measurement system like the

disturbance observer proposed by Maeda in [57].

Figure C.2 shows Maeda’s full controller, which now includes a time domain ob-

server. Where the ILC uses the inverse plant model to calculate the disturbances

from the previous dig, the observer uses the inverse model and the plant output to

estimate the disturbance during the current dig. In this way the observer acts as a

disturbance sensor which can be used to filter out poor disturbance prediction by the

ILC.

The observer takes the time domain output from the plant and estimates the

control signal necessary to generate this command (ud−obs) by using the inverse plant

model P̂−1. ud−obs is made up of both the disturbed command dj and the original

control signal ut. Equation (C.6) subtracts ut from the estimated disturbed signal

ud−obs to estimate the time domain disturbance dobs.

dobs = P̂−1 · yt − ut (C.6)

= ud−obs − ut (C.7)

The new output equation with the observer is shown in Equation (C.8).

ud = dj − uj − dobs + u (C.8)

If the ILC prediction matches the current disturbance then dj − uj = 0 and the ob-

served disturbance dobs will also be 0 as long as the inverse plant model is accurate.

If the ILC prediction does not match the current disturbance then the disturbance
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Maeda controller (corrected by me?)

Controller (C) Plant (P)Σ

Reference 
trajectory

(r)

Actual position (yt)

Feedback 
correction (u)

Position 
error (ye)

Σ

ILC

Σ

ILC disturbance prediction (uj)

Control 
signal (uc)

Disturbance 
(dj)

Inverse plant 
( P-1)Σ

Σ

Observer correction (ut)

- -

-

Estimated 
disturbance (dobs)

-

Disturbed control signal 
estimate (ud-obs) Observer

Disturbed 
control signal 

(ud)

Figure C.2: The observer operates at the same frequency as controller C in the time
domain, while the ILC provides static time domain corrections based on digging
commands from the previous dig attempt. When the disturbances are repetitive the
ILC prediction exactly matches the disturbance, the observer sees no disturbance,
and the original control signal commands the plant as if no disturbance occurred.
When the prediction is off, the observer will measure some disturbance and subtract
its disturbance measurement in the next iteration. In this way the observer acts as a
filter for the ILC prediction [65].
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error de can be estimated using Equation (C.6). The estimated disturbance error is

then used in Equation (C.8) to proactively filter the ILC prediction in the next time

step. While these equations should provide good disturbance prediction and compen-

sation it is not clear that they will achieve this compensation without destabilizing

the plant.

ILC stability can be ensured as long as 1) the plant returns to its initial state, 2)

the disturbances are repetitive, and 3) each iteration is sampled at the same rate and

takes the same number of samples to complete (same duration). Maeda consider a

discrete system given by Equation (C.9) to establish the need for these requirements

for stable ILC design.

xj = Axj +Buj +Bdj (C.9)

yj = Cxj (C.10)

j is again the number of dig iterations, and each member of Equation (C.9) contains

N samples, which are sampled at the same rate (therefore all iterations take the same

amount of time and are the same length). Maeda uses Equation (C.9) to calculate

the output of the discrete system for a given iteration j in Equation (C.11).

yj = CAxj(0) +
∑

CABuj +
∑

CABdj (C.11)

If the plant returns to the same state after every dig then the difference between two

successive iterations will be:

CAxj+1(0)− CAxj(0) = 0, (C.12)
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so the first term of Equation (C.11) will cancel out. This condition is essential for

preventing an integration like wind up in the ILC. If it is not met, stability can

be achieved using an anti-wind up technique like freezing the total ILC disturbance

estimate.

If the disturbances between iterations are repetitive then:

CABdj+1 − CABdj = 0. (C.13)

If this condition is not true then the previously discussed residual de must be compen-

sated by filtering, or by using a time domain disturbance measurement like Maeda’s

disturbance observer. These two assumptions mean Equation (C.11) can be reduced

for two successive iterations as shown in Equation (C.14).

yj+1 − yj =
∑

CAB(uj+1 − uj) (C.14)

The last assumption states that all iterations must have the same number of

samples. This assumption ensures that Equation (C.14) can be written in the lifted

form shown in Equation (C.15).

δjy = Pδju (C.15)

P =



CB 0 0 . . . 0

CAB CB 0 . . . 0

CA2B CAB CB . . . 0

...
...

... . . . 0

CAN−1B CAN−2B CAN−3B . . . CB


(C.16)

P is shown in Equation (C.16) and is an N × N matrix where N is the number
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of samples in an iteration. If N is not consistent for all j digs then the following

equations cannot be used to design a stable learning controller.

The general form for a learning controller is given in Equation (C.17).

uj+1 = uj + Lye,j (C.17)

ye,j is the error history from the last dig attempt. Equations (C.17) and (C.15) can

be combined to give the ILC controller shown in Equation (C.18).

ye,j+1 = (I − PL)ye,j (C.18)

Maeda points out that a necessary and sufficient condition to ensure stability of the

ILC is that:

|λp(I − PL)| < 1 ∀p (C.19)

Assuming all conditions are met, and that eigenvalues λp can be found that satisfy

Equation (C.19), the ILC will eventually compensate for repetitive error (de → 0).

Maeda’s main contribution is a disturbance observer that actively compensates for

non-repetitive disturbances that would otherwise violate the disturbance repeatability

stability assumption (Assumption 2).

C.2 Summary

Both adaptive admittance control and ILCs have distinct advantages that could be

used to augment the long term response of the basic admittance ALC presented

in this thesis. Assuming a sufficiently detailed model of the excavator exists, the
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adaptive admittance controller proposed by Seraji in [59] is a perfect addition to the

basic admittance controller since the model can be used to guarantee the eventual

elimination of the force error. If a sufficiently detailed model is not possible, an ILC

could be designed to gradually reduce the force error over several loading attempts.

The ILC could reduce this error by using the force error history to alter the force

feedback for the current loading attempt without altering the ALC gains. The need for

these adaptive controllers can only be determined after the basic ILC has undergone

extensive operational testing in a working mine environment.



Appendix D

MSL 1 t surface loader model

The manual control system on the MSL Kubota R520s loader was replaced by a servo

system developed by Clearpath Robotics. These servos can be controlled remotely

over the ROS network, or locally by using the Clearpath human machine interface.

Unfortunately, the human machine interface only allows the operator to select between

neutral, up, or down, which means the only way to send partial valve commands is

by using the ROS network.

The hydraulics on the loader are supplied by a mix of variable and fixed displace-

ment pumps that are driven by a single axle connected to a diesel engine. The LST

variable displacement pump supplies a constant 41.2 MPa to only the loader’s drive

train, while the main fixed displacement pump supplies the steering and tool actua-

tors. Priority is given to steering over tool manipulation by a valve that detects when

the steering pressure is too low. When this pressure drop occurs the tool actuator

hydraulic loops are cut off by the valve. When supply is flowing to the tool actuators

it can be at any pressure between 0.0 MPa and 18.6 MPa. The upper limit is dic-

tated by a relief valve set at 18.6 MPa. A similar relief valve limits the exit pressure

204
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to 22.5 MPa. The tool control valves are open center hydraulic valves meaning that

when the pathways to the actuators are blocked, the working fluid is allowed to return

to the supply.

The input output relationship for either the boom or the bucket hydraulic actua-

tor is shown in Figure D.1, and given by the in Laplace form in Equation (D.1). The

Clearpath control system maps normalized valve positions (uv) between -1 and 1 to

output currents (ei) to each servo. The valve positions dictate fluid flow rates and

directions (Q1, Q2). These flow rates change the actuator pressures (P1, P2), which

results in changes in actuator position (xa). The actuators are under external load,

which is modelled by mass (m) and damping (b) constants. The input output relation-

ship for the actuators (Ga) can be used to design controllers with desirable stability

and response characteristics. These actuator controllers are themselves controlled by

the admittance dig controller.

Ga =
Uv
Xa

(D.1)

Figure D.2 shows the admittance control block diagram including the actuator

Ga and muck pile Gp models. Assuming Ga and Gp approximate the response of the

actuators and pile, the combined transfer function can be used to tune the admittance

controllers.

Figure D.3 shows the velocity controller inner loop from Figure D.2. This con-

troller takes in a reference velocity Vr from the admittance controller and outputs a

valve position Ur between -1 and 1. The actuator plant model (Ga) can be used to

determine PID gains that result in a desired actuator response before the controller is

implemented on the loader. This off-line tuning greatly speeds tuning on the loader
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Figure D.1: The insert shows the servos and linkages that replace the stock manual
control cables. The valve position uv is specified as a normalized value between -1 and
1 in the Clearpath interface. The supply and exit pressure are limited to 18.6 MPa
and 22.5 MPa respectively by check valves. Variation in flow and pressure cause
changes in actuator displacement xa. The actuator is also under some external load
modelled by a mass m and damper b.

Figure D.2: The admittance controllers take in a force error Fe and output a change
in actuator velocity Vr. This velocity change is fed to the actuator velocity controllers
which output a change in normalized valve position Uv between -1 and 1. The actuator
responds by changing its position Xa, which acts on the muck pile causing a change
in sensed force Fm.
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Figure D.3: The velocity controller for each actuator takes in a reference velocity vr
and outputs a valve position ur between -1 and 1. The PID controller shown can be
reduced to a P or PI controller by setting the unwanted gains to 0. The measured
actuator extension must be differentiated to get the measured velocity vm.

because the off-line tuning results in good initial guesses for the gains. Fortunately,

the actuator model can be subdivided into the valve response model Gvalve, and the

hydraulic flow model Gflow.

D.1 Valve model Gvalve

The valve model transfer function is given by Equation (D.2), where Xv is the output

valve position in metres, and Ua is the normalized valve command between -1 and 1.

Gvalve =
Xv

Ua
(D.2)
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This relationship can be modelled by

Gvalve =
kv

τv · s+ 1
, (D.3)

which is a time delay function between the valve command and the valve response

where kv maps the normalized valve position uv into actual valve displacement xv,

and τv is the delay constant for the servo valve. kv and τv were estimated to be

3.1× 10−5 m and 0.45 s respectively.

D.2 Flow model Gflow

The valve flow model Gflow maps the output actuator velocity Va to the valve dis-

placement Xv. When the valve is displaced sufficiently a portion of the cylindrical

valve opening is exposed, which allows fluid to flow to the actuators. Increasing the

opening exposed increases the flow rate and actuator velocity.

D.2.1 Flow through the valve in terms of xv

The supply Q1 and return Q2 flow through the valve is shown in Figure D.4, which

was taken from Watton in [80] (p. 75). Watton models the flow rate through the

restricted area a0 by

Q = Cq · a0 ·
√

2

ρ
·
√
P1 − P2, (D.4)

where Cq is the flow coefficient, ρ is the density of the working fluid, and P1 − P2 is

the pressure drop across the opening a0 downstream of the turbulent effects created

by the change in cross section (Note that P1 and P2 across a0 will be different than
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Figure D.4: The flow rate Q through a valve is dependant on the valve position since
the valve position determines the area a0 through which the working fluid can flow.

P1 and P2 in the actuator).

Watton suggests that Cq = 0.83 for this type of spool valve (p. 100). Watton

relates the opening area a0 to the valve displacement xv and the maximum port open

area am by

a0 = am
xv
φv
, (D.5)

where φv is the port diameter (p. 78). Finally the working fluid for the MSL loader

should be SAE 10W-30 (service manual p. I-14), which has a density of ρ =865 kg/m3.

Combining Equations (D.4) and (D.5) gives

Q = Cq · am
xv
φv
·
√

2

ρ
·
√
P1 − P2. (D.6)

let

kf = Cq · am
1

φv
·
√

2

ρ
, (D.7)
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then Equation (D.6) becomes

Q = kf · xv ·
√
P1 − P2. (D.8)

The flow through each port (input and output) can then be calculated by using

the supply pressure Ps, the exhaust pressure Pe and

Q1 = kf · xv ·
√
|Ps − P1| sgn(Ps − P1). (D.9)

, and

Q2 = kf · xv ·
√
|P2 − Pe| sgn(P2 − Pe). (D.10)

D.2.2 Flow into the actuators in terms of xa

The flow acts on the actuator by changing the fluid volume on each side of the actuator

head, which causes a change in actuator length xa. Watton provides the idealized

flow through the actuator as

Q = A
d

dt
xa, (D.11)

where A is the area on either the rod or cylinder side of the actuator (p. 44). Watton

indicates that the compressibility of the fluid must be considered since some air is

trapped in the working fluid, and that the hydraulic lines will have some flexibility.

Watton models flow compressibility Qc as

Qc =
V

βe
· d
dt
P, (D.12)
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where V and P are the volume and pressure on either the rod or cylinder side of the

actuator, and βe is the effective bulk modulus of the working fluid (p. 46). βe differs

from the fluid bulk modulus by a knock down factor related to the amount of air in the

oil and line flexibility. Watton suggests a good first guess for βe is βe =1.4× 109 N/m2

(p. 43).

The compressibility of the fluid means that more fluid must be pumped into the

actuator, and less fluid flows out of the actuator. Hence the continuity equation

dictates that Qc must be added to the side of the actuator receiving fluid while

Qc must be subtracted from the side of the actuator loosing fluid. The continuity

equation can then be used with Equations (D.11) and (D.12) to calculate the flow

rates through the actuator by using

Q1 = A1 ·
d

dt
xa +

V1
βe
· d
dt
P1, (D.13)

and

Q2 = A2 ·
d

dt
xa −

V2
βe
· d
dt
P2. (D.14)

D.2.3 Linearized flow model

Equations (D.9) (D.10) (D.9) and (D.10) can be combined to give

d

dt
P1 =

βe
V1

(
kf · xv ·

√
|Ps − P1| sgn(Ps − P1)− A1va

)
, (D.15)

and

d

dt
P2 =

βe
V2

(
kf · xv ·

√
|P2 − Pe| sgn(P2 − Pe)− A2va

)
. (D.16)
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These equations can be linearized by using a simplified model for the pump.

Both the supply pressure Ps and exhaust pressure Pe vary in the MSL loader since

the pump pressure is dependant on engine RPM. Equations (D.15) and (D.16) can

be linearized by assuming a constant pressure differential ∆P , which results in

d

dt
P1 =

βe
V1

(
kf · xv ·

√
∆P − A1va

)
, (D.17)

and

d

dt
P2 =

βe
V2

(
kf · xv ·

√
∆P − A2va

)
. (D.18)

Note that this assumption is not ideal for the MSL loader, and may need to be

replaced by a more sophisticated pump model in terms of engine RPM.

D.2.4 Actuator dynamics

The final piece of the flow model is the dynamic relationship between xa and the load

and damping experienced by the actuator. Force through the actuator is given by

F = P1 · A1 − P2 · A2. (D.19)

Since F = m · a+ b · v the pressures are related to xa by

P1 · A1 − P2 · A2 = m · d
2

dt2
xa + b · d

dt
xa, (D.20)

where m is the combined load of the MSL loader mechanism and payload, and b is

the damping within the MSL loader mechanism.
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D.2.5 Final flow model Gflow

The flow through the valve, flow through the actuator, and actuator dynamics com-

bine to form a system of three equations with three state variables P1, P2, and va.

This system can be solved to give the relationship between the valve position xv and

the final actuator velocity va. The system is represented in matrix form by


d
dt
P1

d
dt
P2

d
dt
va

 =


0 0 −A1βe

V1

0 0 A2βe
V2

A1

m
−A2

m
−b
m



P1

P2

va

+


kf
√

∆P βe
V1

−kf
√

∆P βe
V2

0

xv. (D.21)

Thus the final transfer function Gflow, which relates xv to va is

Gflow =
d

s2 + b
m
s+ c

, (D.22)

where c is

c =
βe
m
·
(
A1

2

V1
2 +

A2
2

V2
2

)
, (D.23)

and d is

d =
βekf
√

∆P

m
·
(
A1

V1
+
A2

V2

)
. (D.24)

The full actuator model Ga is the combination of the valve model Gvalve, and the

hydraulic flow model Gflow, and is given by

Ga =
d · kv

(τv · s+ 1)
(
s2 + b

m
s+ c

) . (D.25)
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D.3 Simulink implementation

The Simulink implementation was used to tune Ga to match the non-linear response

of the MSL loader as the bucket moved in free space. Gvalve can be used directly in

Simulink, but Gflow is easier to input in the following state space form

dx

dt
= Ax+Bu, (D.26)

y = Cx+Du, (D.27)

where

A =


0 0 −A1βe

V1

0 0 A2βe
V2

A1

m
−A2

m
−b
m

 , (D.28)

x =


d
dt
P1

d
dt
P2

d
dt
va

 , (D.29)

B =


kf
√

∆P βe
V1

−kf
√

∆P βe
V2

0

 , (D.30)

u = xv, (D.31)

C =

[
0 0 1

]
, (D.32)

D = 0. (D.33)

The final Simulink implementation for the boom is shown in Figure D.5. A similar
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Figure D.5: The initial position of the boom must be added to the predicted change
in actuator length in response to a valve command u. Slightly different models were
required for extension and retraction (up and down) because gravity assists retraction
while it hinders extension. The actual actuator extension measurements are passed
to the workspace along with the calculated extensions to compare the model response
to the actual response.

implementation was used for the bucket actuator, but with slightly different param-

eters related to the different actuator sizes. These parameters are given in Table

Several parameters were used for calibrating the MSL loader model to the ac-

tual loader response. These parameters are marked as “Guess” parameters under

the “Source” column. “Servo” is the HiTEC HS-780TH manual which states that

the servos used to actuate the hydraulic valves had a response time of 0.1 s. It was

necessary to add an additional 0.35 s to this value, which is likely due to additional

lag in other parts of the electro/mechanical system. Several parameters where taken

from representative examples in Watton’s text [80] on hydraulic control modeling.

Additional parameters were taken or derived from the Kobota R520s Service Man-

ual “SM”. Note that the boom areas must be doubled because there are two boom

actuators.

Figure D.6 shows the typical model response and actual MSL loader response to

positive and negative step inputs. Despite tuning the parameters given in Table D.1
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Table D.1: “Guess” parameters under the “Source” column were used to calibrate the
MSL loader model. “Servo” refers to the HiTEC HS-780TH manual. [80] is Watton’s
fluid dynamics text. “SM” refers to the Kobota R520s Service Manual.
Name Parameter Boom Bucket Units Source

Mass m 2 000 - kg Guess
Damping b 250 - kg/s Guess

Servo Resp. τv 0.45 - s Servo

Valve flow coeff. Cq 0.45 - - [80] p.99
Valve port diam. θv 0.0072 - m Guess & SM p.414
Valve constant kv 3.1× 10−5 - m/% Guess
Valve flow const. kf 0.0057 - - Guess & [80] p.125
Valve flow Qv 65 - L/min SM p.143

Hyd. fluid dens. ρf 865 - kg/m3 SM p.409
Hyd. fluid bulk. Be 1.4× 109 - N/m2 [80] p.146

Diameter cyl. side φc 0.070 0.080 m SM p.415
Diameter rod side φr 0.040 0.045 m SM p.415
Stroke (limited) xs 0.423 0.393 m Measured
Cyl. head length lcyl 0.020 - m Guess
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the model never completely matches the actual response of the loader. The values

given in Table D.1 are the best match over ten tests with the same valve step input

pattern. The inability to match the model to the actual response indicates that

some part of the loader is not being modelled with enough accuracy. The most likely

candidate is that the linear assumption on the supply and exhaust pressures is invalid.

To correct this problem the hydraulic pump and engine must be added to the model.

A better model might also include a model of the loader kinematics and dynamics, so

that the gravity effects could be compensated for without changing the parameters in

Table D.1. The valve command plot in Figure D.6 also shows the deadband between

±4.8, which is most clearly visible in the boom valve commands. While the deadband

is represented in the model it highlights the non-linearities of the valves and servos

installed by Clearpath.
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Figure D.6: The model never quite matches the step response passed to the valves,
likely due to non-linearities in the supply pump pressure. The Deadband is also
clearly visible between ±4.8 in the valve command plot.



Appendix E

Muck pile rock density estimates

This appendix details the water displacement experiments conducted to determine

the approximate density of both the MSL and Kvarntorp muck piles. It should be

reiterated that these are first order approximations used to verify the type of rock in

the muck piles. Eventually, more detailed detailed density estimates may be required

to compare the response of the ALC to several different muck pile compositions.

E.1 MSL muck pile rock density tests
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MSL	big	pile	rock	density	tests	
June 6, 2014 

Goal:  

Determine the density of several rock samples from the big MSL rock pile at Innovation Park. 

Samples: 

Samples 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 9 seem to be Kingston limestone, while samples 3, 4, and 8 seem to be granite. 

Samples 1 and 9 also seem to be covered by a yellow substance which could be explosive residue. 

 

   



Apparatus: 

25 kg scale with an accuracy of +‐ 0.001 g 

2 000 ml beaker 

1 000 ml graduated cylinder 

8 L plastic bucket with metal handle 

Wash bottle 

Paper towel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preparation: 

1. Partially fill the 8 L bucket with water and empty it – this step wets the bucket so the reading are 

more consistent between the first and the rest of the tests 

2. Fill the 1 000 ml graduated cylinder with distilled water 

3. Fold some paper towel and place it in the base of the beaker – this step protects the beaker when 

you drop the rocks in 

4. Add ~2 000 ml of distilled water to the beaker 

5. Empty the wash bottle 

6. 0 the scale 

7. Wet the samples and set them aside 

   



Procedure: 

1. Weigh the wet bucket 

2. Add the partially full beaker to the bucket on the scale 

3. Add water to the beaker using the graduated cylinder until it overflows the beaker spout 

4. Wait for the stream of water from the spout to dissipate 

5. Wipe the bottom of the bucket with a paper towel to remove the water that just spilled from 

the beaker spout 

6. Weight the combined wet bucket, full beaker stack 

7. Slowly submerge the sample in the beaker and let it fall onto the paper towel at the bottom of 

the beaker 

8. Weigh the combined wet bucket, full beaker, and sample 

9. Squeeze the empty wash bottle to remove air from the wash bottle 

10. Gently place the tip of the squeezed wash bottle into the beaker and stop squeezing the wash 
bottle. The expansion of the wash bottle will draw water out of the beaker and into the wash 

bottle – This step prevents more water from walling into the bucket when the beaker is lifted in 

the next step 

11. Once the beaker water level is 1 mm below the beaker spout, lift the beaker out of the bucket 

and allow it to drip 

12. Wait till the scale reading stabilizes and record bucket, and spilled water weight 

13. Replace beaker and remove sample 

14. Refill beaker with the spilled water in the bucket 
15. Weigh the wet bucket again 

16. Place the beaker in the bucket 
17. Empty the wash bottle into the beaker 

18. Repeat steps 3 to 17 for remaining samples   

 

Step 1 – weigh wet bucket  Step 5 – wipe initial spillage 



 

Step 6 – weigh full beaker  Step 7 – submerge sample 

 

Step 8 – weigh full beaker + sample 
Step 9 – remove water so the beaker can be 

lifted 

 

Step 10 – lift and weigh bucket + spillage   

 

   



Results: 

 

 
Weights in  kg       m^3  kg/m^3 

 

Sample 

Empty wet 
 bucket 
(Wb) 

Before 
sample 
(Wb4s) 

After 
sample 
(Was) 

Bucket +
Spillage
(Wbs) 

Sample
weight
(Wsam) 

Spillage
weight 
(Ws) 

Spillage 
volume 
(Vs) 

Sample 
density 
(ρ) 

error +‐ 
(δρ) 

1  0.530  3.348  3.502  0.588  0.154  0.058  5.80E‐05  2.655E+03  7.325E+02 

2  0.536  3.360  3.492  0.588  0.132  0.052  5.20E‐05  2.538E+03  7.811E+02 

3  0.526  3.348  3.464  0.574  0.116  0.048  4.80E‐05  2.417E+03  8.056E+02 

4  0.524  3.352  3.556  0.598  0.204  0.074  7.40E‐05  2.757E+03  5.961E+02 

5  0.524  3.346  3.486  0.572  0.140  0.048  4.80E‐05  2.917E+03  9.722E+02 

6  0.524  3.358  3.544  0.600  0.186  0.076  7.60E‐05  2.447E+03  5.152E+02 

7  0.524  3.352  3.444  0.558  0.092  0.034  3.40E‐05  2.706E+03  1.273E+03 

8  0.524  3.350  3.520  0.590  0.170  0.066  6.60E‐05  2.576E+03  6.244E+02 

9  0.524  3.352  3.386  0.536  0.034  0.012  1.20E‐05  2.833E+03  3.778E+03 

 

The density is calculated as follows: 

∙
 

where	
	

 

The dominant error was assumed to be the scale error, which was 0.002 kg. Other error includes 

variations in the number of water droplets on the containers, the temperature of the water, and the 

contaminants in the water. 6‐7 drops of water were required to make the scale change by 0.002 kg so 

this error was used to calculate the total error. The water temperature was not measured, but should 

have been close to water in a room temperature room. While distilled water was used for all tests the 

containers were only rinsed and could have had residual material on their surfaces. Also fines were 

observed in the water. Both the water temperature and contamination impact the mass to volume 

conversion assumption, but should insignificant compared to the main scale error and water drop error. 

 The propagated total error (0.002 kg scale + 0.002 kg drop variation) for the density equation is given by 

the following equation: 

∙
∙  

   



Discussion: 

The average densities for the two rock types are:  

 

Granite (3, 4, and 8)  2.583E+03 ±  6.753E+02 kg/m^3 

Limestone (1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9)  2.683E+03 ±  1.342E+03 kg/m^3 

 

The error on these results is not insignificant (+‐26% and +‐50% of the granite and limestone densities 

respectively), but the average values do coincide with typical densities for these rocks: 

Limestone (2.3 to 2.7)E+03 kg/m^3 

Granite   (2.6 to 2.7)E+03 kg/m^3 

These results mean that there is very little density difference between the muck pile used in Kingston 

and the muck pile used in Kvarntorp: 

Granite (2‐4, 7)  2.719E+03  ±  5.951E+02 kg/m^3 

Limeston (1, 5, 6)  2.473E+03  ±  1.282E+03 kg/m^3 
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E.2 Kvarntorp muck pile rock density tests



Kvarntorp rock density tests 

May 22, 2014 

Goal: determine the density of several rock samples from the Kvarntorp mine imported muck piles. 

Samples: 

Samples included both the rock imported granite(?) for the tests, and some of the limestone bedrock. 
The bedrock was fractured by the bucket, and carried into the pile by the bucket during the dig 
attempts.  Samples 1, 5, and 6 are limestone while the remaining are likely granite. 

 

  



Apparatus: 

25 kg scale with an accuracy of +- 0.001 g 

2 000 ml beaker 

1 000 ml graduated cylinder 

8 L plastic bucket with metal handle 

Wash bottle 

Paper towel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preparation: 

1. Partially fill the 8 L bucket with water and empty it – this step wets the bucket so the reading are 
more consistent between the first and the rest of the tests 

2. Fill the 1 000 ml graduated cylinder with distilled water 
3. Fold some paper towel and place it in the base of the beaker – this step protects the beaker when 

you drop the rocks in 
4. Add ~2 000 ml of distilled water to the beaker 
5. Empty the wash bottle 
6. 0 the scale 
7. Wet the samples and set them asside 

  



Procedure: 

1. Weigh the wet bucket 
2. Add the partially full beaker to the bucket on the scale 
3. Add water to the beaker using the graduated cylinder until it overflows the beaker spout 
4. Wait for the stream of water from the spout to dissipate 
5. Wipe the bottom of the bucket with a paper towel to remove the water that just spilled from 

the beaker spout 
6. Weight the combined wet bucket, full beaker stack 
7. Slowly submerge the sample in the beaker and let it fall onto the paper towel at the bottom of 

the beaker 
8. Weigh the combined wet bucket, full beaker, and sample 
9. Squeeze the empty wash bottle to remove air from the wash bottle 
10. Gently place the tip of the squeezed wash bottle into the beaker and stop squeezing the wash 

bottle. The expansion of the wash bottle will draw water out of the beaker and into the wash 
bottle – This step prevents more water from walling into the bucket when the beaker is lifted in 
the next step 

11. Once the beaker water level is 1 mm below the beaker spout, lift the beaker out of the bucket 
and allow it to drip 

12. Wait till the scale reading stabilizes and record bucket, and spilled water weight 
13. Replace beaker and remove sample 
14. Refill beaker with the spilled water in the bucket 
15. Weigh the wet bucket again 
16. Place the beaker in the bucket 
17. Empty the wash bottle into the beaker 
18. Repeat steps 3 to 17 for remaining samples   

   
Step 5 – wipe initial spillage Step 7 – submerge sample Steps 9 & 10 – remove water so 

the beaker can be lifted  
 



Results: 

  
Step 1 – wet bucket weight Step 6 – full beaker + wet bucket 

  
Step 8 – sample + full beaker + wet bucket Step 12 – spillage + wet bucket 

 

𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠 = 𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 −𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵 
𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝑊𝑊𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 −𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵4𝐵𝐵 

 

  

 Weight kg     m^3 kg/m^3  

Sample Emty wet 
 bucket 
(W_B) 

Before 
sample 
(W_B4S) 

After 
sample 
(W_AS) 

Bucket + 
Spillage 
(W_BS) 

Sample 
weight 
(W_sam) 

Spillage 
weight 
(W_s) 

Spillage 
 volume 
(V_s) 

Sample  
density 
(ρ) 

error +- 
(δ_ρ) 

1 0.526 3.342 3.420 0.554 0.078 0.028 2.80E-05 2.786E+03 7.959E+02 

2 0.522 3.348 4.272 0.860 0.924 0.338 3.38E-04 2.734E+03 6.470E+01 

3 0.522 3.350 3.430 0.554 0.080 0.032 3.20E-05 2.500E+03 6.250E+02 

4 0.524 3.344 3.590 0.608 0.246 0.084 8.40E-05 2.929E+03 2.789E+02 

5 0.526 3.348 3.394 0.546 0.046 0.020 2.00E-05 2.300E+03 9.200E+02 

6 0.524 3.350 3.560 0.614 0.210 0.090 9.00E-05 2.333E+03 2.074E+02 

7 0.524 3.346 3.612 0.622 0.266 0.098 9.80E-05 2.714E+03 2.216E+02 



The density is calculated as follows: 

𝜌𝜌 =
𝑊𝑊𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 −𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵4𝐵𝐵

(𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 −𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵) ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤
 

Where is 𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤 = 0.001 m^3/kg. 

 
The dominant error was assumed to be the scale error, which was 0.002 kg. Other error includes 
variations in the number of water droplets on the containers, the temperature of the water, and the 
contaminants in the water. 6-7 drops of water were required to make the scale change by 0.002 kg. The 
water temperature was not measured, but should have been close to water in a room temperature 
room. While distilled water was used for all tests the containers were only rinsed and could have had 
residual material on their surfaces. Also fines were observed in the water. Both the water temperature 
and contamination impact the mass to volume conversion assumption, but should insignificant 
compared to the main scale error. 

 The propagated main error (0.002 kg) for the density equation is given by the following equation: 

𝛿𝛿𝜌𝜌 = �
�𝛿𝛿𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 + 𝛿𝛿𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵� ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑤𝑤

𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠
+
𝛿𝛿𝑊𝑊𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 + 𝛿𝛿𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵4𝐵𝐵

𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
� ∙ 𝜌𝜌 

 

Discussion: 

The average densities for the two rock types are: 

Limestone (1, 5, and 6)  2.473E+03  +- 6.411E+02  kg/ m^3 

Granite (2, 3, 4, and 7)  2.719E+03  +- 2.975E+02  kg/ m^3 

The error on these results is not insignificant (+-26% and +-11% of the limestone and granite densities 
respectively), but the average densities fall within the expected values for these rock types: 

Limestone (medium density)  (2.16 to 2.56)E+03 kg/ m^3 

Granite   (2.65 to 2.75)E+03 kg/ m^3 

 



Appendix F

MSL loader payload weight

calibration

This appendix details the calibration tests conducted to relate the pressures in the

boom actuator to known masses in the MSL loader bucket in the weighing pose.

F.1 Apparatus and method

The 9 22 kg weights shown in Figure F.1 were sequentially placed within the MSL

loader bucket. The bucket was raised to the weighing position after each new weight

was added to the bucket. Once in the weighing position the pressures were recorded

in the boom and bucket cylinders. These pressures were then converted to actuator

forces by using Equation (F.1).

fS = Pc · Ac − Pr · Ar (F.1)

232
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fS is the force in the actuator, Pc and Pr are the pressures on the cylinder and rod

side of the actuators, and Ac and Ar are the areas on the cylinder and rod side of the

actuators.

F.2 Results

Figure F.2 shows both the relationship between the mass in the bucket and the

actuator forces, and the variability in the extension of the boom and bucket actuators

in the weighing pose. Both the boom and bucket force/mass relationships are highly

linear indicating that the linear equations in Figure F.2 can be used to predict the

payload mass given the actuator forces in this pose. The weighing pose was also fairly

consistent between each test.
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Figure F.1: Each 22 kg weight was added to the bucket, then the bucket was raised to
the weighing pose. The pressures in the cylinders were then recorded to relate mass
in the bucket to the sensed pressures.
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Figure F.2: Both actuators demonstrate a highly linear relationship between the load
in the bucket, and the actuator forces. There is also relatively little variability in the
weighing pose.
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